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Preface 
 
Within the framework of the ASEMARS Lot V, the calibration platform CALPLAT was 
developed, at Alterra, in close consultation with the Joint Research Centre (JRC) at Ispra. It 
was developed during 2005 and 2006, and was, in first instance, meant to calibrate the basic 
phenology parameters (TSUM1, TSUM2) of the CGMS crop growth monitoring system. 
Later CALPLAT has been extended to be able to calibrate a larger set of input parameters for 
the WOFOST crop growth model and the LINGRA grass growth model, which are both part 
of the CGMS monitoring system. With the current version of CALPLAT, all relevant 
calibrations of the WOFOST and LINGRA model can be carried out. The aim of this 
document is to describe the principles of the CALPLAT tool, to give guidelines to set-up a 
calibration session and to provide a user manual that will enable users to apply the tool 
themselves.  
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1 Calibration Theory 
 

1.1 Introduction 
 

To allow an efficient and consistent calibration of the model parameters for a large number of 
crops and the range of conditions over Europe, an automatic Calibration platform, CALPLAT, 
was developed. Despite the aim of “automatic calibration” in CALPLAT, it is a not possible 
to use a large number of crop data from field experiments and do the calibration of many 
model parameters simultaneously. The model calibration should always be done in a stepwise 
fashion, starting with the main crop characteristics (e.g. growth duration), gradually 
considering other crop characteristics (e.g. yield level) and finally including other, more 
complex effects on crop growth (e.g. drought effects). If such a step-wise procedure would 
not be followed, the derived crop parameters will often be wrong. For example, the 
assimilation parameters in the model should be based on the growth rate and yield level under 
optimal conditions. Otherwise, these model parameters would be underestimated if being 
based on the low yield level under drought-stress conditions. This approach prevents the 
mixing-up of different type of crop characteristics and crop growth conditions. 

 
The issues raised above lead to a number of important recommendations for the working 
procedure in CALPLAT:  

1. Any calibration should be carried out in a step-wise fashion with increasing 
complexity. 

2. Rigorous calibration of nearly all crop parameters (e.g. for a totally new crop) 
cannot be carried out regionally and should be done on (multi-)point scale. 

3. Regional calibration should be carried out for a limited number of crop parameters 
which are known to vary with climate.  

4. Crop regions should be characterized a-priori.  

5. Rigorous checks should be carried out on experimental data sets in order to 
determine their representativeness and plausibility. 

 

CALPLAT can be used to calibrate the CGMS model (Micale and Genovese, 2004; Lazar and 
Genovese, 2004; Genovese and Bettio, 2004; De Wit et al., 2005), which has two sub models: 
the WOFOST model (Van Diepen et al., 1989) for simulating arable crop growth and 
production, and the LINGRA model (Bouman et al. 1996) for simulating grass growth and 
production. 
 

1.2 WOFOST 
 
WOFOST was developed as a generic model, however, it appears to achieve better crop 
growth simulation results if the model parameters are calibrated for site-specific conditions. 
For more information about the WOFOST model, see Boogaard et al., 1998 and Supit et al., 
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1994. A calibration procedure for the different parts of WOFOST is described in the 
following. The model calibration is done first for a potential production situation. This 
requires information from crop experiments under potential production conditions. This 
means that the crop growth is not limited by water excess or shortage or by nutrient shortage, 
yield losses by weed competition, pest and disease infestation are practically nil and  growth 
reduction due to other factors (poor soil structure, salinity or acidity) are also prevented. This 
requires optimum crop management and nutrient supply, irrigation and drainage, crop 
protection etc. which in general is found only in well-kept trials. 
 
Next, the model calibration is done for the water-limited production situation. This requires 
information from crop experiments under water-limited conditions. This means that the crop 
growth may be limited by water excess or shortage, as no irrigation water is applied and 
possibly  drainage may be limited. However, crop management, nutrient supply and crop 
protection should be optimum in these experiments too. 
 
The model calibration is done for first the potential (aspects no. 1, 2 and 3 of CGMS-
WOFOST, see Table 2.5) and next the water-limited production situation (aspect no. 4) in the 
following order: 1. length of growth period and phenology; 2. potential yield level - simple; 3. 
potential yield level - complex; 4. water-limited production.  
 

1.2.1 Length of growth period and phenology 
The length of the growth period is the period between crop emergence and the date of crop 
maturity or senescence (yellowing of leaves, see also glossary in Appendix A for explanation 
of terms). The total biomass production is equal to the mean daily biomass production times 
the total growth duration, hence this growth duration should be simulated well for a reliable 
biomass and yield prediction.  
 
The date of crop emergence is often an input. If in the WOFOST simulation a sowing date is 
used as input and not the emergence date, the emergence date is calculated based on a 
temperature sum from sowing to emergence (TSUMEM in crop data file (Boogaard et al., 
1998)). Note that the model parameters are explained in Appendix B. If DOE has to be 
estimated from DOP, TSUMEM should be calibrated on observed sowing and emergence 
dates from field experiments with the same crop variety. In addition the lower threshold for 
emergence (TBASEM) and the maximum effective temperature for emergence (TEFFMX) 
could be calibrated as well.  
 
The date of crop maturity is calculated on the basis of first a temperature sum requirement, 
TSUM1, from emergence to flowering (anthesis) and next TSUM2 from anthesis to maturity 
(in crop data file (Boogaard et al., 1998)). The daily increase in temperature sum, DTSMTB, 
is often equal to the mean daily temperature above a base temperature (e.g. 0 0C for wheat). 
The accumulated value of DTSMTB is divided by TSUM1 and this ratio (i.e. development 
stage DVS) becomes 1 at anthesis and 2 at maturity.  
 
A crop produces not only biomass but goes through a number of phenological development 
stages. In dependence of the phenological stage (i.e. DVS), WOFOST allocates the produced 
biomass to the different crop organs. This is described below in more detail (Section 1.2.3). 
For example, if DVS >1, all assimilates produced by a wheat crop are allocated to the grains. 
This indicates the importance of, for example, simulating well the date of anthesis.  An 
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anthesis date that is simulated too late, results in a too high green biomass, a low harvest 
index and a low grain yield. 
 
In CALPLAT (see aspect 1 in Table 2.5) the automatic calibration results in finetuned 
TSUM1 and TSUM2 values on the basis of observed dates for anthesis and maturity, yielding 
an optimal correspondence between simulated and observed anthesis and maturity dates for 
agro-climatic or administrative zones over Europe.  
 
In case the variety is mainly day light sensitive the crop parameters optimal day length for 
development (DLO) and critical day length for development (DLC) can be calibrated 
alternatively. 
 

1.2.2 Potential yield level - simple 
The daily biomass production in a potential production situation is mainly dependent on the 
intercepted amount of irradiation. For most crops, the canopy during the main growth period 
is completely closed and almost all irradiation is intercepted. As on a weekly (or longer) basis 
the variation in irradiation is generally limited, the biomass production per week is often quite 
constant during the main part of the growth period. This results in a linear increase in biomass 
with time during the main growth period.  The time course of total biomass production for 
most crops can be described by three phases:  
a. exponential growth phase with small plants during first growth period, incomplete  (but 
exponentially increasing) light interception and hence low but rapidly increasing biomass 
production; 
b. linear, main growth phase with almost complete light interception and large production of 
biomass; 
c. decreasing growth phase with dying leaves and rapidly decreasing biomass production until 
final death of canopy. 
 
The total biomass production can be roughly estimated from the mean daily biomass 
production during the linear growth phase times the length of linear growth phase plus one 
fourth of the lengths of both exponential and decreasing growth phases. This indicates the 
strong relationship between the attainable biomass production and thus yield level, and the 
length of the linear growth phase. Rapid canopy establishment due to optimum growing 
conditions and high sowing rate on the one hand and an optimum control of pest and diseases 
which delays leaf senescence and damage on the other hand, results in the longest linear 
growth phase and the highest biomass production.  
 
The WOFOST simulation of the potential production gives both the time course of green leaf 
mass, the resulting leaf area index (LAI) and hence the fraction of irradiation that is 
intercepted (Fint) by the canopy, and the time course of total above-ground biomass 
production. If the simulated LAI or the fraction of light intercepted is too high but the amount 
of green leaves is simulated well, LAI can be lowered by entering a lower specific leaf area 
(SLATB, ha leaf area/kg leaf mass) in the crop data file. If the LAI becomes lower, the 
simulated values for light interception and hence biomass production become lower too. The 
biomass production is mainly determined by the daily photosynthesis rate and the linear 
growth phase duration (mainly determined by life span of leaves SPAN). This photosynthesis 
rate is calculated with a photosynthesis-light response curve, of which the initial angle 
(EFFTB) is mostly constant and of which the maximum (AMAXTB, in crop data file)  may 
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be changed (this maximum is often crop variety specific and decreases in case of nutrient 
shortage and canopy ageing due to a decrease in chlorophyll content).    
 
In CALPLAT (see aspect 2 in Table 2.5) the automatic calibration results in finetuned 
AMAXTB, SLATB and SPAN values on the basis of observed values for total biomass 
production under optimal growing conditions and the maximum LAI.  
 

1.2.3 Potential yield level - complex 
The simulated time course of LAI and light interception at the beginning and at the end of the 
growth period may also be calibrated separately. WOFOST calculates LAI during the initial 
phase of crop establishment from a LAI at emergence (LAIEM) and from a maximum (sink or 
leaf growth limited) relative increase in LAI (RGRLAI, in crop data file). These two 
parameters strongly affect the initial increase in LAI and hence the duration till the linear 
growth phase with complete light interception.  The simulated time course of LAI during the 
final growth period is strongly affected by the life span of leaves (SPAN in crop data file). A 
higher value for SPAN results in a longer time period that the leaves stay green and 
productive and hence, results in a higher LAI and thus biomass production near crop maturity.  
 

The change in biomass over time is the integrated result of the daily CO2 assimilation rate by 
the crop, which is mainly determined by the light interception in the canopy. For the course of 
biomass over time, its initial value, TDWI, can be calibrated and the biomass change over 
time can also be improved by calibrating TMPFTB, being the sensitivity of daily CO2 
assimilation rate to the mean day-time temperature.   
 
A crop produces not only biomass but goes through a number of phenological stages. For 
example, wheat has periods of establishment and first growth, a period of vegetative growth 
(tillering and head development), a period of flowering (anthesis) and a period of grain filling 
and ripening. The lengths of these periods can be calculated on the basis of temperature sums 
(Section 1.2.1). WOFOST does not really describe the organ formation of the crop but it 
allocates the produced assimilates to the different crop organs in dependence of the 
phenological development stage of the crop. For this allocation, WOFOST uses partitioning 
factors (in crop data file) in dependence of DVS. For example for wheat, if DVS >1, all 
assimilates are allocated to the grains and if DVS<0.3, the main part of assimilates is 
allocated to roots and leaves.  
 
The allocation of produced assimilates to the different crop organs in the WOFOST 
simulation is important for mainly two reasons: first it determines the leaf mass and thus the 
LAI and light interception; second it determines the allocation to the economical products 
(grains, roots, etc.) and thus the yield level and the harvest index. 
 
By changing the allocation, different crop species and varieties can be described in the 
WOFOST simulations. For example, a wheat variety with a relatively long period till anthesis 
(high TSUM1) and a relatively short period from anthesis till maturity date (low TSUM2)  
results in a large green biomass, a low grain yield, and thus a relatively low harvest index. For 
a higher wheat grain production, the variety should produce less green biomass and should 
produce and fill grains during a longer period, resulting in a higher harvest index. This 
requires a variety with lowered TSUM1 and increased TSUM2. The earlier anthesis date 
results in a lower leaf mass and LAI and thus in a lower total biomass production. 
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Simultaneously, the earlier anthesis date results in a longer grain filling period and a higher 
harvest index and grain yield.  
 
In a situation where the simulated allocation of assimilates to the different crop organs is 
clearly different from the observed allocation of assimilates and the dates for the main 
phenological stages (i.e. emergence, anthesis, maturity) are simulated well, the partitioning 
factors in the crop data file need to be changed.  These partitioning factors (i.e. FLTB, FOTB 
and FRTB) determine the allocation of assimilates to the different crop organs (i.e. to leaves, 
storage organs and roots) in dependence of DVS. The simulated decrease in root biomass by 
senescence at the end of the growth period can be calibrated by changing the relative death 
rate RDRRTB. The decrease in leaf biomass can be calibrated by changing SPAN (i.e. leaf 
life span), which simultaneously affects the time courses of LAI and light interception (see 
above).  
 
In CALPLAT (see aspect 3 in Table 2.5) the automatic calibration results in finetuning of 
many crop parameters in WOFOST on the basis of observed data. 
 

1.2.4 Water-limited production 
After the calibration of WOFOST model for potential conditions, the model calibration for 
water-limited conditions can be done. First, water availability is discussed, then water use by 
evapo-transpiration and finally the resulting water-limited production. 
 
Water availability 
The water availability is determined by first the soil physical characteristics and second the 
water balance. The water balance in the rooted zone during the growth period is equal to the 
difference between the water supply from precipitation and irrigation and the water losses by 
crop transpiration, soil evaporation and percolation to deeper soil layers.  The soil physical 
characteristics determine the maximum amount of water that can be stored in the soil and that 
can be supplied to the crop. At a few locations, the groundwater level is shallow and capillary 
rise from groundwater may result in considerable additional water supply. This requires 
additional location-specific information that is often not available, such as the relationship 
between hydraulic conductivity and soil suction, the time course of groundwater level, and the 
degree of artificial drainage. As these areas with shallow groundwater (low lying river basins 
and river delta’s) do not occur very often, this contribution of groundwater to the water 
availability is not treated here. 
 
The maximum soil-water holding capacity in a free drainage situation is determined by the 
maximum crop’s rooting depth and by the maximum available moisture fraction in the soil. 
This last variable is equal to the difference between soil moisture content at field capacity (i.e. 
moisture content after one or two days of free drainage of a wetted soil) and soil moisture 
content at wilting point (pF=4.2 which is about soil suction at which plants irreversibly wilt 
and therefore die). The maximum rooting depth (RDMCR) is dependent on the type of crop 
species and is given for each crop in the crop data file. For wheat RDMCR is 125 cm. 
However, many wheat roots may go deeper than 125 cm. However, this means that from a 
wet soil this maximum amount of available water (i.e. 125 cm * maximum available moisture 
fraction) can be used by a wheat crop. For soils which are shallow or have unfavourable soil 
structures or layers, a more shallow rooting depth due to soil limitation (RDMSOL) may be 
used in WOFOST. Hence if RDMSOL < RDMCR, the maximum rooting depth is equal to 
RDMSOL. 
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The values for the soil moisture contents at field capacity and wilting point are specified in 
data files for the different soil types which mainly differ with respect to soil texture class. For 
the CGMS applications of WOFOST (Lazar and Genovese, 2004), the maximum soil-limited 
rooting depth and the maximum available moisture fraction are derived with pedotransfer 
functions from common soil characteristics.  
 
The initial water availability at crop emergence depends on the water supply by precipitation 
and irrigation and the water use by crop transpiration and soil evaporation during the months 
before crop emergence. For growth simulations with WOFOST, the initial water availability 
is generally not known. In that case it is often assumed that initially the maximum rooting 
depth is at field capacity.  In humid areas with rainfall exceeding evapo-transpiration during 
the winter, this assumption works well for the crop growth starting in spring. However, in 
areas with dry periods (e.g. semi-arid areas) preceding crop emergence, the initial water 
availability may be largely overestimated.  This may result in a strongly overestimated water 
supply during the growth period in the WOFOST simulation.  
 
Evapo-transpiration 
The potential evapo-transpiration from a bare soil surface, a water surface and a crop surface 
are all calculated with the Penman approach (Frère & Popov, 1979; Supit et al., 1994). This 
approach is universal and in general works well in most situations. However, some 
possibilities for calibration of the actual evapo-transpiration are given in the following. 
 
In WOFOST, the actual crop transpiration is equal to the potential evapotranspiration times 
correction factors for the degree of light interception, the degree of water stress, and for the 
crop in general. This last factor, variable CFET in crop data file, is in general 1.0. However,  
its value may be increased to e.g. 1.15 if the WOFOST simulation underestimates the actual 
transpiration due to the relatively great height and thus large transpiration of, for example, a 
maize crop. The reason is that the Penman approach is mainly developed for a short crop like 
grass. In (semi-)arid areas with advection, simulated transpiration may also be too low 
compared to observations and may need a correction.  
 
 
Water-limited production 

The model calibration is done first for a potential production situation. If this is done well, the 
model should next be calibrated on the basis of information from crop experiments under 
water-limited conditions. The water-limited production is determined by the water availability 
and the water use during the crop growth period. The water use is mainly determined by crop 
transpiration and soil evaporation, and sometimes percolation to deep soil layers. This water 
use is in general calculated well by the model. As mentioned before, crop transpiration may 
need some calibration in particular in (semi)-arid conditions. The water availability during the 
growth period is determined by the initial water availability, the maximum soil-water holding 
capacity as dependent on rooting depth and the available soil moisture fraction, and the 
balance of water inputs and use during the growth period.  
 
The degree of drought stress and the resulting reduction in both transpiration rate and 
photosynthesis rate are determined by the soil moisture content in the root zone. If the soil 
moisture content becomes lower than the critical moisture content, the water-stress correction 
factor is gradually reduced from 1.0 to 0.0 at a moisture content equal that at wilting point. 
However, the critical soil moisture content differs between crop species and varieties, and is, 
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for example, low for a grain crop (not sensitive to drought) and higher for potato. This is 
indicated by the variable DEPNR in crop data file (4.5 for wheat and 3.0 for potato). In 
addition, the critical soil moisture content increases with an increasing potential evapo-
transpiration. Differences in drought sensitivities between crop varieties may be included by 
changing DEPNR. For more information about this drought stress approach, see Supit et al. 
(1994).  These accumulated effects of drought stress during the total growth period determine 
the reduction in water-limited yields compared to the potential yield level. 
 
Soil moisture content may become too high for crop growth too, in general in soils where 
drainage is limited. If the air content becomes less than the value for the variable CRAIRC (in 
soil data file), both transpiration and photosynthesis rates are reduced due to oxygen shortage. 
Hence, in wet growing conditions, this variable CRAIRC may need a precise calibration. In 
free draining soils, oxygen shortage generally does not occur.  
 
The time course of LAI and the light interception may be affected by drought stress, e.g. by 
an advanced decrease in LAI by drought stress at the end of the growth period. PERDL, i.e. 
relative death rate of leaves by drought stress, may be calibrated on the basis of the observed 
rapid decrease in LAI under water-limited conditions. 
 
In CALPLAT (see aspect 4 in Table 2.5) the automatic calibration results in finetuning of 
crop parameters (CFET, RDMCR and possibly DEPNR and PERDL) and possibly soil 
parameters (e.g. RDMSOL and soil moisture contents at field capacity and wilting point) in 
WOFOST on the basis of observed data. 
 

1.3 LINGRA 
 

The CGMS-LINGRA model simulates the growth and yields of Lolium perenne L. (rye grass) 
grasslands. Described processes are light utilization, leaf formation, leaf elongation, tillering 
and carbon partitioning to leaves and roots (Schapendonk et al., 1998). CGMS-LINGRA has 
been tested for both potential and water-limited growing conditions at three locations over 
Europe (Wolf, 2006). For more background information about the CGMS-LINGRA model, 
see Schapendonk et al. (1998) and Rodriguez et al. (1999). 

 

A calibration procedure for the different parts of LINGRA is described in the following. The 
model calibration is done first for a potential production situation. This requires information 
from grassland experiments under potential production conditions. This means that the grass 
growth is not limited by water excess or shortage by nutrient shortage, yield losses due to 
weeds or pest infestation are practically nil and growth reduction due to other factors (poor 
soil structure, salinity or acidity) are also prevented. This requires optimum crop management 
and nutrient supply, irrigation and drainage, crop protection etc. which in general is found 
only in well-kept trials. 

 

Next, the model calibration is done for the water-limited production situation. This requires 
information from grassland experiments under water-limited conditions. This means that the 
grass growth may be limited by water excess or shortage, as no irrigation water is applied and 
possibly  drainage may be limited. However, grassland management, nutrient supply and crop 
protection should be optimum in these experiments too. 
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These model calibrations as done for first the potential (aspects no. 1 and 2 of CGMS-
LINGRA, see Table 2.6) and next the water-limited production situation (aspect no. 3) are 
done in the following order: 1. potential yield level simple which focuses on light interception 
and potential grass production; 2. potential yield level complex which focuses on potential 
grass production and grassland management; 3. water-limited production.  

 

Grass is a perennial crop. Hence, the grassland growth and production is always simulated by 
LINGRA for a period of 365 days from January 1 for the selected location and year. The grass 
production is strongly related to the length of the effective growth period. This effective 
growth duration during one year is clearly shorter in areas with a long winter period (i.e. no 
grass growth because temperatures remain below 3 0C) and with a long period with 
insufficient water supply. 

 

Grasslands may be grazed or may be mown. CGMS-LINGRA is only applied for simulating 
the grass growth and production under a regular cutting regime. 

 

Although a grass crop does not go through a number of phenological development stages as 
an arable crop, LINGRA calculates a temperature sum over the year and applies a relationship 
between an increased death rate of tillers and the increasing temperature sum. Hence, during 
the second half of the year, and particularly in warm areas, the number of tillers and hence the 
re-growth capacity of the canopy (as determined by the number of tillers and the leaf 
elongation rate) decreases. This results in an increasing sink limitation for the biomass 
production of grassland.  

 

1.3.1 Potential yield level - simple 
The daily grass production in a potential production situation is mainly dependent on the 
intercepted amount of irradiation. For a grassland crop, the canopy during the main part of the 
growing season is closed and then almost all irradiation is intercepted and the grass 
production is high. Grass production is much lower during the re-growth periods from directly 
after the cutting of the grass until the moment of an re-closed canopy.  The reduction in 
annual grass production during these re-growth periods is related to the number of harvests  
and the length of the re-growth periods. The length of the re-growth period is determined by 
CLAI, i.e. the LAI directly after cutting which determines the light interception, and by the re-
growth capacity of the canopy which is related to the number of tillers. A low CLAI results in 
very low leaf area during the first re-growth, very limited light interception and hence, a very 
low but gradually increasing grass production. We will initially apply a standard management 
pattern with six cuttings per year and a CLAI of 0.8. In Section 1.3.2, other management 
options in LINGRA will be described. 

 

The LINGRA simulation of the grass production under potential conditions gives both the 
time course of green leaf mass on the field, the resulting leaf area index (LAI) and hence, the 
fraction of irradiation that is intercepted (Fint) by the canopy, and the time course of total 
harvested grass over the year. If the simulated LAI or the fraction of light intercepted is too 
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high but the amount of green leaves is simulated well, LAI can be lowered by entering a 
lower specific leaf area (SLA, ha leaf area/kg leaf mass) in the crop data file. If the LAI 
becomes lower, the simulated values for light interception and hence grass production become 
lower too. The death rate of leaves is simulated to increase due to self-shading, if the LAI is 
higher than LAICR (critical LAI, set to 4). By changing LAICR, the grassland production 
may be calibrated. For example, a lowered LAICR results in more self-shading and hence, 
more leaf senescence and a lowered grass production. 

 

The total grass production can be roughly estimated from the mean daily grass production rate 
during the closed growth phase times the length of closed growth phase plus one fourth of the 
lengths of the re-growth phases. The daily grass production rate is calculated from a 
maximum light use efficiency (LUEMAX, in crop data file) which is corrected in LINGRA 
for water stress (not here), nitrogen shortage (not used), atmospheric CO2 concentration, 
suboptimal soil temperature and incoming daily radiation level.  LUEMAX is often crop 
variety specific and may be calibrated on the observed level of grass production.  

 

In CALPLAT (see aspect 1 in Table 2.6) the automatic calibration results in fine-tuned 
LUEMAX, SLA and LAICR values on the basis of observed values for total grass production 
under optimal growing conditions and for maximal LAI.  

 

1.3.2 Potential yield level - complex 
The simulated time course of LAI and light interception by the grass canopy  and the resulting 
time course of grass growth and production may be improved by first calibrating crop 
parameters and second, management parameters. The comparison of simulated and observed 
time courses results in a more detailed calibration of the crop parameters LUEMAX, SLA and 
LAICR than that described in Section 1.3.1. The basic information about LAI, light 
interception, grass growth and grass production is, however, identical to that described in 
Section 1.3.1. 

 

The grassland management in the LINGRA model has a number of options which determine 
the dates of cutting, the re-growth characteristics after cutting, and the time courses of LAI, 
light interception, grass growth and grass production. First, the management in LINGRA only 
allows mowing and no grazing. Second, the parameter IMOPT which should be set and 
cannot be calibrated, has three options: IMOPT=1 results in cutting if the dry grass weight in 
the field is more than CWGHT (e.g. set to 1800 kg ha-1) and leaves a grass amount with CLAI 
equal to 0.8 in the field; IMOPT=2 results in cutting on Julian days which are specified in 
IMNDATTB, and leaves a grass amount with CLAI equal to 0.8 in the field; and (IMOPT = 
0) results in grass growth without any cutting. After choosing IMOPT, the comparison of 
simulated and observed time courses of LAI, grass growth and grass production is used for 
the calibration of the management parameter CWGHT (if IMOPT= 1) and CLAI. In case 
observed data are available on cutting events these should be set in CALPLAT through 
parameter IMNDATTB. 

 

A number of other important crop parameters that are used in LINGRA, are: initial tiller 
density (INTIL), initial amount of reserves (ISTO, i.e. storage carbohydrates) and the 
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extinction coefficient for diffuse light (KDIF). Their values are set to INTIL= 7000 m-2, 
ISTO= 200 kg DM ha-1, and KDIF= 0.60. It appears to be impossible to calibrate these crop 
parameters, but it is useful to have the option to set the values for both INTIL and ISTO for 
the calibrations of the crop and management parameters as mentioned above. Wolf (2006) 
showed that the grass production as modelled by LINGRA often increased by increasing 
ISTO and INTIL. For example, Wolf (2006) shows that the grass production in Wageningen 
is initially source-limited (i.e. shortage of carbohydrates) and that a higher ISTO results in a 
higher grass production during particularly early spring. In Bologna with more favorable 
growing conditions in early spring, the total grass production does not increase by a higher 
ISTO. This table also shows that a higher value for INTIL results in a clearly higher total 
grass production at both Wageningen and Bologna. This higher grass production due to 
increased INTIL can be explained from the larger sink-limited growth in spring due to the 
larger number of tillers which results in larger grass cuts. 

 

In CALPLAT (see aspect 2 in Table 2.6) the automatic calibration results in fine-tuning of 
crop (LUEMAX, SLA, LAICR) and management (CWGHT and CLAI) parameters in 
LINGRA on the basis of observed data. 

 

1.3.3 Water-limited production 
After the calibration of LINGRA parameters for potential conditions, the model calibration 
for water-limited conditions can be done. First, water availability is discussed, then water use 
by evapo-transpiration and finally, the resulting water-limited production. The approach for 
water-limited production is practically the same as that for WOFOST. Hence, for more 
detailed information on the calculation methods for water availability and water use, see 
Section 1.2.4. 

 

Water availability 

The water availability is determined by first the soil physical characteristics and second the 
water balance. The water balance in the rooted zone during the growth period is equal to the 
difference between the water supply from precipitation and irrigation and the water losses by 
crop transpiration, soil evaporation and percolation to deeper soil layers.  The soil physical 
characteristics determine the maximum amount of water that can be stored in the soil and that 
can be supplied to the crop.  

 

The maximum soil-water holding capacity in a free drainage situation is determined by the 
maximum rooting depth for grassland and the maximum available soil moisture fraction. This 
last variable is equal to the difference between soil moisture content at field capacity  and soil 
moisture content at wilting point. The rooting depth for grassland does practically not change 
over the year and hence, both the initial rooting depth RDI and the maximum rooting depth 
RDMCR are set to 50 cm. RDMCR may be calibrated on the basis of the observed reduction 
in grass yield for water-limited versus potential conditions. For soils which are shallow or 
have unfavorable soil structures or layers, a more shallow rooting depth due to soil limitation 
(RDMSOL) may be used in LINGRA.  

 

Evapo-transpiration 
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The potential evapo-transpiration from a bare soil surface, a water surface and a crop surface 
are all calculated with the Penman approach (Frère & Popov, 1979; Supit et al., 1994). This 
approach is universal and in general works well in most situations. However, some 
possibilities for calibration of the actual evapo-transpiration are given in the following. 

 

In LINGRA, the actual crop transpiration is equal to the potential evapo-transpiration times 
correction factors for the degree of light interception, the degree of water stress, and for the 
crop in general. This last factor, variable CFET in crop data file, is in general 1.0. The reason 
is that the Penman approach is mainly developed for a short crop like  a regularly mown 
grassland as simulated by LINGRA. If observed (evapo)- transpiration data are available, they 
can be used for the fine-tuning of the value for CFET. 

 

Water-limited production 

The model calibration is done first for a potential production situation. If this is done well, the 
model may next be calibrated on the basis of information from grassland experiments under 
water-limited conditions. The water-limited production is determined by the water availability 
and the water use during the year. The water use is mainly determined by crop transpiration 
and soil evaporation, and sometimes percolation to deep soil layers. This water use is in 
general calculated well by LINGRA. The water availability during the growth period is 
determined by the initial water availability, the maximum soil-water holding capacity as 
dependent on rooting depth and the maximum available soil moisture fraction, and the 
balance of water inputs and use during the growth period.  
 
The degree of drought stress and the resulting reduction in both transpiration rate and biomass 
production rate are determined by the soil moisture content in the root zone. If the soil 
moisture content becomes lower than the critical moisture content, the water-stress correction 
factor (actual/maximum transpiration rate) gradually decreased from 1.0 to 0.0 at a moisture 
content equal to wilting point. However, the critical soil moisture content differs between crop 
and grass varieties and is, for example, lower for a grain crop (not sensitive to drought) than 
for grassland. This is indicated by the depletion variable DEPNR in crop data file (4.5 for 
wheat and 3.0 for grassland). In addition, the critical soil moisture content increases with an 
increasing potential evapo-transpiration. Differences in drought sensitivities between grass 
varieties might be included by changing DEPNR. For more information about this drought 
stress approach, see Supit et al. (1994). The accumulated effects of drought stress during the 
total year determine the reduction in total grass yield under water-limited conditions 
compared to the potential yield level. 
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2 Calibration approach 
 
This chapter describes the principles of CALPLAT. It is explained which databases are 
needed and how they can be filled. Special attention is paid to the calibration objectives and 
whether they can be reached considering the available calibration sources. Next, the 
calibration levels, based on the calibration strategy, are explained focusing on the different 
physiological processes, the crop parameters involved, how to deal with tabular crop 
parameters etc. Finally, the calibration engine is described.  

 

2.1 General overview 
 

CALPLAT consists of three major components: the CALPLAT user interface, the calibration 
engine, which includes the optimization algorithm Simplex (Nelder & Mead, 1965), and 
CGMS 10 (Figure 2.1, dark blue components). Furthermore, various database components are 
necessary, such as the operational CGMS database (CGMS_DB) for providing weather data 
and initial values of crop parameters, the CALPLAT session database (CALPLAT_DB) and 
the database with crop observations (AgroPheno_DB) (Figure 2.1, light blue components). 
These databases are explained in more detail in Appendix G. 

 

The CALPLAT user interface takes care of the user interaction and the communication with 
the different database components. In addition the user interface prepares a ‘shadow’ CGMS 
database (CGMS Shadow DB) so that CGMS can be applied for simulating a specific 
simulation setup without interfering with the operational CGMS database (see Appendix G 
for details). This database is filled by selecting the appropriate data from the CGMS_DB and 
from the AgroPheno_DB. The latter database is necessary because the starting conditions for 
the crop are taken from the AgroPheno_DB. The tables containing the crop calendar, weather, 
crop parameters and (in case of water-limited calibration) soil parameters are populated with 
the right data for the specific simulation setup selected by the user.  

 

A new version (10) of the CGMS executable has been created to provide model output on a 
daily basis and to provide extra model variables as output. For example, the previous version 
of the operational CGMS (version 8.1.2) did not provide output on total weight leaves, total 
weight roots, total weight stems and rooting depth, while such variables are necessary for 
calibrating WOFOST partitioning tables (Section 3.6). 

 

Finally, the Calibration Engine starts an iterative processing loop that combines the different 
components. First, the user interface calls the calibration engine. Within each iteration, the 
CGMS executable is started with a certain value for the crop parameters to be optimized. 
CGMS is run with these values and it writes simulated output corresponding to these crop 
parameter values into the CGMS Shadow DB. The Calibration Engine then reads these 
simulation results from the CGMS Shadow DB. Next, the Objective Function compares the 
simulated values with the observed values in the AgroPheno_DB. It calculates a criterion 
value, which basically is a sum of squared differences between simulated values and observed 
values. Based on the sequence of criterion values, the Simplex algorithm then proposes a new 
crop parameter value with which CGMS again is run, etcetera. Upon convergence, control is 
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given back to the user interface and the user can continue to view the results in the Result 
Manager.   

Appendix E and section 2.7 gives technical information on the calibration procedure. 

 

 
 
Figure 2.1 Schematic overview of CALPLAT. 
 
 

2.2 How to prepare a calibration session? 
 
Before the user can start a calibration session with CALPLAT two databases have to be 
prepared.  
 

2.2.1 CGMS Database for the CGMS 10 executable 
The preparation of the CGMS database for CGMS version 10 is described in detail in the user 
manual of CGMS version 9.2 (especially chapter 3 and 6).  
  
Note that differences between version 9.2 and 10 are small and cover the following items which are not of real 
importance for the CALPLAT user but are given here for matter of completeness: 
- CGMS has been equipped with the feature to continue the growing season with an ensemble of weather 

forecast scenarios. As much more data are involved also performance of database IO was improved. 
Weather ensembles can be simulated by starting CGMS in batch mode and configuring the ini file with a 
special mode. 

- Crop specific campaign year definition in table CROP 
- Crop specific entry of initial soil water amounts in table INITIAL_SOIL_WATER 
- MySQL compliant 
- slightly different interpretation of climate barriers. 
 
 Furthermore the thematic background is explained in Genovese and Bettio, 2004; Lazar and 
Genovese, 2004; Micale and Genovese, 2004. CALPLAT automatically fills the CGMS 
Shadow database for the zone that has to be calibrated copying the data from the CGMS 
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database. The following tables are necessary to fill the CGMS Shadow database and to secure 
a successful CALPLAT run: 

• CROP 
• CROP_GROUP (“water limited”) 
• CROP_PARAMETER_VALUE 
• ELEMENTARY_MAPPING_UNIT (“water limited”) 
• EMU_PLUS_NUTS (“water limited”) 
• EMU_PLUS_NUTS_LANDCOVER (“water limited”) 
• GRID 
• GRID_WEATHER 
• INITIAL_SOIL_WATER (“water limited”) 
• LONG_TERM_AVERAGE_GRID_WEATHER 
• NUTS (“water limited”) 
• PARAMETER_DESCRIPTION 
• ROOTING_DEPTH (“water limited”) 
• SIMULATION_UNIT (“water limited”) 
• SITE (“water limited”) 
• SMU_SUITABILITY (“water limited”) 
• SOIL_ASSOCIATION_COMPOSITION (“water limited”) 
• SOIL_PHYSICAL_GROUP (“water limited”) 
• SOIL_TYPOLOGIC_UNIT (“water limited”) 
• SUITABILITY (“water limited”) 

 
Note that the available grid weather in the CGMS database (table GRID_WEATHER and 
GRID) should cover at least the period and climatic grid cells that occur in the AgroPheno 
database. Obviously calibration sources that cover grid cells or years that do not occur in the 
grid weather will not be used in the calibration. The table LONG_TERM 
_AVERAGE_GRID_WEATHER is needed for the creation of zonations based on 
temperature sums. 
 
 
Table CROP_CALENDAR is not listed above. This table does not have to be prepared by the 
user in the CGMS database. The observed start of the AgroPheno database is used to fill the 
start conditions of summer crops in the CROP_CALENDAR table in the CGMS Shadow 
database. CALPLAT uses the first of January for as start for winter crops. In case of observed 
emergence the crop calendar of summer crops has start type ‘FIXED_EMERGENCE’, in case 
of observed sowing the crop calendar has start type ‘FIXED_SOWING’. The end type is set 
by CALPLAT (end type is MATURITY). Note that CGMS runs for each combination of 
climatic grid cell and calibration source which secures that each combination only has one 
observed start: sowing or emergence. 
 
The soil related tables (see indicator “water limited” in list above) are only relevant when crop 
parameters are calibrated that relate to the water limited production. In that case soil data 
becomes relevant. If crop parameters, related to potential production are calibrated, tables in 
the CGMS Shadow database are filled with one standard soil generated by CALPLAT. 
 
Of course the table CROP_PARAMETER_VALUE table is important as it describes the start 
values of the crop parameters that will be calibrated. Note that for CALPLAT each 
partitioning parameters (FOTB, FLTB and FSTB) must be present with equal x-values (when 
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only running CGMS, without performing calibrations, this is not necessary). Table CROP 
should contain the crops that will be calibrated. 
 
When CALPLAT is installed a CGMS Shadow database becomes available. As explained 
above the content of the tables in the CGMS Shadow database are completely controlled by 
CALPLAT using the data from the CGMS database. One exception does exist. The NUTS 
table should be checked and changed in the CGMS Shadow database. In case of calibration of 
potential related crop parameters the table NUTS should have at least have three records 
describing a test region with NUTS code ‘TE’ at NUTS level 0, NUTS code ‘TE1’ at NUTS 
level 1 and NUTS code ‘TE11’ at NUTS level 2. In case of calibration of water limited 
related crop parameters the NUTS table in the CGMS Shadow database should be consistent 
with the NUTS table in the CGMS database. In Appendix G more information is given on the 
CGMS Shadow database. 
 

2.2.2 AgroPheno database 
In addition to the CGMS_DB, a database (called AgroPheno_DB) that stores observed crop 
characteristics is also needed. Below a summary is given on how this database has to be 
prepared (see Figure 2.2). A complete description of the database is given in Appendix G.  
 

 
 
Figure 2.2 Schematic overview of the AgroPheno database. 
 
 
First, two definitions are given: 

• In CALPLAT a source is “a set of observed crop characteristics pertaining to one or 
more grid cells and one or more years”. In case of CalibrationDataType 1 (field 
experiments) the crop characteristics are pertaining to one grid cell and one year”.  

• Furthermore a variable is “a crop characteristic (single value or time series) that can 
be observed or measured in the field or simulated by the crop growth model”. 
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There are three different CalibrationDataTypes, which are given in table 
‘CalibrationDataType’: 1 = data from field experiments, 2 = regional values and 3 are expert 
estimates. 
 
All available calibration sources have to be entered in the table ‘CalibrationSources’. Among 
other items like description, date of entry etc. the user must assign a unique number to the 
calibration source. In addition the user must indicate the calibration data type, as this is used 
to filter data. For instance regional data cannot be used in a local calibration and local time 
series (within a growing season) of a field experiment cannot be used in a regional calibration.  
 
Through the unique calibration source id the table ‘CalibrationSources’ is linked to the table 
‘CalibrationSourcesMetadata’ which lists the metadata for each calibration source like the 
crop number, the location and the year of observation or the start and end year of the long 
term period for which the observation is valid. The latter is only relevant for 
CalibrationDataType 2 and 3.  
 
The actual calibration data are stored in two tables, the ‘CalibrationSingleValues’ table and 
the ‘CalibrationTimeSeries’ table. The former one stores single value variables (e.g. day of 
sowing, day of flowering) for a dataset while the latter one stores variables with a temporal 
component (e.g. time course of LAI) which will occur when the user has access to field 
experiments. Note that time series can be used to derive “single-value” variables like the 
maximum leaf area can be determined from the leaf area time series. This way data from field 
experiments can be used also in the regional mode. 
 
It is important to mention that crop calendars are stored in table CalibrationSingleValues as 
Julian day. In case the growing seasons crosses the year calendar boundary all observations of 
the growing season have to be linked to the calendar year in which the harvest takes place.  
 
In order to store data in an unambiguous way, all observation variables are characterized with 
a predefined observation code with defined units. These observation codes and their 
descriptions and units are stored in the ‘ObservationCode’ tables. These observation codes are 
linked to the simulated variables of CGMS as described in table 2.1. 
 
Table 2.1 Observation code and CGMS variables 
Observation 
Code 

Simulation mode CGMS Shadow table CGMS output variable 

DOA POTENTIAL SIMULATION_LOG ANTHESIS_DATE 

DOE POTENTIAL SIMULATION_LOG EMERGENCE_DATE 

DOM POTENTIAL SIMULATION_LOG END_DATE 

LAI-MAX POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD LEAF_AREA_INDEX* 

LAIITB POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD LEAF_AREA_INDEX 

LAIRTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD LEAF_AREA_INDEX 

TAGBI  POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD YIELD_BIOMASS** 

TAGBITB POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD YIELD_BIOMASS 

TAGBR WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD YIELD_BIOMASS** 

TAGBRTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD YIELD_BIOMASS 

TRARTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD TOTAL_WATER_CONSUMPTION 

WLVDRTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD WEIGHTS_DEAD_LEAVES 

WLVITB POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD WEIGHTS_LIVING_LEAVES 
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WLVRTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD WEIGHTS_LIVING_LEAVES 

WRTITB POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD WEIGHTS_ROOTS 

WSOI POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD YIELD_STORAGE** 

WSOITB POTENTIAL GRID_YIELD YIELD_STORAGE 

WSOR WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD YIELD_STORAGE** 

WSORTB WATER LIMITED GRID_YIELD YIELD_STORAGE 

* The maximum LAI of the time series is determined 
** The value of the last day of the time series is taken 
 
The data available for calibrating the WOFOST model have to be related to one CGMS 
climatic grid cell, or a group of such cells. This relationship is stored in the table 
‘CalibrationGridReference’ which stores the CGMS grid cell numbers for which a 
CalibrationSource applies.  
 
The table ‘Crop’ describes the link between the crop numbers as they occur in the AgroPheno 
database and the crop numbers as they occur in the CGMS database. The user should pay 
attention to enter the right link here avoiding that crops are calibrated with observations of the 
wrong crop. In addition the user must indicate some characteristics of the crop which are 
important for the simulation in CGMS. The special mode of CALPLAT (see section 2.7) 
needs to know whether the crop must be simulated as a winter crop in which case CALPLAT 
accumulates temperature from January 1 regardless sowing or emergence data given in the 
AgroPheno database. Finally, CGMS must know whether the crop must be simulated with the 
WOFOST or the LINGRA model. 
 

2.2.3 Zonations 
Before regional calibration can be performed, it is necessary to define a zonation. Such a 
zonation divides the study area (Europe or smaller) into a number of zones. These zones are 
the basic spatial units that are being used in CGMS and CALPLAT; they are assumed to be 
homogeneous regarding crop variety. The actual calculations of CGMS are, however, done on 
climatic grid cells. Climatic grid cells are the basic spatial units for weather data. One zone 
usually contains a number of climatic grid cells. Be aware that in the CALPLAT database the 
table “GRID” must also contain the grid data of the area of interest. So in a new region of 
interest this table should be updated or changed. 
 
Several methods can be used to create a zonation. It can be based on geo-political units, like 
NUTS0, NUTS1 or NUTS2, it can be based on similarity in climate, or a combination of 
these. The user can create his own zonation using CALPLAT (section 3.4), if this zonation is 
based on temperature sums. In that case the long term average daily grid weather data is being 
used. However it is also possible to import a zonation that has been created externally. One 
example is a zonation based on administrative regions. For Europe a NUTS-2 zonation has 
been created. To establish such zonation the vector coverage with administrative regions must 
be combined (overlay) with the climatic grid cell coverage. For each climatic grid cell the 
administrative region is selected that has the largest area within this climatic grid cell. 
 
Note: If CALPLAT is run with the existing crop calendar from the operational CGMS, it can 
occur that one CALPLAT zone, covering several climatic grid cells, contains several CGMS 
varieties, meaning that different CGMS crop varieties are present in one CALPLAT zone. In 
this case, be aware that the basic data for the crop are used (as defined in the 
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CROP_PARAMETER_VALUE table), so varieties of the operational CGMS are not taken 
into account in CALPLAT.  
 
 

2.2.4 Auxiliary data 
Finally, auxiliary data are needed like GIS shape files of the climatic grid cells and 
administrative boundaries as supporting layer for orientation. Of course both shape files have 
to be defined in the same projection system. The shape files have to be made available to 
CALPLAT by entering their names into the file shapefiles.ini under the ..\shapefiles directory. 
Note that the variable “grid” is used for presentation of observations and calibration results 
and for the definition of the zonations. The variable “coverage” is used for a supporting 
background for orientation.  
 
 

2.3 Calibration objective versus available observations 
 
The usage of CALPLAT depends on the user’s objectives and if calibrations sources are 
available to reach this objective. Table 2.2 gives a number of realistic objectives that users 
might have when they want to calibrate crop parameters of WOFOST or LINGRA. The user 
could face the situation where a basic variety is well described for a specific region but the 
user would like to apply this variety for a wider area. In that case the variety has to be adapted 
for other climatic conditions. Considering WOFOST, this leads to the calibration of 
phenology and potential production to arrive at regional varieties with realistic phenology and 
potential yield levels. On the other hand one could face the situation that for instance breeding 
companies have developed a new basic variety for a crop which needs to be parameterized for 
WOFOST. In that case more parameters have to be calibrated which relate to processes like 
leaf area dynamics, the partitioning to organs etc. Note that some crop parameters do not need 
calibration as they are only crop specific and not variety specific; other crop parameters 
cannot be calibrated because of various reasons, such as required observations that will not be 
available. Finally, it could occur that a variety has to be updated because in reality the variety 
was continuously improved in terms of yield level. In that case it would be best to work with 
a rich data set of observations to check and fine-tune processes like partitioning. But, in case 
such data are missing, less rich data sets (medium) could be enough when only focussing on 
potential production and maximum leaf area.  
 
Table 2.2 Calibration objectives and their required calibration sources for WOFOST 

Calibration sources  
 
Calibration objective 

Rich  
(phenology, time 
series of LAI, 
leaves, yield etc.) 

Medium 
(phenology, final 
yield and/or LAI-
max)  

Poor 
(only 
phenology) 

Phenology 
 

  Required 
Adapt basic variety 
to varying climatic 
conditions Yield 

level 
 Required  

Minor revision of old basic 
variety 

 Required  

Major revision of old basic Required   
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variety  
Introduction of new basic variety 
 

Required   

 
In case of LINGRA the situation is simpler (see Table 2.3). The user can adjust the variety for 
other climatic conditions. Considering LINGRA it leads to the calibration of potential 
production. Or the user would like to introduce a new basic variety and this variety has to be 
parameterized for LINGRA. In that case more parameters have to be calibrated which relate 
to harvest schedules. 
 
Table 2.3 Calibration objective and their required calibration sources for LINGRA 

Observations (sources)  
 
Calibration objective 

Rich  
(time series of LAI and 
yield etc.) 

Medium 
(final yield and/or LAI-
max)  

Adapt basic variety to varying 
climatic conditions 

 Required 

Introduction of new basic variety 
 

Required  

 
 
Depending on the objective and availability of calibration sources the user has to make a 
choice between a regional and local calibration. The latter two objectives in Table 2.2 (last 
objective in Table 2.3) have to be done in the local mode while the first two objectives in 
Table 2.2 (first objective in Table 2.3) require the regional mode. Within the local mode 
specific crop parameters are calibrated which need observed time series of field experiments 
carried out under controlled, optimal conditions in terms of sufficient water and nutrients, no 
damage because of insects and pests etc. Local observed time series cannot be used together 
with observed regional data like crop calendars which are representing a region. Using 
observed time series of a specific location also requires the observed crop calendar of that 
specific location. Reason is that the partitioning of biomass between the different crop organs 
is strongly related to the phenology.  
 
On the other hand the regional mode can be used to calibrate crop parameters which are 
supposed to vary between zones and only need limited observed data (note that time series 
cannot be used) like (regional or local) phenology, maximum leaf area index and final 
potential biomass. Note that field experiments can still be valuable for regional calibration by 
using only the crop calendar, final biomass and maximum leaf area index. The user has to 
organize this when building the AgroPheno_DB by entering variables into table 
CalibrationSingleValue. 
 
To evaluate data availability the user should use the observation manager of CALPLAT (see 
section 3.4). Depending on the regional or local mode the observation manager presents all 
available variables of calibration sources that are relevant for the selected mode.  
 
The choice between regional and local calibrations directly influences the calibration strategy 
on a number of aspects: 

• For regional calibrations a spatial zonation needs to be created in order to divide the 
area in zones of (assumed) homogeneous crop parameterisation for each calibration 
stage (Section 3.4). 
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• For regional calibrations, the number of crop parameters that can be calibrated in each 
physiological process, is a subset of that for local calibration. 

• Local calibrations are assumed to be done only on the basis of detailed field 
experiments containing times series, while regional calibrations can use generally 
available (but more uncertain) datasets (Table 2.4) 

 
 
 
Table 2.4 Calibration data types and whether they can be used in the local and regional 
mode 
CalibrationDataType Regional calibration Local calibration 
Field experiments (1) No* Yes 
Regional Observation (2) Yes No 
Expert Estimate (3) Yes No 
* Within CALPLAT field experiments cannot be used in regional calibration because local observed 

time series cannot be mixed with regional data like crop calendars. But field experiments can still 
be valuable for regional calibration by using only the crop calendar, final biomass and maximum 
leaf area index.  

 

2.4 Calibration levels and related crop parameters 
 
After selection of the right calibration mode, local or regional, several calibration levels can 
be passed through. Each level is connected to a physiological process. The list of crop 
parameters per physiological process (Table 2.5 in case of WOFOST and Table 2.6 in case of 
LINGRA) for regional calibration shows only the main crop parameters, while for local 
calibrations additional crop parameters are available for calibration. This does not necessarily 
mean that all these parameters can be calibrated, because this depends on the availability of 
calibration sources and their variables. The calibration manager analyzes the available 
observed variables of the calibration sources and based on this analysis crop parameters are 
enabled or disabled within the user interface. Tables B-2 and B-5 in Appendix B clarify which 
crop parameters can be calibrated on the basis of the observations. In addition, Table B-1 and 
B-4 describe all the crop parameters occurring in both models, while Table B-3 and B-6 
explain the observation variables.  
 
Since many of the CALPLAT calibration parameters are interdependent, it is important that 
the calibration is performed in the right order (see also chapter 1). In Table 2.5 and Table 2.6 
this order is from top to bottom and in the calibration manager (section 3.6) this order is from 
left to right. With regard to WOFOST, TSUM1 and TSUM2 are the two most basic model 
parameters, as their calibrated values are used in the calibration of all other model parameters. 
Hence these two parameters should be calibrated first.  

 
Nevertheless, one may wish to recalibrate TSUM crop parameter later on in the calibration 
procedure. CALPLAT does allow the user to recalibrate any calibrated parameter later on. 
However, one should be aware that this may lead to unrealistic combinations of calibrated 
parameters values. Therefore, only expert users should do this. So it is strongly recommended 
that the calibration is performed in the order proposed in the user interface (Section 3.6), and 
Tables 2.5 and 2.6. 
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Table 2.5 Overview of physiological processes, parameters and necessary observations for 
calibrations of the WOFOST model at regional and local scale. Selection of parameters should be 
done in the order as provided (see also section 3.6 and Appendix B). 

 Regional calibration Local calibration 

P
H

E
N

O
LO

G
Y

 Parameters 
TSUM1, TSUM2 

 
 
Necessary observations 

Regional crop calendars or 
observations of emergence, flowering 
and maturity. 

Parameters 
TSUM1, TSUM1 detailed, TSUM2, 
TSUMEM, TBASEM, DLO, DLC, 
TEFFMX 

Necessary observations 
Detailed observations of emergence, 
flowering, maturity for different years and 
sowing dates at point locations. 
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Parameters 
AMAXTB 

Necessary observations 
Observations of total biomass under 
optimal conditions (with LAI-MAX 
above 3) at point or NUTS level. 

Parameters 
AMAXTB, SLATB, SPAN 

Necessary observations 
Point observations of LAI-MAX and total 
biomass under optimal conditions. 
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Parameters 
SLATB, SPAN, FOTB 

 
 
 
 
Necessary observations 

Observations of maximum LAI and 
total biomass and/or yield under 
optimal conditions at point or NUTS 
level. 

Parameters 
AMAXTB detailed, SLATB detailed, SPAN 
detailed, RGRLAI, LAIEM, TDWI, 
partitioning factors (FLTB, FRTB, FOTB 
detailed), TMPFTB, RDRRTB  

 
Necessary observations 

Point observations of LAI,  total biomass, 
weights of leaves, storage organs and roots 
over time during the growth period under 
optimal conditions. 
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Parameters 
(based on complex potential 
calibration) CFET, RDMCR. 

 
Necessary observations 

Observations of total biomass and/or 
yield level under rain fed conditions at 
point or NUTS level. 

Parameters 
(based on complex potential calibration) 
CFET detailed, RDMCR detailed, PERDL, 
DEPNR  

Necessary observations 
Point observations of LAI,  total, biomass, 
weights of leaves and storage organs and 
possibly crop transpiration, evaporation and 
rooting depth over time during the growth 
period under water-limited conditions. 

  Model parameters that cannot be 
calibrated: 
See Appendix B with complete list of model 
parameters in CGMS/WOFOST and the 
model parameters that cannot be calibrated  
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Table 2.6 Overview of physiological processes, parameters and necessary observations for 
calibrations of the LINGRA model at regional and local scale (see also section 3.6 and Appendix 
B).  
 Regional calibration Local calibration 
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Parameters 
LUEMAX, SLA, LAICR 

Necessary observations 
Observations of maximum LAI and total 
grass production under optimal 
conditions (with LAI-max above 3) 

Parameters 
LUEMAX, SLA, LAICR 

Necessary observations 
Observations of maximum LAI and total 
grass production under optimal conditions 
(with LAI-max above 3) 
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 Parameters 

No parameters 
Parameters 

LUEMAX detailed, SLA detailed, LAICR 
detailed, CWGHT, CLAI 

Necessary observations 
Point observations of LAI, total grass 
production over time during the growth 
period under optimal conditions 
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Parameters 
(based on potential calibration)  
RDMCR, CFET 

Necessary observations 
Observations of total grass production 
under rain fed conditions at point or 
NUTS level 

Parameters 
(based on complex potential calibration) 
RDMCR detailed, CFET detailed, DEPNR 

Necessary observations 
Point observations of total grass production, 
and possibly crop transpiration over time 
during the growth period under rain fed 
conditions 

  Model parameters that cannot be 
calibrated: 
See Appendix B with complete list of model 
parameters in CGMS/WOFOST and the 
model parameters that cannot be calibrated 

 

Calibration of several crop parameters can be performed either sequentially (one by one) or 
simultaneously. When the parameters to be calibrated are related, but not in any clear 
hierarchical order, simultaneous optimization is most appropriate. Be aware that crop 
parameters related to water limited production can not be calibrated simultaneously with crop 
parameters related to potential production. 

 

2.5 Editing and setting crop parameters 
 
The user has the possibility to edit the crop parameter before the parameter is calibrated. As a 
consequence CALPLAT checks whether the edited values are within the physical plausible 
range as defined by crop modelling experts. Note that the ranges do not differ over crops or 
regions. Table Modelparameters in the CALPLAT database lists all the ranges for all crop 
parameters (see Appendix G). For scalar value crop parameters the check is straightforward 
(column MinValue and MaxValue in table ModelParameters).  
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For tabular crop parameters it is more complicated. The user can change the table or function 
by editing the tabular parameter but the user can also change the start value of the scaling 
factor or shift which is used to calibrate tabular crop parameters (more information on 
calibration of tabular crop parameters is given in section 2.6). CALPLAT checks the limits for 
both ways of editing: 

1) change of table (column TabMin_XValue, TabMax_XValue, TabMin_YValue, 
TabMin_YValue in table ModelParameters) 

2) change of scaling factor or shift (column MinValue and MaxValue in table 
ModelParameters) 

 
The limits of the scaling factor or shift have been chosen such that when they are used with 
the default values of the crop parameter stored in current operational CGMS database, there 
will be no problem. Example: suppose that for a particular crop the AMAXTB y-values run 
from 70 to 120, and the limits on the physical plausible range of the AMAXTB values is 35 -
180. Then the limits of the factor have been set so that they will not be lower than 0.5 or 
higher than 1.5. 
 
Besides it is possible to “set” certain crop parameters to specific values while calibrating other 
crop parameters. This could be valuable in case the user has specific information on a certain 
crop parameter or the user would like to run some tests forcing the model with different 
values of a certain crop parameter. Setting is only allowed before the user has saved any 
calibration results. This restriction of setting to the start of the calibration ensures that later 
calibration results are in accordance with calibrations already completed. Without this 
restriction, it would be possible to calibrate some of the crop parameters, after which crop 
parameters could be changed (set) before doing further calibrations, which would result in 
calibration values for different parameters that would not form a consistent parameter set. 
 
In case of tabular crop parameters, setting of the scaling factor or shift is not possible, but the 
values in the table can be edited. This was done to prevent that the combination of an edited 
table and a set factor could result in values outside the physical plausible range of the crop 
parameter.  
 
A different procedure is used for the tabular crop parameters FOTB and FLTB that determine 
assimilate distribution over crop organs. The reason is that the sum of FOTB, FLTB and 
FSTB should remain 1. For these parameters, the table cannot be edited; not for calibration 
and also not for setting. In case of setting the scaling factor can also not be changed. In case of 
calibration only the scaling factor can be edited. Table 2.7 gives an overview how scalar and 
tabular parameters can be calibrated and set. 
 
Table 2.7 Calibration and setting options for scalar and tabular crop  parameters 
 Calibrate Set 
Scalar parameters Edit value permitted Edit value permitted 
Tabular parameters Edit scaling factor permitted 

Edit table permitted 
Edit table permitted 
Edit scaling factor not permitted  

Partitioning 
parameters (FOTB 
and FLTB) 

Edit scaling factor permitted 
Edit table not permitted 

Edit scaling factor not permitted 
Edit table not permitted 
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2.6 Tabular crop parameters 
 
Optimising tabular crop parameters is difficult because the individual elements (data pairs of 
x and y value) in the AFGEN tables can often not be treated as individual parameters. For 
LINGRA, this was not a problem, because in LINGRA no tabular crop parameters need to be 
optimised, but for WOFOST a solution had to be found, as there are a number of such tabular 
parameters in WOFOST. Two strategies have been evaluated: 

• Replace AFGEN tables with continuous functions within the calibration engine and 
convert the functions back into AFGEN tables when they have to be stored in the 
database again. 

• Manipulate the current AFGEN tables by using a scaling factor (most crop 
parameters) or shift (in case of crop parameter TMPFTB) that rescales the table along 
the X and Y axis. 

 
The second approach is implemented in CALPLAT. Appendix D justifies and summarizes 
this approach. 
 
The general idea behind manipulating the AFGEN tables is illustrated in the following text. 
For instance the AMAXTB table will be calibrated by rescaling all AMAXTB values with the 
same relative factor (Figure 2.3). In this way the general shape of the AMAXTB curve 
remains intact. 
 

 
 
Figure 2-3 Scaling of the AMAXTB parameter over the y axis. 
 
 
The crop parameters, responsible for the partitioning to organs as function of development 
stage (DVS), have a special treatment within CALPLAT because these parameters have to 
add up to 1. Two partitioning parameters can be calibrated using a scaling factor: FLTB 
(partitioning to leaves) applying a scaling factor on the y-value and FOTB (partitioning to 
storage organs) applying a scaling factor on the x-value. Figure 2.4 shows that by rescaling 
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the current partitioning tables along the x axis (DVS), the onset of storage organ formation 
can be delayed. Figure 2.5 shows that the fractions of assimilates sent to stems and leaves can 
be changed in a similar way, by a rescaling along the y axis. A change in the fraction send to 
the storage organs is not necessary because this fraction will be near unity for the majority of 
the crops. By combining these scaling factors, the AFGEN tables for partitioning can be 
effectively manipulated in CALPLAT without having to manipulate individual points in the 
table. There is no need to calibrate the third partitioning parameter FSTB (partitioning to 
stems) as this parameter will be implicitly calibrated when calibrating the other two. Besides 
usually leaves or leaf area index and storage organs are observed. 
 

 
 
Figure 2.4 Rescaling a partitioning table along the x axis (DVS). 
 
 
Because of these changes of y- or x-values during calibration the calibration engine checks 
whether the newly estimated y- or x- value (after applying the scaling factor or shift) is still 
within the physical plausible range. If not the scaling factor or shift is corrected in such way 
that the value remains within this range (see also section 2.5).  
 
As explained the FOTB parameter can be calibrated by applying a scaling factor on the x-
values. Some constraints do exist. The last x-value (DVS = 2) cannot be changed because the 
x-value cannot exceed 2. This restriction can limit the size of the scaling factor in case the x,y 
pair preceding the last x,y pair is very close the last x,y pair. For example the last two x,y 
pairs have the following values: 1.9,1 and 2.0,1. In such case the scaling factor cannot exceed 
1.0526 otherwise the two x,y pairs will swap places. So the scaling factor for FOTB only 
works well if the last two x,y pairs are not too close to each other. 
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Figure 2.5 Manipulating the fraction allocated to leaves and stems along the y axis. 
 
. 
The FOTB parameter has the following shape: the y-value starts at zero and around DVS = 1 
the function starts to climb while around DVS =1.3-1.8 the function tends to a y-value of 1. 
Note that the y-value must be between 0 and 1 as it describes the fraction of dry matter 
allocated to organs. Thus FOTB always starts with several x,y pairs with y-value is 0. During 
the calibration these x,y pairs must not be affected by the scaling factor. Otherwise it would 
change the x-value of these pairs as well which would influence the dry matter distribution 
between stems (FSTB) and leaves (FLTB) in the vegetative phase. Therefore the scaling 
factor only affects the x,y pairs of FOTB that describe the function from the point it starts to 
climb. This also has lead to an additional check: the first x,y pair that is being scaled cannot 
have an x-value lower than the x-value of the preceding x,y pair. In case these two x,y pairs 
are close to each other it will limit the scaling of the FOTB. 
 
The partitioning to leaves can be calibrated by applying a scaling factor on the y-value. By 
doing so the distribution between leaves and stems changes. There are two reasons for 
restricting the scaling factor: 

1) at least 50% of the original stems must be maintained 
2) and in the theoretical example that no partitioning to stems occur the partitioning to 

leaves must not exceed value 1 
 
In some situations one of the y-values could be close to 1. Taking into account the restriction 
that 50% of the stems must be maintained the possibility to increase the scaling factor above 1 
is limited. In such case the restriction is only applied for the specific x,y pair with the y-value 
close to one because otherwise the calibration of FLTB as a whole would be too limited. 
Other x,y pairs will still be multiplied with the original scaling factor if possible 
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2.7 The calibration engine 
 

2.7.1 General and special mode 
With regard to the calibration engine two modes are distinguished: general mode and special 
mode. In the general mode parameter estimates are obtained by repeatedly running the CGMS 
model and comparing the model output to the observed data (see Figure 2.6) while in the 
special mode the parameter estimates are calculated in the calibration engine itself, without 
having to run CGMS. The latter has been developed to ensure a fast calibration of TSUM 
parameters at continental level.  

For the general calibration mode the optimization landscape is multimodal, so that a robust 
optimization method is needed. It has been decided to use the Simplex method (Nelder and 
Mead, 1965). This algorithm may escape out of local minima, but at the price of having a 
slow convergence rate. The Simplex method is an iterative procedure: for a certain set of 
parameter values it compares the CGMS model output (e.g. total above ground biomass) to 
the actually observed data (biomass), and then adjusts the set of proposed parameter values in 
a direction that will reduce the difference. When the difference between simulated and 
observed data is smaller than some user-defined convergence criterion, the iterative process is 
stopped and the current parameter values are output as estimates. 

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic overview of the general calibration mode of the engine 
 

The special mode of the calibration engine within CALPLAT offers two fast methods: 
forward and inverse calibration. Appendix E1 describes these methods and the differences 
between them. In a nutshell, forward calibration minimizes the sum of squared errors around 
the calibrated TSUM, and inverse calibration minimizes the sum of squared errors around 
predicted day numbers (e.g. DOA). The forward estimation equations result in a closed 
expression and hence forward calibration is extremely fast; inverse calibration remains an 
iterative procedure but this can be managed without running CGMS, so it is still much faster 
than the general mode which calls CGMS and uses the Simplex method. It is difficult to say 
which of the two methods (forward or inverse) will give better results, as this depends on the 
shape of the curve of cumulative temperature against time, which will be different for each 
year. Therefore, both methods are used in the CALPLAT calculations. The user can then 
select which results he/she wants to use.  
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Most of the rest of this section on the calibration engine is about the general mode; the special 
mode is described in detail in Appendix E. 

 

2.7.2 Numerical Optimization  
When performing a general calibration, an iterative optimisation technique is used (the 
Simplex algorithm; Nelder and Mead, 1965) to achieve optimal fit between simulated data 
and observed data. Optimization stops when either the user-specified maximal number of 
iterations has been performed, or the tolerance criterion has been reached. The tolerance 
determines the accuracy of the desired solution; it must be set by the user. A larger tolerance 
means that a less precise result is deemed acceptable. The optimization routine stops when 
tolerance achieved < tolerance required, where tolerance achieved is the relative decrease in 
function value between two successive iterations, and tolerance required is the tolerance set 
by the user.  

If the maximal number of iterations has been performed and the tolerance criterion is not met, 
it is obvious that there is no convergence. When the tolerance criterion has been reached then 
apparently there is convergence, but there is still the possibility that the parameter estimates 
are on the minimum or maximum values of the allowed region. If that happens a warning is 
issued. See the next section for more information. 

 

2.7.3 Processing the optimization output 
 
Situation without restarts 
When performing a general calibration, an iterative optimisation technique (see section 2.7.2) 
is used to achieve optimal fit between simulated data and observed data. Optimization stops 
when the tolerance criterion is met, or alternatively when the number of user-specified 
function evaluations has been reached.  
 
After calling the Simplex and receiving its output, convergence is defined as having reached 
the tolerance criterion with parameter estimates that are within (and not on the limits of) the 
plausible range. Upon convergence, one extra optimization run with the Simplex is performed 
using the estimated parameter values as starting point. This extra run is referred to as the final 
optimization and is to make sure that the reported values will not be the result of a single 
anomalous step that for some reason failed to get anywhere (Press et. al, 1992). If there is no 
convergence it can be caused by two reasons: 

1) The tolerance criterion has not been reached. In this case calibration stops and a 
warning is printed. 

2) The tolerance criterion has been reached but the parameter estimates are on the 
minimum or maximum of the plausible range then although strictly speaking there is 
no convergence, the 'final restart upon convergence' is entered nonetheless, and a 
warning is issued. 

 

After running the final optimization again the tolerance criterion is being applied and 
parameters estimates are checked whether they are on the limits of the plausible range. 
Depending on the results of these checks different warnings could be issued as explained by 
Figure 2.7 which indicates the steps and decisions that are taken after the SIMPLEX 
optimization procedure has ended. 
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Figure 2.7 Processing of SIMPLEX output (situation without restarts) 
 

 
Situation with Restarts 
It may happen that even after many iterations (function evaluations), the tolerance criterion in 
the Simplex routine is not met. For example, the algorithm might get stuck in a loop and 
bounce between the same two or three values every time. Therefore, it is necessary that the 
user to set a maximum to the number of iterations that will be performed. When after this 
maximum number of iterations the tolerance criterion has not been reached, a so-called restart 
may be performed upon request (i.e. if that calibration options has been set): the entire 
optimization process for this zone is restarted but from a different randomly chosen starting 
value. The maximum number of restarts is set to 3. When even after 3 restarts there is no 
convergence, the current zone will be skipped and calibration will proceed with the next zone.  
 
Compared to the situation without restarts the steps and decisions that are taken around the 
SIMPLEX optimization are a bit more complicated (see Figure 2.8). As above, convergence is 
achieved upon reaching a user-defined tolerance, with one exception which is when the 
tolerance has been reached but parameter estimates are on the minimum or maximum of the 
plausible range. If the user permits restarts and restart number 3 has not yet been reached, this 
latter situation is considered as a case of no convergence, so a warning is issued, and a 
‘normal’ restart is performed instead of entering the ‘final restart upon convergence’. If this 
situation occurs after restart number 3, the 'final restart upon convergence' is entered, with a 
warning.  
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Figure 2.8 Processing of SIMPLEX output with restarts 
 
Some remarks 
It could happen that CGMS does not finish a simulation for a certain grid/year/source 
combination because of several reasons like “no living leaves anymore” (see file *.rss in 
Appendix I for possible CGMS return messages). As long as one of the grid/year/source 
combinations in a variety zone still has a normal CGMS run the iteration continues. Only in 
the situation that for all grid/year/source combinations in a variety zone CGMS stops before 
maturity the calibration stops too. You can find error messages in the warning file (*.wrn). 
The warnings are explained in Appendix J, part “5. CGMS errors”. 
 
As an aside, it may be mentioned here that sometimes CGMS appears to be insensitive to 
certain parameters. In that case, convergence will be reached quite soon as the criterion 
(Section 2.7.4) will not change for different sets of parameter values. The user is alerted to 
this situation by means of the warning ‘There are parameters with constant zero derivative’ 
and the message that variances and standardized residuals may be under-estimated.  
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2.7.4 Optimization Criteria in general mode 
The user has a choice of three different optimization criteria. Minimizing the root of the Mean 
Squared Error is applicable when the variables have more or less the same scale. Here the sum 
of the contributions [ y – f (t) ]2 is minimized as a function of the parameter vector t, where y 
is the value of an observed variable, and f(t) is the corresponding CGMS simulated output 
generated using parameter vector t. The contributions are actually weighted, but the weights 
are omitted in this section. More information on the weights can be found in the Appendix E2 
and 2.7.7. 

But now consider a situation in which two parameters are calibrated, whose corresponding 
variables have values on a totally different scale. An example of this would be when one of 
the simulated variables has values ranging between, say, 50 and 150, and the other has values 
ranging between 5 and 15. Then if a value 100 is observed on the first variable, and the 
corresponding simulated value would be 90, the difference would be 100 – 90 = 10, while an 
observed value 10 observed on the second variable, with corresponding simulated value of 9, 
would yield a difference of only 10 – 9 = 1. Although relatively the difference of 10 on the 
first variable is comparable to the difference of 1 on the second variable, the first difference 
would far more heavily influence the MSE criterion than the second difference. Therefore a 
second criterion is available, the root of the Relative Mean Squared Error. Here the 
contributions to the criterion are divided by the simulated value, so that the criterion is a sum 
of terms {[ y – f (τ) ] / [f (τ)] } 2. With this criterion the two contributions in the example 
would become equal, as 10/100 = 1/10.  

Finally, a third criterion is available, which has been termed the Shape criterion. This criterion 
has been especially developed to meet a requirement voiced by JRC. The criterion is 
applicable whenever it is considered more important to reproduce a trend or shape in the data, 
than to reproduce the actual values of the data. Previously the Shape criterion was called 
Reduced Bias because in the criterion the Bias has been given a reduced weight; but 
consequently in the simulated results the bias is larger than with either the MSE or the RMSE 
criterion. The relative amount with which to downscale the bias weight, the Bias Reduction 
Factor, is a user-supplied value k. An example is given in Figure 2.6, where first the function 
y = A + B x + C sin(x) has been simulated with A = 3, B = 2, C = 1, for points x = ii * 3.14 / 
6, for ii = 1 … 11. Then the function y = B x + C sin ( x ) has been fitted to these data (so 
without the term A, because with A included the exact data were always reproduced). The 
parameters have been estimated using the Shape criterion, and the results are plotted in Figure 
2.9.  

The Shape criterion results in fitted values whose distance to the true values is more or less 
equal, so that the variance of (y – f) is very small. In Figure 2.6 the points on the black line 
are the original points, the red line contains estimated points obtained with the MSE criterion, 
the points on the green line are obtained with the Shape criterion using k = 0.9, and the points 
on the blue line result from using the Shape criterion with k = 0.99. 
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Figure 2.9 Example showing theoretical time series of a variable using different Bias 
reduction factors 
 

For the red line, the ‘average’ distance to the original points is small, but the trend in the 
original data is not well modeled. The blue line more closely follows the trend in the original 
data (i.e. the distance from blue to black is more or less constant for all x), but this is at the 
cost of extra bias (the average distance from blue to black is larger than the average distance 
from red to black).  

 

2.7.5 Variances 
The explanation on how the variances are calculated can be found in Appendix E3. In the 
General mode, the calculation of the variances involves the inversion of a matrix. This matrix 
contains a term which is the sum of a number of numerically approximated derivatives. It is 
possible that because of numerical inaccuracy, rounding errors, or because of insensitivity of 
CGMS to a particular parameter, the determinant of this matrix might become 0 or even 
negative. If that happens, a warning will be issued. If the determinant is negative, no 
parameter variances (and hence no standardized residuals) can be calculated. It is possible that 
in this case a generalized inverse can still be calculated so as to obtain (co)variances, standard 
errors and standardized residuals for as many parameters and variables as possible. In the 
*.cal and *.dev files, any variances, standard errors and standardized residuals that could not 
be calculated will contain the code for missing values (-999). In the Results Manager, the 
fields for these missing values will be blank. 

For estimates obtained with Criterion 3, the Shape criterion, no variances are computed. This 
criterion was developed to get estimates that give predictions following the shape of time-
series, at the cost of an increased bias. The criterion does not arise as the result of fitting a 
model, taken to represent ‘reality’ or ‘the truth’. Hence, it is impossible to derive model-based 
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variance estimates. The alternative would be to get variance estimates by means of a leave-
one-out procedure, or possibly some Monte Carlo method. But this would increase the 
computation time by a factor N, which, at least at present, is infeasible.   

 

2.7.6 Obtaining the starting configuration 
As mentioned earlier, optimization is carried out by means of the Simplex algorithm. This 
algorithm requires not a single starting point but it needs a set of NDIM + 1 starting points, 
where NDIM is the dimensionality of the problem, i.e. the number of parameters to be 
estimated. In CALPLAT, the additional starting points are derived from the original (default 
or user-supplied) starting point P0. How this is done is illustrated graphically (in two 
dimensions only) in Figure 2.10. The single starting point P0 is the dark blue triangle in Figure 
2.10. Additional points P1 and P2 are obtained from P0 by first copying P0 and then modifying 
one single value (one dimension).  In P1 its first value is modified, in P2 its second value is 
modified. When a value is modified, it is replaced by the value halfway to the farthest limit 
for that dimension. If, for example, the limits for the first dimension (Parameter A) are 1 and 
5, and the first value in P0 is 2, then 1 – 2 = - 1 and 5 – 2 = 3, so the first value in P1 will be 2 
+ (5 - 2)/2 = 2 + 1.5 = 3.5. Similarly, if the second value in P0 is 3, and the limits on this 
dimension are 0 and 5, the second value in P2 will be 3 - (0 - 3)/2 = 3 + 1.5 = 1.5. In figure 
2.7, the yellow rectangle represents the area within the limits for two parameters, the dark 
blue point is the original starting point P0, and the two light blue points are P1 and P2.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.10 Obtaining a starting configuration (all points) from a single starting point 
(dark blue) in two dimensions. The yellow rectangle represents the area allowed for the 
values of the two parameters.  
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In the Calibration Manager, the user has the possibility to indicate that restarts are desired 
when no convergence is obtained. For restarts, a random starting point is chosen from the 
center of the hyperspace defined by the lower and upper limits allowed for the parameter 
values. Letting Lp be the lower limit allowed for a particular parameter, Hp its upper limit, and 
Dp the difference Hp – Lp, then the center is defined as the hypercube resulting from taking the 
region Lp + Dp/4  to Hp – Dp/4 for each parameter. See figure 2.11. Once the random starting 
point has been obtained, it is extended to a complete starting configuration in the manner 
described above.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.11 Obtaining a random new starting point for a Restart 

 

2.7.7 Weights 
The calibration sources and their observed variables can be weighted. Two kinds of weights 
can be distinguished; weights given to the different calibration sources, and weights given to 
the different variables used in calibration. 
 
The user can specify which calibration sources should be used for calibration and which 
should not be used. The reason for choosing to ignore certain sources might be that these data 
appear not reliable. If the user decides to use a source, it is given the weight 1, if he/she 
decides not to use a certain source, it is given weight zero. Once the weight of the source is 
determined, it is distributed over all the grid/year combinations of that source, as shown in the 
table 2.8 using a theoretical example. The distribution over grid and years is only relevant in 
case of the regional mode when the user can/will use sources that have calibration type 
“regional” or “expert estimates”. Such sources will probably relate to more than one grid cell 
(covering a region) and a long term period (covering a number of years).  
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Table 2.8 Distribution of weights over grid/year combinations  
Source id Climatic grid cell Year Weights Values used in calibration 
1 1 1 1 1/2 
  2  1/2 
2 1 1 1 1/4 
  2  1/4 
 2 1  1/4 
  2  1/4 
3 1 1 1 1 
 
 
A variable can be either a scalar or a time series. A scalar variable consists of one single 
measurement, a time series variable consists of several measurements within one growing 
season. Weights are defined at the level of the variable. Two choices have to be made:  

• The weights can be equal (default) or unequal (user-specified): 
o 1A: equal weights (default)  
o 1B: unequal weights (user-specified)  

• Next, there are two distinct ways of applying the weights to the measurements within 
the variable: the weight can be assigned to each measurement of a variable, or it can 
be distributed over the measurements of the variable:  

o 2A: assign to measurements (default)  
o 2B: distribute over measurements  

 
See the theoretical example in table 2.9.  
 

  
Table 2.9 Example of applying weights for variables  
  1A: Equal weights (default) 1B: Unequal weights (user-specified) 
  Weights Application of the weight to 

time series 
Weights 
(example) 

Application of the weight to 
time series 

Variable 
Number 

Measure- 
ment nr. 

 2A: Assign 
 (default) 

2B: 
Distribute  

 2A: Assign  
(default) 

2B: 
Distribute  

1 (scalar) 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 
2 (time s.) 1 1 1 1/3 2 2 2/3 
 2  1 1/3  2 2/3 
 3  1 1/3  2 2/3 
3 (time s.) 1 1 1 1/2 3 3 3/2 
 2  1 1/2  3 3/2 
4 (scalar) 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
 
 

2.7.8 Calibrating crop calendars that cross the year boundary 
In some cases, the growing period of a crop crosses the year boundary. In southern Europe, 
some of the crops that are in fact spring crops are sown or planted before the end of the year. 
For such spring crops that cross the year boundary CALPLAT has specific solutions for the 
special mode (TSUM) and the general mode: 

• Special mode (TSUM): if the growing period of spring crops falls in more than 1 
calendar year according the AgroPheno database, grid weather data from 2 different 
years are needed in the statistical engine, namely those of the year given in the 
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AgroPheno database (which is defined as the year in which harvest takes place), and 
those of the previous year. Of sources with a year boundary, only those with the year 
calendar boundary between DOE and DOA are retained in the calibration. This is a 
very likely situation for the northern hemisphere (but not for the southern hemisphere 
– CALPLAT is not suitable for the southern hemisphere). To perform calibration with 
CALPLAT, the calibration engine uses artificial day numbers, starting from day 1 of 
year 1. As a result, these day numbers for the second year have values between 366 
and 730. In the regular output of CALPLAT (which is shown in the results manager), 
these day numbers are converted back to real day numbers. However, in some of the 
output files of the calibration engine the artificial day numbers are kept to allow the 
user to understand and check the procedure that was used. More details are given in 
Appendix I. 

• General mode: If the growing period of spring crops falls in more than 1 calendar year 
according the AgroPheno database, CALPLAT selects these sources and determines 
the earliest DOE. The month in which the earliest DOE occurs is set as campaign 
month for CGMS (CGMS ini file). The campaign month defines the campaign year. 
This way it is avoided that a simulation would stop at the 31st of December just after 
the crop has been sown. Within the calibration engine one complication can occur that 
has not been solved yet. The complication will occur if sowing starts in year 1 and 
CGMS simulates anthesis also in year 1 because the first estimated TSUM1 of the 
calibration engine was low. The simulated anthesis date is converted to a Julian day so 
that it can be compared with the observed anthesis which is expressed as Julian day in 
the AgroPheno database. In that case the difference between observed and simulated 
will be very high while in fact they will be relatively close. For example the simulated 
anthesis date is 15 December (Julian day 349) while the observed is 15 January (Julian 
day 15). The difference in Julian day will give 334 while in reality it is only 31 days. 
In this situation it is unclear if the optimization algorithm will converge in the correct 
way. Note this situation will only occur when the TSUM1/TSUM2 crop parameters 
are calibrated in combination with another crop parameter and when observed 
emergence takes place before the year calendar boundary while observed anthesis 
takes place after the boundary. 

 

Obviously, winter crops also cross the year boundary as they are sown in the autumn, but for 
these crops CALPLAT assumes that simulation starts on 1 January. Table CROP in the 
AgroPheno database indicates whether a crop is a winter crop. 
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3 CALPLAT user manual 
 
This chapter provides a user manual for the CALPLAT software. It describes how to install 
the software, and fully describes how to use it. The following functionality is available in 
CALPLAT: database and file management, creating zonations, viewing available observed 
data, calibrating and viewing & exporting the CALPLAT results.  
 
Although CALPLAT can be used to calibrate both models of CGMS, WOFOST and 
LINGRA, the differences in the CALPLAT interface between those models are restricted to 
the screens that are used to set the calibration parameters. Therefore, the differences between 
WOFOST and LINGRA are only mentioned explicitly in the section dealing with the 
calibration itself. For the other sections, the software works in the same way for WOFOST 
and LINGRA. The user manual can also be accessed through an on-line help document. 
 

3.1 Installing CALPLAT 
 
CALPLAT installation involves two steps: 

• Running the CALPLAT installer; 
• Creating ODBC connections to the appropriate databases; 

 
The CALPLAT installer can be started by double-clicking "setup.exe" in the CALPLAT 
distribution, which will execute the normal Windows installation process. After selecting the 
preferred installation directory, CALPLAT will be installed on your system. If you use the 
default directory, CALPLAT will be installed in C:\program files\Alterra\CALPLAT. Several 
sub-directories are installed in this directory, namely ‘CGMS’, ‘data’, ‘help’, ‘output’ and 
‘shapefiles’. CALPLAT can be started by double-clicking the program ‘CALPLAT.exe’, or 
more conveniently, by double-clicking the CALPLAT shortcut that is generated on the 
desktop. Appendix F gives a more detailed description of the files and sub-directories that are 
installed. 
 
CALPLAT needs ODBC connections to three different data sources: 

• AgroPheno_DB for accessing crop experimental data; 
• CGMS_DB with input data such as crop parameters and agro-meteorological data; 
• CGMS_CALPLAT (CGMS shadow database) which is used to temporarily store 

CGMS data for one zone 
 
The first two databases can be MS Access dbases or they can be ORACLE dbases. The last 
database is always a MS Access database. The advantage of Access dbases is that MS Access 
is generally available, however, the ORACLE dbases tend to be quicker. To be able to use 
ORACLE dbases, ORACLE client software needs to be installed on your machine.  
 
To use the Oracle and Access databases, it is also necessary to make sure that the correct 
drivers are installed on your computer. Note that if you run the set-up program, the necessary 
connections for AgroPheno_DB, CGMS_DB and CGMS_CALPLAT are created 
automatically. Regarding the CALPLAT database CALPLAT will look for CALPLAT.mdb 
in the directory where the CALPLAT executable is located. A connection needs only to be 
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made if CALPLAT.mdb is not found in this directory. In this case the data source name has to 
be “CALPLAT_DB” otherwise CALPLAT will not work correctly.   
 
In case you will start to work with other databases covering AgroPheno data and CGMS input 
data, we strongly advice: 

• To use different and understandable Data Source Names for each AgroPheno and 
CGMS database 

• Not to change Data Source Names after they have been used in a session. If you do 
change a Data Source Name that has been used in a session, next time you open the 
session CALPLAT cannot find the database anymore. 

 
To check the existing connections, and to make new ones, do the following: 

• Go to the control panel 
• Select administrative tools 
• Select data sources (ODBC) (see Figure 3.1): Go to the tab ‘system DSN’. If you use 

ORACLE dbases, these should be linked to an ORACLE driver, while the MS Access 
dbases should be linked to a Microsoft Access driver. You need to add data sources 
using the ‘add’ button on the right. Next the driver has to be selected and afterwards 
the Data Source Name can be defined (see Figure 3.2). Note that the Data Source 
Name given in Figure 3.2 is not the actual filename; it is a name given by the user. In 
this manual, the Data Source Name is used as it is a more generic term than the file 
name of any particular dbase. Finally, the user should also make the link with the 
correct dbase.  

 

 
Figure 3.1 ODBC data source administrator 
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Figure 3.2 Definition of a Data Source Name 
 

3.2 General overview 
 
After starting CALPLAT, the about screen of CALPLAT will appear followed by Figure 3.3. 
In this screen, you can choose whether you want to start a new session, or whether you want 
to continue with an existing session (select one using the drop-down list). 
 
 

 
Figure 3.3 Screen for selecting session 
 
Assuming that you started a new session, the next screen looks like Figure 3.4 (if you 
continue an existing session, Figures 3.4 and 3.5 are skipped and you move to Figure 3.6 
directly): 
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Figure 3.4 Selection of Agrophenological database 
 
By using the drop-down list, a choice can be made from a number of dbases. In this screen, 
you should select which agrophenological dbase must be used, which, in our case, is 
AgroPheno_DB. Note that for ORACLE dbases username and password are required, but for 
Access dbases, these need not be filled in. After clicking ‘OK’ the following screen appears 
(Figure 3.5). 
 

 
Figure 3.5 Selection of CGMS database 
 
In this screen, you can select which CGMS database should be used. This corresponds to the 
‘CGMS_DB’ shown in the upper left of Figure 2.1. From the dropdown list, you should select 
CGMS_DB. After pressing OK, the screen shown in Figure 3.6 appears. If you continued 
with an existing session in Figure 3.3, this screen also appears, but in that case it is already 
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filled with information regarding description and crop type. At the top of the screen, there is a 
menu that can be used to open sessions, to save sessions, and to remove sessions. 
 

 
Figure 3.6 Main screen of CALPLAT; session manager 
 
Figure 3.6 is the user interface of CALPLAT, which consists of five different components: 

• The session manager, which is the left part of the screen shown in Figure 3.6, and 
which stores and handles session information. 

• The zonation manager, which stores, creates, manipulates and visualizes spatial 
zonations. 

• The observations manager, which visualizes the variables of calibration sources. 
• The calibration manager, which sets calibration details such as the selection of 

parameters to calibrate including their ranges and starting values, the spatial zonation 
to use in case of a regional calibration, the values of forced parameters (“set-
function”) and other details. 

• The results manager which allows analyzing the calibration results in the form of 
tables, graphs and maps, and which allows you to export the results. 

 
Each of these components will be discussed in turn in the next sections.  
 

3.3 Session manager 
 
The session manager stores information about a CALPLAT session such as: 

• Session description. Here the user can provide a brief description of the session he/she 
is working on. As a session is a specific combination of a certain zonation with a 
certain crop (using the same databases!), it is advised to use a description that reflects 
this combination. Note that the description you give here will also be the name of the 
subdirectory that contains the results for your session. It will also appear in the drop-
down list of existing sessions (Figure 3.3) under this name. 

• Crop type. A number of crop types can be selected from the drop down list, depending 
on which database you are using. Which crop you choose here determines which data 
you will be able to see in the observation manager, as only data for the crop you select 
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will be shown. The crop you choose also determines if the WOFOST model will be 
used or the LINGRA model, which determines which parameters can be calibrated in 
the calibration manager. 

• Database links to different databases: CGMS_DB and AgroPheno_DB. These dbases 
are described in section 2.2 and Appendix G. 

• Type of calibration: local/regional. What you choose here also affects some of the 
other managers of CALPLAT: a) If you choose local calibration, the zonations 
manager will be disabled as no zonation is needed for local calibration. b) If you 
choose regional calibration, you will not be able to see time series variables in the 
observations manager. Conversely, if you select local calibration, you will only see 
field experiment data in the observations manager. c) For local calibration more 
parameters can be calibrated than for regional calibration (see section 2.3). Therefore, 
the screens in the calibration manager will provide more parameters for local 
calibration. d) If you choose local calibration, calibration is done for one point, and 
therefore, no maps are shown in the results manager. 

 
The session manager acts as a front-end for the CALPLAT tool from which other CALPLAT 
functionalities can be accessed. Moreover, it is possible to save sessions, so that values from 
previous calibration sessions can be re-opened to continue working. Sessions can also be 
saved under a different name, in case the user wants to revert to previous results. Appendix H 
gives an overview of the data that are saved with the session. Appendix H also lists which 
parameters can be changed within one session. Some parameters cannot be changed, because 
changing them would completely alter the calibration results. In these cases, a new session 
should be started. Examples are e.g. changing crop type, zonation or dbases such as 
AgroPheno_DB and CGMS_DB. If an existing session is opened, the parameters that cannot 
be changed within the session are grayed out.  
 
It is also possible to open another session from the Session manager, and to remove the 
session you are working on. The export button (lower left part) can be used to export 
calibration results in a format suitable to be imported into a CGMS database. Two files are 
generated. One file that describes for each variety zone the crop parameters that have been 
calibrated and thus have a different value compared to the original crop parameter values. 
This file can be imported into CGMS table VARIETY_PARAMETER_VALUE. The other 
file describes the variety grown in the climatic grid cell and the start conditions (CGMS table 
CROP_CALENDAR). The start conditions are derived from the average emergence day per 
variety zone (DOE) using the AgroPheno database. The number of years per variety zone 
depends on the period for which the calibration was carried out. The latter is determined by 
the number of years available in the AgroPheno database and could be limited in case no grid 
weather data are available in the CGMS database. Note that DOE is only generated when the 
special mode has been used (see paragraph 2.7.1 for more information on the special mode). 
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3.4 Zonation manager 
 
The zonation manager allows the user to view and create zonations (Figure 3.7). At the top of 
the screen, the zonation to view can be selected. The buttons in the upper left corner of the 
map can be used to zoom in (drag the mouse), zoom out, pan and reset the view to full extend. 
To get the pointer back when you have used one of these buttons, press the same button again. 
The binoculars button (also in the upper left) can be used to look for certain grid numbers and 
zones. If you click this button, a small screen will appear in which you can enter the gridno or 
zone description you want to locate. If you click OK, the gridno or zone will be selected 
(highlighted with yellow). If you look for another gridno or zone, the previously selected one 
will be deselected. To deselect all gridno’s or zones, you need to refresh the map by selecting 
it again from the drop-down list. You can also choose to see zonation info (number of zones 
and grid cells). The buttons on the left can be used for management of zonations, and for 
editing existing zonations. Use the close button to return to the session manager. The 
following information is given in the status bar at bottom of the map when moving the mouse 
over the map: the grid number, the zone description and in between bracket the number of 
grid cells occurring in the zone and the internal zone-ID as saved in the CALPLAT database. 
 

 
Figure 3.7 Zonation manager of CALPLAT; NUTS1 zonation as an example 
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3.4.1 Manage zonations 
Existing zonations can be copied, removed and exported to CSV format, but the most 
important functionality is that new zonations can be made. To make a new zonation, press 
‘New’ in the zonation manager. This results in the screen shown in Figure 3.8. This screen 
has 3 tabs that allow one to make a new zonation based on TSUM using long term average 
daily grid weather, to import a zonation into CALPLAT and to combine two zonations into a 
single zonation. A name for the new zonation can be given at the top of the screen. If the table 
with long term average grid weather is missing the function ‘based on temperature sum’ is not 
available. 
 

 
Figure 3.8 Defining a new zonation using TSUM 
 
 
TSUM zonation (based on long term average daily grid weather) 
The tab for creating a new zonation based on TSUM has a number of settings that can be 
changed by the user. First, the user should select the period over which TSUM should be 
calculated, which will be different for e.g. summer crops and winter crops. For summer crops 
the period 1st of April to 1st of September is suggested, while for winter crops the 1st of 
January to the 1st of June is advised. Second, the user can set upper and lower limit for 
TSUM. By varying the upper and lower limit of TSUM the extent of the cropping area is 
changed (don’t forget to click the check-box). For example, by increasing the lower boundary 
of TSUM, the northern boundary of the area that is assumed suitable, is moving southward at 
least for the northern hemisphere. Third, the user can specify the number of zones to be used, 
and also how the classification of the zones should be defined. The subdivision into zones can 
be done in three ways; using equal interval, equal area, or fixed boundaries. Equal interval 
divides the total range in TSUMs in equal intervals, meaning that the number of grid cells per 
zone will vary. Equal area calculates the boundaries between the zones in such a way that 
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each zone contains the same number of grid cells, meaning that the TSUM range will vary 
between zones. When looking at the spatial pattern of temperature sums in Europe it becomes 
clear that the main part of Europe shows a gradually change while at the borders (e.g. Sahara) 
the changes are large. To represent the gradual changes in the main part of Europe in an 
optimal way it is better to use the “equal area”. This will result in more zones for the main 
part of Europe compared to the situation where “equal interval” is applied. Finally, using 
fixed boundaries the user can specify the zone boundary values herself/himself by editing the 
table.  
 
The ‘threshold value’ listed below the number of zones to be used, can be used to exclude low 
temperatures from contributing to TSUM. As mentioned above, the lower and upper TSUM 
limits to be used can be specified, but if these values are not specified by the user, the 
‘calculate boundaries’ button can be used to calculate the lowest and highest TSUM values 
that occur given the other settings that have been chosen (these calculated values will appear 
under set TSUM limits). If all the settings are to your liking, press the ‘Calculate’ button. 
CALPLAT will then assign the grid cells on the map to a certain zone. Calculation might take 
a while, but will finally result in filling in the table on the right.  
 
In Figure 3.9 an example is given for grain maize, using 8 classes of equal area, and using 
certain limits for lower and upper TSUM. As can be seen from this example, the equal area 
option was used for assigning grid cells and hence, the resulting classes all have the same 
number of pixels (only the last class has less pixels because it is the remainder). The 
description is composed of the lower and upper limit of each class. It is now also possible to 
have a look at the map by pressing ‘show map’. Use the save button to save the zonation you 
made for further use. The button to the right of the save button can be used to save the 
zonation as CSV file, e.g. to import the data into a GIS. Use close to return to the zonation 
manager.  
 

 
Figure 3.9 Defining a new zonation using TSUM; example for grain maize 
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Figure 3.10 Screen for importing a zonation from outside CALPLAT 
 
User defined zonation 
If you want to use other criteria than TSUM to create the zonation map, you need to make 
your zonation map elsewhere, and import it in CALPLAT using the import tab (Figure 3.10). 
 
By using the ‘browse’ button you can select the file that contains your zonation info (note that 
the path name must not contain any blanks!). This file should have two columns, the first 
giving a short unique description of your zones (DESCRIPTIO in Figure 3.11) and the second 
the climatic grid cell (GRID_NO in Figure 3.11). This file should have the Dbase DBF 
format, which can also be produced using e.g. Access and Excel. The headers of these 
columns can have a different description. In Figure 3.12 an example is given of an imported 
zonation that has 3 zones. The columns in the table in Figure 3.12 contain similar info as 
those in the imported file (Figure 3.11), although the sequence is different. The first column 
gives an internal sequence number (zone in Figure 3.12), the second a code that describes the 
zone, and the third column gives the number of climatic grid cells that belong to each zone. 
As climatic grid cells are already assigned to certain zones in the imported zonation, no 
calculation is needed. Therefore, the calculation button is grayed out. You can view the new 
zonation using the show button and you can also save it, after which you can also look at it in 
the main screen of the zonation manager. Don’t forget to enter a description for the new 
zonation when saving. The button to the right of the save button can be used to save the 
zonation as CSV file.  
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Figure 3.11 Example of a dbase file that defines a zonation (part of file shown) 
 

 
Figure 3.12 Example of a zonation imported into CALPLAT 
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Figure 3.13 Combining two zonations into a single zonation 
 

Combine zonations 
The combination tab (Figure 3.13) can be used to combine two zonations into a single one. 
Select two zonations using the drop-down lists, and press calculate to create the new 
combined zonation. Some information on the new zonation will appear in the table in the 
lower part. In the example in Figure 3.13, a continentality zonation of three zones has been 
combined with a country zonation. The new description combines the two individual 
descriptions using the character string ‘++’. In case a temperature sum zonation is used the 
fields ‘min TSum’ and ‘max TSum’ will have real values. Note that these field have no useful 
info after combining two temperature zonations. In such case the description does still supply 
the right information. Use the save button to save the combined zonation (don’t forget to give 
it a name at the top of the screen). The button to the right of the save button can be used to 
save the zonation as CSV file. 
 

3.4.2 Edit zonation 
Existing zonations can be edited in two ways (Figure 3.7): selected cells can either be deleted 
or they can be assigned to another zone. Using the ‘select gridcells’ button, the grid cells that 
should be edited are selected. To deselect a selected cell, you can click on it again. Selections 

can also be deselected by using the deselect button ( ), but this deselects all cells that are 
selected. Using the ‘set target zone’ button you can specify to which zone the selected grid 

cells should be assigned. To actually reassign the selected grid cells click the  button. 

Selected grid cells can be deleted from the zone using the  button. Finally, the  button 
can be used to save the changed zonation under a different name.  
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3.5 Observations manager 
 
The observations manager allows the user to display the observations that are available for a 
certain variable and for a certain crop. In this way, it is possible to get an overview of the data 
across Europe, allowing one to look for trends and to identify areas that deviate from the 
surrounding areas. When the observation manager is started, the variable that should be 
displayed can be selected at the top of the screen. For example, Figure 3.14 shows DOA for 
grain maize. To view observations for another crop, it is necessary to leave the observation 
manager and to select another crop in the user interface. Note that this is only possible if you 
have not yet saved the session. Once the session is saved you can only select another crop by 
starting another session. The buttons in the upper left of the map have the same functionality 
as in the zonation manager, although you can only search for grid numbers. Note also the 
status bar at bottom of the map indicating the grid number and the observed value, if 
available, when moving the mouse over the map. 
 
Since multiple sources can be available for a single grid cell, some kind of weighing is needed 
to display the data on the map. In the observation manager, a simple average of observed data 
is used, since the main purpose is to get an overview of the data quickly. It should be noted 
that in the actual CALPLAT calibration, a more complex weighing method is used, as in 
calibration, it is taken into account that different sources may apply to different grid cells and 
different years. 
 
In the observation manager, one can choose to see data on field experiments, regional crop 
calendars, expert estimates, or a combination of these. When working in regional mode time 
series variables will be excluded. In local mode the user can only see calibration sources that 
relate to calibration type “field experiments”.  
 
These data can be viewed for all years combined (default – values for different years are 
averaged) or for separate years. The number of legend classes and data range can be changed 
by using the edit button at the bottom of the legend. By clicking on the map, a grid cell will be 
selected (it then turns red, example in Northern France). The properties of this grid cell are 
shown in the lower part of the screen. The table on the left gives metadata about this grid cell 
by highlighting all the records related to the selected grid cell and year: the calibration source 
ID, a description of the source, the location, the calibration type and the observation period or 
the year of observation. The table on the right gives all the observed data that are available for 
the selected grid cell.  
 
The reverse method is also possible. The user can select a calibration source from the table in 
the lower left, and then display the corresponding area (red color) on the map by pressing the 

 button next to available observations. Since calibration sources usually apply to more than 
one grid cell, a larger area in the map will be selected. 
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Figure 3.14 Observation manager; DOA for grain maize 
 
In case of time-series variables, such as LAI, the map only shows the grid cells for which data 
are available, but it cannot show the actual values at the grid cell. Therefore, only one color is 
used, and no legend is shown. 
 

3.6 Calibration manager 
 
The calibration manager manages all calibration details. As mentioned in section 2.3 and 3.3 
calibration can be either regional or local. Although the principle is basically the same, which 
parameters can be calibrated differs. For regional calibration, less parameters can be 
calibrated than for local calibration. As this also influences the calibration manager, regional 
calibration and local calibration are explained separately.  
 
Which parameters can be calibrated also depends on the type of crop. If the crop is grass, the 
LINGRA model is used, while if it is another crop, the WOFOST model is used.  
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3.6.1 Regional calibration 
 
Zonation 
Within a new session the first step of regional calibration is to select a zonation. Once this is 
done, the user can select to calibrate all zones, or to select certain zones. For example, in 
Figure 3.15 one zone (23) is selected. Note that the zonation cannot be changed after leaving 
the calibration manager or when a calibration has been run. 
  

 
Figure 3.15 Selecting zones for calibration using the calibration manager 
 
By clicking on the selected zone, it is deselected again. When the mouse is moved over the 
map without clicking, the status bar at the bottom of the screen gives information about the 
climatic grid cell and the zone description. Between the brackets the number of grid cells 
belonging to a zone is given and in addition the number of sources available for this zone and 
finally the internal zone ID.  The buttons in the upper left have the same functionality as in the 
zonation manager, except that the user can only look for zones, and not for grid numbers. 
Zones can be found by entering a complete or incomplete description e.g. searching with 
character ‘W’ or ‘SWE’ both results in the selection of ‘SWE’ when looking at the country 
zonation. Zones can also be selected on the basis of a minimum number of sources. 
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Figure 3.16 Selecting parameters for WOFOST calibration - Phenology 
 

Select crop parameters 
The next step is to select which parameters should be calibrated. For WOFOST, pressing the 
‘select parameters’ button results in the screen shown in Figure 3.16. As can be seen from the 
figure, there are 4 tabs with parameters that can be either calibrated or set to a specific fixed 
value (Figures 3.16 – 3.19). The tabs correspond to the four levels of calibration given in 
Table 2.5. For LINGRA, pressing the ‘select parameters’ button results in the screen shown in 
Figure 3.21. As can be seen from the figure, there are 2 tabs with parameters that can be either 
calibrated or set to a specific fixed value (Figures 3.21 and 3.22). Parameters that are not 
available for calibrating (because necessary observation variables are not available) are 
disabled in the select parameter tabs. In case of a regional calibration of LINGRA the 
management parameters IMOPT (cutting schedule) and IMNDTTAB (mowing days) should 
be specified by the user in the CGMS database. 
 

You are strongly advised to calibrate the parameters in the order in which they are given. For 
WOFOST, the sequence is first phenology, then potential-simple, then potential-complex and 
finally water limited. For LINGRA it is first potential and then water limited. If you do not do 
this, the result might be unreliable. For example, if you want to calibrate AMAXTB 
(potential-simple level of WOFOST), but you have not yet calibrated TSUMs, default TSUM 
values will be used. These default values might not be representative for the zone(s) you are 
calibrating. CALPLAT issues a warning for this. However CALPLAT does not forbid such 
calibration as the sequence in which parameters are being calibrated is not fixed to give expert 
users more flexibility.  

Calibration of several crop parameters can be performed either sequentially (one by one) or 
simultaneously. When the parameters to be calibrated are related, but not in any clear 
hierarchical order, simultaneous optimization is most appropriate. Be aware that crop 
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parameters related to water limited production can not be calibrated simultaneously with crop 
parameters related to potential production. 

As already explained in paragraph 2.7.1 the special mode of the calibration engine is used 
when calibrating the crop parameters TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 without any other crop 
parameters. This enables a fast calibration because CGMS does not have to be run.  

When calibrating, a start value can be specified for scalar parameters, while for tabular data, 
the table can be edited and the start value of the scaling factor or shift can be changed. When 
setting a parameter, a new value for the parameter is given, either directly (in case of scalar 
parameter), or by editing the table (in case of tabular parameter).  

Regarding the setting of crop parameters, a few remarks should be made:  
1. It is not possible to combine ‘Calibrate’ and ‘Set’ for a parameter. 
2. Setting parameters only has effect if CGMS is called, which is not necessary if only 

TSUMs are calibrated. If you try to set parameters if only the phenology is calibrated, 
the following message will appear: "Only calibration of TSUMs is requested: 
no need to run CGMS and therefore SETting of other CGMS parameters 
will have no effect." 

3. Setting can only be done at the level of the entire zonation, so setting values for 
individual zones is not possible.  

4. As mentioned in section 2.5, for tabular data, only the table itself can be edited, but the 
factor cannot be changed. Thus, the user cannot change the start value when setting a 
tabular parameter (it is possible to change both table and start value when calibrating 
the parameter instead of setting it). Setting of the parameters that determine assimilate 
distribution over the plant organs (FLTB/FOTB/FRTB) is not possible at all (section 
2.5). 

5. Setting is only allowed before you have saved calibration results. This means that if 
you want to set parameters in any of the tabs of Figures 3.16 – 3.19, you should do so 
at the start of the calibration. This restriction of setting to the start of the calibration 
ensures that later calibration results are in accordance with calibrations already 
completed. Without this restriction, it would be possible to calibrate some of the crop 
parameters, after which crop parameters could be changed (set) before doing further 
calibrations, which would result in calibration values for different parameters that 
would not form a consistent parameter set.  
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Figure 3.17 Selecting parameters for WOFOST calibration – Potential-simple 
 
The start value that is shown in the tabs is the value at which the search for the calibrated crop 
parameter values will start. The default start value is specified in the CGMS 
CROP_PARAMETER_VALUE table. This default is the only value that can be shown here, 
for several reasons. First, only one value for the whole zonation can be given, rather than one 
for each zone. Second, it can occur that some zones have already been calibrated for this 
parameter, but others have not. Third, the user can still decide which zones to use in 
calibration, or which not to use. For these reasons, it is not possible to give zone-specific start 
values. Start values can be adapted by the user, but if they are too high or too low, it can occur 
that the calibration engine cannot reach a solution. If this occurs, you should adapt the start 
value to a less extreme value. Finally, start values of the TSUM1 and TSUM2 are not used 
when calibrating only a combination of these two parameters (special mode of the calibration 
engine). The user will be warned before calibrating of these two parameters. 

To allow the user to keep track of the crop parameter values that have been used for a certain 
calibration, a table in CALPLAT_DB (table ‘Crop_Parameter_Values’, Appendix G) gives 
the values that were used for the last calibration for each session. This table gives parameter 
values for the entire session, so for all zones of a particular zonation. When calibrations have 
already been done for (part of) the parameters, or part of the zones, the result are saved for 
each zone (table ‘CalibrationResults’ in CALPLAT_DB). In combination, these data give a 
complete overview of the parameter values that have been used for the last calibration. 
However, when a new calibration is done, the data on values used for previous calibrations 
are lost in the CALPLAT database. Therefore, one of the output files of CALPLAT (the .inp 
file, appendix I) also gives the complete set of parameter values that have been used for each 
zone. To save zone specific output files of a previous calibration the user can continue the 
session under a different name (save as function in the session manager) or copy the output 
files to a dedicated user defined directory. 
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As can be seen in Figure 3.18, a distinction is made between tabular parameters (at the top) 
and scalar parameters (at the bottom). This is done because calibration in both cases proceeds 
in different ways; for scalar parameters, the values themselves are calibrated, while for tabular 
parameters, the scaling factors or shift are calibrated (see section 2.6). It is possible to edit 
tabular parameters. If the edit button is pressed, a screen like that in Figure 3.20 is opened, in 
which the user can adapt the values in the table. Please note that it is the responsibility of the 
user to maintain a probable shape for the relationship between X and Y value, as CALPLAT 
does not check for unrealistic shapes of this relationship. The values in the table before 
editing show what the shape should like. For example, Figure 3.20 shows that AMAXTB 
values should decrease with increasing DVS. An exception to editing tables is the FOTB table 
(for local calibration also the FLTB table), which can only be viewed, but not edited, as 
explained in section 2.5. Table 3.1 gives an overview of how scalar and tabular parameters 
can be calibrated and set. 
 
Table 3.1 Possibilities editing crop parameters used in calibration or used to force/set 
 Calibrate Set 
Scalar parameters Edit start value Edit (start)value 
Tabular parameters Edit start value of factor/shift 

Edit table 
Edit table 

Partitioning parameters* Edit start value of factor No editing possible 
   
* This includes the crop parameters FOTB, FLTB and FRTB. Actually the latter (FRTB) 

could be regarded as a normal tabular parameter. In a following version of CALPLAT 
this must be changed. 

 

 
Figure 3.18 Selecting parameters for WOFOST calibration – Potential-complex 
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Figure 3.19 Selecting parameters for WOFOST calibration – Water limited 
 

 
Figure 3.20 Editing table variables 
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Figure 3.21 Selecting parameters for LINGRA calibration - Potential 
 

 
Figure 3.22 Selecting parameters for LINGRA calibration - Water limited 
 
 
Weighing 
The next step is to select weighing for the different variables (see Section 2.7.7). To do this, 
press the ‘weighing variables’ button. The screen that appears (Figure 3.23) gives a list of the 
observation variables that are used in the calibration and that you specified when you selected 
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crop parameters (see Tables B-2 and B-5 in Appendix B). Thus, which variables are shown in 
the list depends on which crop parameters you have selected for calibration. The default 
weight given to each variable is 1. You can choose to decrease the value for some variables, if 
you feel that data on those variables are e.g. less trustworthy. Weights can either be assigned 
to measurements, or distributed over measurements, as described in Section 2.7.7. For 
additional information, you can also use the help button. Note that the ‘weighing’ option is 
disabled when calibrating only TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 as in this case the special mode is 
carried out which does not allow weighing of variables (see section 2.7.1). 
 

 
Figure 3.23 Variable weights 
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Figure 3.24 Source weights 
 
The button ‘Select sources’ gives a list of all the sources that are available for calibration of 
the selected parameters (Figure 3.24). Each is given the default value 1. As explained in 
Section 2.7.7, the user can decide not to use certain sources by using the check-boxes in the 
‘Select’ column. In case of regional sources the value describes the average over a period 
which is defined by a start and end year. The “Unselect all” button is useful in case the user 
would like to work with only a small sub set of the sources. Note that columns can be sorted. 
 
Calibration options 
The last step is to select the calibration options (Figure 3.25a and Figure 3.25b). First of all 
the user can select to have only an initial base run, without optimization. This option allows 
the user to issue a CGMS run without calibrating crop parameters. Simulated output of 
CGMS can be compared with the observed data of the AgroPheno database. This information 
might be useful to decide for which parameters calibration is needed. 
 
 

 
Figure 3.25a Calibration options 
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If the user only plans to calibrate the TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 crop parameters CALPLAT will 
estimate these crop parameters by applying the special mode (see section 2.7.1). The relevant 
option for the special mode is given in tab “TSUM calibration” (see Figure 3.25a). It can be 
used to force the statistical engine to write extra output about the weather used to estimate the 
TSUM parameters (see also appendix I file *.alt). 
 

 
Figure 3.25b Calibration options 
 
 
For general calibration (not only TSUMS, but additional crop parameters too; see Figure 
3.25b), the user can decide to have additional output, which is useful for evaluating the 
performance of CALPLAT (see also appendix I file *.alt). Furthermore the user can choose 
between three different optimization criteria: Mean Square Error, Relative Mean Square Error 
(default), and Shape. When several variables are involved in the calibration, and values for 
these variables are on a different scale, the RRMSE criterion should be used instead of the 
RMSE criterion, so that the contribution to the criterion is of the same order of magnitude for 
all variables. The same is true for time-series variables, and especially when these are growth 
curves. Also for these situations we advise to use this RRMSE, and not the RMSE criterion.  
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When Shape is used, the Bias Reduction Factor must be given a value between 0 and 0.9999. 
When this factor is 0, the Shape criterion equals the Mean Squared Error criterion. When the 
factor is 1, the function value will be constant and there will be no convergence towards a 
minimum. See appendix E for more information about the calibration procedures. 
 
As explained in Section 2.7.2, the user can select to use a maximum of 3 restarts if no 
convergence is obtained for a certain zone after the specified number of function evaluations 
(the default for this number of function evaluations is 5000). The tolerance determines the 
accuracy of the desired solution; it must be set by the user. A  higher tolerance means that a 
less precise result is deemed acceptable The optimization routine stops when tolerance 
achieved < tolerance required, where tolerance achieved is the relative decrease in function 
value between two successive iterations, and tolerance required is the tolerance set by the user 
in this option. The range allowed for the tolerance is 1.0E-15 to 1.0. Values larger than, say, 
1.0E-4 may be useful for testing purposes, but they should not be used for actual calibrations. 
The default value of the tolerance is 1.0E-5. The user must find that out for him- or herself 
whether this value is too strict. But in relaxing the tolerance, it should be kept in mind that it 
should probably not be set to values > 0.0001. For more information on the tolerance, see 
Appendix E3. 
 
Be aware that, upon reaching the tolerance criterion, the calibration engine always executes 
one restart of the Simplex Routine taking the optimized value as starting point. This restart 
always occurs in the general mode and should not be confused with the restart defined by the 
user. See more about the different type of function evaluations (initialization, calibration etc.) 
below. 
 
Finally, the user can select which CGMS aggregation schematization should be used. The 
aggregation schematization takes care of upscaling to climatic grid cell level, which is 
necessary as grid cells can contain different soils. If land cover is chosen, the actual cover of 
each simulation unit is used to calculate an average for the grid cell; if soil suitability is 
chosen, the soil map is used for upscaling. Since potential production in CGMS only depends 
on weather, the aggregation schematization is only used for water-limited production, as 
availability of water might be different for different soils.  
 
Once all options are selected, the actual calibration is started by pressing the ‘start calibration’ 
button. After pressing the button a log window appears (see Figure 3.26). This window 
summarizes choices like the session name, calibration type, crop type, selected zonation, 
number of selected zones, start and finish time and calibration options. In the lower part of 
this window the progress is shown. It gives information on which zone is calibrated, how 
many zones have been calibrated of all selected zones. In addition information is given on the 
(cumulated) number and kind of function evaluation (see below for more explanation). Finally 
details are given on the selected zone like number of grid cells, number of sources and the 
internal zone ID number. The calibration can be stopped by pressing the button ‘Abort 
calibration’. Although an hour glass is active the user can still press this button. It will react 
after the current function evaluation has been finished. This can be noticed by the message 
‘Userbreak: calibration will stop after current (or next) function evaluation’. If not interrupted 
the user will receive information on calibration results like whether convergence was reached, 
the function value, warning and errors (see Appendix J) and the duration. Different messages 
will appear for the general and special mode and the different optimization criteria.  

• General mode: 
• Criterion RRMSE: value plus warning if RRMSE exceeds value 10 
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• Criterion RMSE: value plus message that interpretation depends on variables used 
• Criterion Shape: value plus message that interpretation depends on variables used 

• Special mode: all function values for TSUM1 (DOA) and TSUM2 (DOM) according 
the forward and inverse method. This is similar has the results presented in the result 
manager, tab ‘parameters’. 

 

 
 
Figure 3.26 Calibration log window 
 
The information on function evaluation includes the type like initialization, calibration, restart 
(number), variances. Note the accumulated numbers displayed in the screen will always 
exceed the maximum number of function evaluations set by the user (MAXNFUNC), and this 
is for the following reasons: 

1. When initializing the SIMPLEX, function values have to be obtained for the starting 
configuration. The starting configuration consists of NDIM + 1 points, i.e. if 3 
parameters (NDIM) are optimized, the starting configuration consists of 4 points. 
Hence, for every (re)start of the algorithm, NDIM + 1 extra function evaluations are 
always performed. 
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2. Furthermore, with the SIMPLEX algorithm, in an ‘iteration’ either 1 or 2 function 
evaluations are performed. Hence it is possible that at the end of a (re)start the number 
of function evaluations performed equals MAXNFUNC +1 (in stead of 
MAXNFUNC). For example in the final iteration, forced by the user, SIMPLEX could 
decide to run two function evaluations in stead of 1, causing to exceed the user 
specified number by 1. 

3. Then with the SIMPLEX routine, at the end of a (re)start, the function value for the 
best point encountered so far is not necessarily on the last position in the history of 
function evaluations. This may be confusing in the *.hst file, so we have decided to 
always recalculate the function value for the best point encountered so far at the end of 
each (re)start. This means that again one extra function evaluation is always 
performed. 

4. Reaching convergence or at the end of all re-starts: 
a. When restarts are allowed upon non-convergence, and at the end of all restarts 

there is still no convergence, results will be reported for the best-ever 
combination of parameters. These best parameters are saved during each 
subsequent restart, but one extra function evaluation is needed to re-obtain all 
other relevant output for these parameter values 

b. When the tolerance criterion is reached a final restart is executed, starting at 
the converged solution, (called “restart 4”) to lower the chance to finish at a 
local minimum.  

5. And finally, when computing the variances, one function evaluation is needed for each 
parameter because derivatives of fitted values with respect to the parameters are 
needed, and these have to be obtained numerically. 

  
Summarizing: the number of function evaluations performed in a (re)start in which no 
convergence is obtained equals NDIM + 1 + MAXNFUNC + 1 (+ possibly 1). Then if there 
have been restarts and still no convergence is reached, 1 extra function evaluation is needed to 
get output for the best-ever combination of parameter values; and finally NDIM function 
evaluations are needed to obtain the variance estimates. In the *.hst file (see Appendix I) there 
is an overview of the function evaluations that have been performed in each (re)start.  
 
The calibration is quite fast when only calibrating TSUM1 and/or TSUM2. It can take a long 
time if you are simulating other crop parameters than TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 in the regional 
mode, especially if a large number of zones are selected for calibration, and if there are many 
sources for the zones that are selected. The number of source, grid and year combinations 
together with the number of function evaluations determines how many CGMS runs must be 
executed. The user is advised to calibrate phenology apart from other parameters so that the 
special mode is applied. Furthermore the user can influence and control the performance by 
changing the tolerance and by the selection of the sources, the number of years they cover and 
the linkage to the grid cells. The lower the number of sources, the lower the number of years, 
related to these sources, and the lower number of grid cells linked to a source the faster the 
performance will be. 
 

3.6.2 Local calibration 
For local calibration, point data are used, as shown in Figure 3.27. This also means that no 
sources that represent regional data can be used. Within a new session you can select which 
points to calibrate by clicking on them. Note that once you have done a calibration, this 
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selection of points cannot be changed anymore. To calibrate new points, you will have to start 
a new session. 
 

 
Figure 3.27 Calibration manager for local calibration 
 
Comparison of Figures 3.28 – 3.31 with Figures 3.16 - 3.19 shows that for the WOFOST 
model, the number of crop parameters that can be calibrated is larger for local calibration than 
for regional calibration, as explained in section 2.3. For LINGRA, the number of calibration 
crop parameters has also increased (Figures 3.32 – 3.34 compared to Figures 3.21 and 3.22), 
and the tab for potential calibration has been split into potential-simple and potential complex. 
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Figure 3.28 Select WOFOST parameters – Phenology 
 
Note that the double asterisk (**) shown in Figure 3.29 appears only if observed time series 
variables are available that would allow to calibrate the parameter at the potential-complex 
level. If such variables are available, calibration at the potential – complex level is preferable, 
and the user is therefore referred to the tab on potential – complex calibration. If observed 
time series variables are not available, only the final value of the observed variable in 
question can be used, and only potential –simple calibration can be performed.   
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Figure 3.29 Select WOFOST parameters – Potential-simple 
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Figure 3.30 Select WOFOST parameters – Potential-complex 
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Figure 3.31 Select WOFOST parameters - Water limited  
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Figure 3.32 Select LINGRA parameters – Potential-simple  
 
As can be seen in Figure 3.32, the user should specify the mowing option that should be used 
by LINGRA (IMOPT parameter). This parameter can be set, but cannot be calibrated. IMOPT 
is a parameter that determines how and when grass is being mowed. It can have the value 0 
(no mowing), 1 (mowing when the amount of grass exceeds a certain mass, determined by the 
parameter CWGHT) and 2 (mowing on fixed dates, determined by parameter IMNDATTB). 
This also has consequences for what can be calibrated: if IMOPT is 0, neither CLAI or 
CWGHT can be calibrated, if it is 1 both CLAI and CWGHT can be calibrated, and if it is 2 
CLAI can be calibrated but CWGHT cannot be calibrated (Figure 3.33). If IMOPT is 2 the 
management parameter IMNDATTB can be edited and set allowing to apply the observed 
cutting schedule. 
 
Note that the double asterisk (**) shown in Figure 3.32 appears only if observed time series 
variables are available that would allow to calibrate the parameter at the potential-complex 
level. If such variables are available, calibration at the potential – complex level is preferable, 
and the user is therefore referred to the tab on potential – complex calibration. If observed 
time series variables are not available, only the final value of the observed variable in 
question can be used, and only potential –simple calibration can be performed.   
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Figure 3.33 Select LINGRA parameters – Potential-complex  
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Figure 3.34 Select LINGRA parameters - Water limited  
 
Variable weights, source weights and calibration options are set in the same way as for 
regional calibration. 
 

3.7 Results manager 
 
When CALPLAT is used, a number of output files are created. These are stored in the 
directory ‘output’, using the session description as sub-directory name. Separate files are 
created for each zone. The most important results can be visualized using the results manager 
(Appendix I gives a description of all output files). The results manager collects and 
visualizes the final calibration results in different ways, namely as tables, scatter plots and 
maps.  
 
The results manager consists of 4 tabs, as shown in Figure 3.35. A distinction is made 
between parameters and variables (for explanation see Appendix A). There is also a tab that 
gives the history of the function evaluations regarding the calibration run. The final tab, 
output files, can be used to view all the output files generated by the calibration engine. 
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Figure 3.35 Calibrated values for parameters based on a test database 
 
In the results manager, in case of the special mode, the user can select to view either the 
results for forward calibration, or the results for inverse calibration. See section 2.7.1 and 
appendix E for more information about these two calibration methods which are only relevant 
when calibrating TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 without combining with other crop parameters. 
Note that under tab ‘parameters’ additional data are given on the average Day Of Emergence 
for the (selected) zones(s). 
 
If something in the session is changed and the calibration is done again, the old calibration 
results will be overwritten if the same zones are calibrated again. To avoid loss of data from a 
previous calibration, you should copy the results to another directory yourself. The easiest 
way to do this is to rename the directory that contains the CALPLAT results.  
 
The four tabs of the results manager (parameters, variables, function values and output files, 
see Figure 3.34) will be discussed in the following sections. In case tables are presented they 
can be exported via the Excel button in the upper right or left. 
 

3.7.1 Parameters 
The tab for parameters is subdivided into 4 tabs. The first gives the calibration results in 
tabular form (Figure 3.35 gives results for a calibration of TSUM1, AMAXTB and FOTB). 
Three kinds of results are given; the calibrated value, standard error (explained in Appendix 
E3, part “variance of parameter estimates”) and the difference with the default value and the 
calibrated value. In case of the special mode these data are read from the files *.fwc and *.ivc; 
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in case of general mode these data are read from the file *.cal. The correlation and covariance 
matrix can be found in the output file *.cal (see the main tab “output files”). Information 
about highly correlated parameters is relevant as explained in Appendix I, part B General 
calibration (general mode), item 5 and 6 describing the  files *.cal and *.dev. 
 
For each of these kinds of data a single value is given for each zone. Using the drop-down list 
at the upper left, you can select which model parameter you want to see.  
 
In case of tabular parameters, the calibrated factor or shift is given in the tab ‘Calibrated 
value/shift/scaling factor’, while the tab ‘calibrated table values’ gives the calibrated values 
for the values in the table. Figure 3.36 gives an example of the tab ‘calibrated table values’, in 
which the calibrated factor for AMAXTB was 1.1914. Thus, the calibrated Y-value in the 
table equals 1.1914 times the default Y-value, for all 5 data points that were in the AMAXTB 
table. Similarly, in case of a shift rather than a factor, this tab will give the value corrected for 
the calibrated shift.  
 
The user can decide to save the calibrated model or crop parameters of the CALPLAT 
calibration by using the save button in the upper right (see Figure 3.35). If this is done, the 
saved values are shown in the ‘Saved value/shift/scaling factor’ tab (Figure 3.37). X-value, Y-
value, standard error and calibration method (special mode: F = Forward, I = Inverse, general 
model: L2) are given. The saved values will also replace the values that were used before if 
the user decides to continue calibration.  
 

 
Figure 3.36 Calibrated table values of parameters based on a test database 
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Figure 3.37 Example of saved crop parameters based on a test database 
 
The fourth tab gives a map of the results (Figure 3.38). As it is not possible to display several 
parameters at the same time, this tab shows an empty grid if model parameter is set to all. To 
see a map, select one of the parameters using the drop-down list. For tabular parameters, the 
factor is shown in the map. The buttons in the upper left of the map can be used to zoom in 
and out, to pan, and to search for certain grid numbers (because you can select the zone at the 
top of the screen, a search possibility for zones is not needed). Note that the ‘map’ tab only 
appears if you have done a regional calibration, since for local calibration, there would be 
only one value in the map.  
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Figure 3.38 Map of scaling factor applied on AMAXTB based on a test database  
 

3.7.2 Variables 
The second tab of the results manager gives the results for the observed and simulated 
variables. In case of the special mode data are read from the *.fwd and *.ivd files; in case of 
the general mode data are read from the *.dev file. For regional calibration, it has the 3 sub-
tabs shown in Figure 3.39. If local calibration has been performed, there are also 3 tabs 
(Figure 3.43), but there is a ‘Time series’ tab, while the ‘Map’ tab is absent.  
 
The ‘Single vars’ tab gives observed value, predicted value, the residuals (observed - 
predicted), the standardized residuals (see Appendix E3 part “Standardized Residuals” for 
more information), and the weight (see Appendix E2 for more information) for all climatic 
grid cell, year and source combinations. Just like for crop parameters, the table can be 
exported as CSV file. The files that are exported from this tab contain data for those climatic 
grid cells for which observed variables are also available. As it can occur that observed 
variables for a certain zone are only partly available, the geographical extent of the variables 
results is likely to be smaller than that of the crop parameters results. 
 
In the column with standardized residuals, all grid cell/year/source combinations with 
standardized residuals above 5 are marked red, to allow the user to detect outliers. The data 
can then be examined to find the reason for the high standardized residual.  
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Figure 3.39 Table of observed and predicted (simulated) values for irrigated total above 
ground biomass based on a test database 
 
Figure 3.40 shows the ‘Diagram’ tab, in which results are presented as a scatter plot of 
calibrated (simulated) value versus observed value. Each dot in the graph represents 1 
climatic grid cell/year/source combination. You can select which parameter you want to see, 
and you can also select which zone you want to see. The line drawn in the chart is the 1:1 line, 
which indicates the degree of agreement between observed and calibrated (simulated) values. 
 
By clicking on the dots in the scatter plot, a screen is shown that gives information on the 
grid/year/source combination to which this dot belongs (Figure 3.41). In this way, the user 
can detect for which grid/year/source combinations outliers occur. This information might be 
used to find out why there is a large difference between observed and calibrated value.  
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Figure 3.40 Scatterplot of observed and calibrated (simulated) values for irrigated 
storage organs based on a test database 
 
 

 
 
Figure 3.41 Data on grid/year/source combination based on a test database 
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Regional calibration 
 
For regional calibration, the last sub-tab of the variable tab shows maps of the calibration 
results (Figure 3.42). You can select the observed, predicted (simulated) values, the residuals 
(observed - predicted) and standardized residuals (std residuals). As for each mapping unit 
(grid cell) more than one combination of source and year can exist results have been 
averaged. In case of standardized residuals the maximum value per grid cell is given too. This 
can be regarded as a warning to the user.  Finally the standard deviation of the residuals per 
grid cell is calculated. Within these aggregations the weight of each grid, year, source 
combination is taken into account. The buttons in the upper left of the map have the same 
functionality as described for the ‘parameter’ tab of the results manager. Note that the ‘Map’ 
tab only appears if you have done a regional calibration, since for local calibration, there 
would be only one value in the map. 
 

 
Figure 3.42 Map showing predicted (simulated) values for irrigated total above ground 
biomass based on a test database 
 
 
Local calibration 
 
For local calibration, the ‘Map’ tab is not shown as the calibration has been done for a single 
climatic grid cell. As explained in section 2.3, for local calibration time series can be used, 
while for regional calibration this is not the case. Therefore, in case of local calibration, the 
variables tab of the results manager has a separate tab for time series of observed and 
predicted (simulated) variables, as shown in Figure 3.43. 
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Figure 3.43 Time series tab, example based on a test database 
 
In this tab, data are shown for all climatic grid cell / year / source combinations. Once you 
have selected gridno, year and datasource, it is possible to show a chart of the data, as shown 
in Figure 3.44. The example shows the development of TAGBITB over time during the 
season, and shows both the observed data and the simulation results. The user can click on 
each pair after which CALPLAT return the value and date. 

 
Figure 3.44 Time series of TAGBITB, example based on a test database  
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3.7.3 Function values 
The third tab presents for each zone the deviance, degree of freedom, dispersion and the final 
function value after which the calibration stopped (see Figure 3.45). These data can also be 
found in the *.cal file (tab “output files”). In the *.cal files deviance, degree of freedom, 
dispersion and the final function value are given per variable for example for each observed 
time step of an observed time series. The function value is the value of the selected 
optimization criterion. In general mode this is Mean Square Error, Relative Mean Square 
Error or Shape. In special mode this is the forward or inverse criterion. For general mode the 
history of the function evaluations can be seen in the output file *.hst (see next paragraph). 
For special mode there is no *.hst file as only one function value is calculated.  
 
In case of the special mode both optimization criteria, forward and inverse, are presented for 
the calibration of TSUM1 and TSUM2 crop parameters (the column “parameter” is used to 
distinguish between the estimated values TSUM1, TSUM2, DOA and DOM). 
 

 
Figure 3.45 Example of the final Relative Mean Square Error value after calibration of 
crop parameters AMAXTB, TSUM1 and FOTB 
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3.7.4 Output files 
 
Finally, output files, generated by the calibration engine, can be viewed (see Figure 4.46). 
Each zone has its own set of output files therefore the user must first select a certain zone. The 
explanation of the output files is given in Appendix I. 
 

 
Figure 3.46 Example of output files that can be viewed 
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Appendix A: Glossary and explanation of terms 
 
This appendix explains some of the terms that are used in this manual. The parameters of the CGMS 
model (both WOFOST and LINGRA) are, however, explained in Appendix B 
 
Term used  Explanation 
AFGEN tables Arbitrary Function GENerator, which performs linear interpolation in a 1D array. 

In practice this amounts to tables that store values for crop variables for different 
X-values. In between these X-values, linear interpolation is used  

Agrophenology The crop growth behavior of agricultural crops 
Anthesis Day of flowering, or day of start of tap root growth in case of root crops such as 

sugar beet and potato 
CGMS Crop Growth Monitoring System 
Measurement An observation for a single source, variable and year. Hence, time series variables 

consist of several measurements 
Model or crop 
parameter 

A model parameter in CGMS/WOFOST which determines the modelled crop 
behaviour. It can be a single value parameter or a table parameter. A table 
parameter consists of two or more XY pairs 

LINGRA Grassland Growth Model (LINtul GRAssland) 
ODBC Open DataBase Connectivity, this allows CALPLAT to connect to an open 

database 
Phenology Development stage of a crop. The development of crops is described in the 

CGMS-WOFOST model by 4 dates: day of planting, day of emergence, day of 
flowering and day of maturity. Depending on the development stage, the 
partitioning of produced biomass to stems, leaves and storage organs changes 

Senescence Ageing of the crop and in particular its leaves 
Source A set of observed crop characteristics pertaining to one or more grid cells and one 

or more years”. In case of CalibrationDataType 1 (field experiments) the crop 
characteristics are pertaining to one grid cell and one year 

Tillering Development of side shoots 
Variable A crop characteristic (single value or time series) that can be observed or 

measured in the field or simulated by the crop growth model 
WOFOST WOrld FOod STudies crop simulation model 
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Appendix B: Model parameters versus field observations in the CGMS model (WOFOST and 
LINGRA) 
 
Table B-1: Model parameters, their description, type of calibration, required field observations, 
and comments on procedure, for WOFOST. Note that indicated regional calibration also allows 
(multi)point calibration but not the opposite. Which field observations are necessary to calibrate 
the different model parameters is also summarized in table B-2 
Model 
parameter 

Description Unit, type 
of 
calibration  
(R=regional
, P= (multi-) 
point cali-
bration or 
not possible 
(N) 

Type of 
parameter 
(Single 
value or 
Table), 
Scaling 
factor 
(=SCF) for 
table or not  

Field 
observation   

Comments on 
procedure etc.  

TSUM1 TSum from 
emergence to 
anthesis 

0C.d, R S, - DOE, DOA Determined from DOA 
– DOE; Day length 
effect is not included;  
Winter crops start on 
January 1 

TSUM1 
additional 

TSum from 
emergence to 
anthesis 

0C.d, R S, - DOP, DOA Idem the calibration 
for TSUM1; 
Determined from 
DOA– DOE with 
estimated  period 
between DOP and 
DOEa 

TSUM2 TSum from 
anthesis to 
maturity 

0C.d, R S, - DOM, DOA Determined from 
DOM - DOA 

TSUM2 
additional 

TSum from 
anthesis to 
maturity 

0C.d, R S, - DOH, DOA Determined from 
DOM – DOA with 
estimated period 
between DOM and 
DOHb 

AMAXTB Max. leaf 
assimilation rate 

kg ha-1 hr-1, 
R 

T, SCF TAGBI  For potential growth 
conditions; Only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLATB 

SLATB Specific leaf 
area 

 ha kg-1, R T, SCF LAI-max For potential growth 
conditions; If SLATB 
remains too low, 
calibrate first SPAN 

SPANc Life span of 
leaves at 35 0C 

 d, R S, - LAI-max For potential growth 
conditions; Only if 
SLATB calibration is 
not satisfactory 

FOTB Fraction of 
above-ground 
DM to storage 
organs 

-, R T, SCF WSOI For potential growth 
conditions; Requires 
first the AMAXTB 
calibration 

RDMCR Max. crop cm, R S, - TAGBR or For water-limited 
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dependent 
rooting depth 

WSOR (in 
this order) 

growth conditions; 
Requires first the 
AMAXTB calibration 
and possibly the 
FOTB-calibration  

CFET Correction 
factor 
transpiration rate 

-, R S, - TAGBR or 
WSOR (in 
this order) 

Idem to the RDMCR 
calibration, but only if 
the RDMCR is fixed 
input 

TSUM1 
detailed 

TSum from 
emergence to 
anthesis 

0C.d, P S, - DOA Day length effect may 
be  included (IDSL= 0, 
1, or 2); Calibration for 
potential growth 
conditions of both 
DLO and TSUM1 or 
DLC, DLO and 
TSUM1 for multi-
points 

AMAXTB 
detailed 

Max. leaf 
assimilation rate 

kg ha-1 hr-1, 
P 

T, SCF TAGBITB For potential growth 
conditions; Only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLATB 

SLATB 
detailed 

Specific leaf 
area 

 ha kg-1, P T, SCF LAIITB For potential growth 
conditions; If SLATB 
remains too low, 
calibrate first SPAN 

SPANc 
detailed 

Life span of 
leaves at 35 0C 

 d, P S, - LAIITB For potential growth 
conditions; Only if 
SLATB (detailed) 
calibration is not 
satisfactory 

FOTB 
detailed 

Fraction of 
above-ground 
DM to storage 
organs 

-, P T, SCF WSOITB For potential growth 
conditions; Requires 
first the AMAXTB and 
SLATB calibration 

RDMCR 
detailed 

Max. crop 
dependent 
rooting depth 

cm, P S, - TAGBRTB 
or WSORTB 
(in this 
order) 

For water-limited 
growth conditions; 
Requires first the 
AMAXTB and 
SLATB (detailed) 
calibrations and 
possibly the FOTB 
(detailed)-calibration  

CFET 
detailed 

Correction 
factor 
transpiration rate 

-, P S, - TRARTB, 
TAGBRTB 
or WSORTB 
(in this 
order) 

Idem to the RDMCR 
calibration, but only if 
the RDMCR is fixed 
input 

DLO Optimal day 
length for 
development 

hr, P S, - DOA Determined for multi-
points with potential 
growth conditions and 
with calibration of 
both DLO and TSUM1 
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DLC Critical day 
length for 
development 

hr, P S, - DOA Idem the calibration 
for DLO but with 
calibration of both 
DLC, DLO and 
TSUM1 

TSUMEM Temperature 
sum from 
sowing to 
emergence 

0C.d, P S, - DOE TEFFMAX and 
TBASEM are fixed 
inputs 

TEFFMX Max. Effective 
temperature for 
emergence 

   0C, P S, - DOE Idem the calibration 
for TSUMEM and 
with calibration of 
both TEFFMX and 
TSUMEM 

TBASEM Lower threshold 
for emergence 

 0C, P S, - DOE Idem the calibration 
for TSUMEM but with 
calibration of  
TBASEM, TEFFMX 
and TSUMEM 

DTSMTB Daily increase in 
temperature sum 

 0C, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

TDWI Initial crop dry 
weight 

kg ha-1, P S, - TAGBITB Determined from 
initial part of 
TAGBITB curve 

RGRLAI Maximum 
relative increase 
in LAI 

d-1, P S, - LAIITB Determined from 
initial part of LAITB 
curve for potential 
growth conditions 

LAIEM Leaf area index 
at emergence 

 -, P  S, - LAIITB Idem the calibration 
for RGRLAI and with 
calibration of both 
LAIEM and RGRLAI 

SPA Specific pod 
area 

ha kg-1 , N   Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

SSA Specific stem 
area  

ha kg-1 , N   Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

TBASE Lower threshold 
temperature for 
ageing of leaves 

0C, N   Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

KDIF Extinction 
coefficient for 
diffuse visible 
light 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

EFF Light use 
efficiency of 
single leaf 

Kg ha-1 hr-1 
/ (J m-2 s-1), 
N 

  Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

TMPFTB Reduction factor 
of leaf 
assimilation rate 
dependent on 
mean 

-, P T, SCF TAGBITB For potential growth 
conditions; Requires 
first the AMAXTB and 
SLATB calibrations 
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temperature 
TMNFTB Reduction factor 

of gross 
assimilation rate 
as function of 
low Tmin 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

CVL Conversion 
efficiency to 
leaves 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

CVO Conversion 
efficiency to 
storage organs 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

CVR Conversion 
efficiency to 
roots 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

CVS Conversion 
efficiency to 
stems 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

Q10 Relative 
increase in 
respiration rate 
per 10 0C 
increase 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

RML Relative main-
tenance 
respiration of 
leaves 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

RMO Relative main-
tenance 
respiration of 
storage organs 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value specific 
value 

RMR Relative main-
tenance 
respiration of 
roots 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

RMS Relative main-
tenance 
respiration of 
stems 

-, N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

RFSETB Reduction factor 
of senescence in 
dependence of 
development 
stage 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop specific values 

FSTB Fraction of 
assimilates to 
stems 

-, P   Calculated through 
FSOTB and FLTB 

FRTB Fraction of 
assimilates to 

-, P T, SCF WRTITB For potential growth 
conditions; Requires 
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roots first the AMAXTB and 
SLATB calibrations 

FLTB Fraction of 
assimilates to 
leaves 

-, P T, SCF WLVITB For potential growth 
conditions; Requires 
first the AMAXTB and 
SLATB calibrations 

PERDL Relative death 
rate of leaves 
due to water 
stress 

 -, P  S, - WLVDRTB 
or 
WLVRTB 
or LAIRTB 
(in this 
order) 

For water-limited 
growth conditions; 
Requires first  the 
AMAXTB, the 
SLATB and the 
RDMCR calibrations 

RDRRTB Relative death 
rate of roots 

-, P T, SCF WRTITB For potential growth 
conditions; Idem the 
calibration for FRTB 
but with calibration for 
both RDRRTB and 
FRTB  

RDRSTB Relative death 
rate of stems 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop specific values  

DEPNR Crop group 
number for soil 
water depletion 

 -, P S, - TRARTB or 
TAGBRTB 
or WSORTB 
(in this 
order) 

For water-limited 
growth conditions; 
Requires first  the 
AMAXTB and 
SLATB calibrations to 
derive TRAITB or 
TAGBITB for 
comparison 

RDI Initial rooting 
depth 

cm, N   Not important, use 
crop specific value 

RRI Maximum daily 
increase in 
rooting depth 

cm d-1 , N   Important but 
calibration not 
possible: use crop-
specific value 

IDSL Indicates 
whether pre-
anthesis 
development 
dep. on temp., 
day length or 
both 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop specific values 

IAIRDU Presence air 
ducts in roots 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop specific values 

DVSEND Development 
stage at maturity 

-, N   Not important, use 
crop specific values 

 
a  DOE is estimated from DOP using TSUMEM 
b  DOM is estimated from DOH using simple rules. For root crops (sugar beet and potato) the difference 

is assumed to be 7 days, for other crops 3 days 
c If calibration results are insensitive for crop parameter SPAN a different variable can be set in the 

CALPLAT database table ModelParameters. In this case you could change LAI-MAX into TAGBI but 
note you should be very careful in editing the CALPLAT db. You should keep track of changes, save 
this CALPLAT db under a separate name for this specific session and use the default CALPLAT 
database when starting a new session
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Table B-2 Field observations (first row) that are used (1) or not (0) for the calibration of the crop parameters (left column) in the WOFOST model 
Crop_parameter calibration-engine used? DOA DOE DOH DOM DOP LAI-MAX LAIITB LAIRTB TAGBI TAGBITB TAGBR TAGBRTB TRARTB WLVDRTB WLVITB WLVRTB WRTITB WSOI WSOITB WSOR WSORTB
TSUM1 level1 yes 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM1 additional level1 yes 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM2 level1 yes 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM2 additional level1 yes 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM1 level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM1 additional level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM2 level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUM2 additional level2/CGMS yes 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AMAXTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SLATB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAN level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FOTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
RDMCR level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
CFET level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
TSUM1 detailed level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
AMAXTB detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SLATB detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPAN detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FOTB detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
RDMCR detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
CFET detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
DLO level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DLC level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TSUMEM level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TEFFMX level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBASEM level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DTSMTB level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TDWI level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RGRLAI level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LAIEM level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SPA level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
SSA level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TBASE level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
KDIF level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
EFF level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TMPFTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TMNFTB level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CVL level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CVO level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CVR level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
CVS level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Q10 level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RML level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RMO level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RMR level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RMS level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RFSETB level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FSTB level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
FLTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
PERDL level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
RDRRTB level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
RDRSTB level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DEPNR level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
RDI level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RRI level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IDSL level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IAIRDU level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
DVSEND level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
  



Table B-3: Field observations, their description and the model parameters that can be 
calibrated on the basis of the observation, WOFOST model 
Observation 
Code 

Description Unit Type 
(Single 
value or 
Table 
versus day 
number)  

Model  parameters  
(order of use for 
calibration from left to 
right) 

DOA Julian day of anthesis or start 
of tuber or beet filling for 
root/tuber crops 

- S TSUM1, DLO,DLC 

DOE Julian day of emergence - S TSUM1, TSUMEM, 
TBASEM, TEFFMX 

DOH Julian day of harvest - S TSUM2 
DOM Julian day of crop maturity - S TSUM2 
DOP Julian day of planting or 

sowing 
- S TSUM1 

LAI-MAX Maximum LAI during growth 
period of irrigated crop 

m2 / m2 S SLATB, SPAN 

LAIITB Leaf area index over time of 
irrigated crop 

m2 / m2 T SLATB, SPAN, 
RGRLAI, LAIEM 

LAIRTB Leaf area index over time of 
rainfed crop 

m2 / m2 T PERDL 

TAGBI Total above-ground biomass 
at final harvest for irrigated 
crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

S AMAXTB 

TAGBITB Total above-ground biomass 
over time for irrigated crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T AMAXTB, LAIEM, 
TDWI, TMPFTB 

TAGBR Total above-ground biomass 
at final harvest for rainfed 
crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

S RDMCR, CFET 

TAGBRTB Total above-ground biomass 
over time for rainfed crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T RDMCR, CFET, 
DEPNR 

TRARTB Cumulative crop transpiration 
over time for rainfed crop  

cm T DEPNR, CFET 

WLVDRTB Weight of dead leaves over 
time for rainfed crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T PERDL 

WLVITB Weight of green leaves over 
time for irrigated crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T FLTB 

WLVRTB Weight of green leaves over 
time for rainfed crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T PERDL 

WRTITB Weight of roots for irrigated 
crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T FRTB, RDRRTB 

WSOI Weight of storage organs for 
irrigated crop at final harvest 

kg dry 
matter/ ha 

S FOTB 

WSOITB Weight of storage organs over 
time for irrigated crop  

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T FOTB 

WSOR Weight of storage organs for 
rainfed crop at final harvest 

kg dry 
matter/ ha 

S RDMCR, CFET 

WSORTB Weight of storage organs over 
time for rainfed crop 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T RDMCR, CFET, 
DEPNR 
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Table B-4: Model parameters for the LINGRA model, their description, type of calibration, 
required field observations, and comments on procedure. Note that indicated regional 
calibration also allows (multi)point calibration too but not the opposite  

Model 
parameter 

Description Unit, type of 
calibration  
(R=regional, 
P= (multi-) 
point cali-
bration or N= 
not possible) 

Type of 
parameter 

(Single value 
or Table), 
Scaling 
factor 
(=SCF) for 
table or not  

Field  

observation   

Comments on 
procedure etc.  

LUEMAX 

 

Max. light use 
efficiency 

g MJ PAR-1, 
R 

S, - WSOI For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLA 

SLA 

 

Specific leaf 
area 

 ha kg-1, R S, - LAI-max For potential growth 
conditions; if LAI-
max remains too low, 
calibrate first LAICR 

LAICR Critical LAI 
for self-
shading 

 ha ha-1, R S, - LAI-max For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
SLA calibration is 
not satisfactory 

RDMCR Max. crop 
dependent 
rooting depth 

cm, R S, - WSOR 

 

For water-limited 
growth conditions; 
requires first the 
LUEMAX and SLA 
calibrations  

CFET Correction 
factor of 
transpiration 
rate 

-, R S, - WSOR Idem to the RDMCR 
calibration, but only 
if RDMCR is fixed 
input 

LUEMAX 

detailed 

Max. light use 
efficiency 

g MJ PAR-1, P S, - WSOITB For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLA 

SLA 

detailed 

Specific leaf 
area 

 ha kg-1, P S, - LAIITB For potential growth 
conditions; if 
calibration is not 
satisfactory, calibrate 
first LAICR 

LAICR 

detailed 

Critical LAI 
for self-
shading 

 ha ha-1, P S, - LAIITB For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
SLA (detailed) 
calibration is not 
satisfactory 
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CWGHT 

 

Leaf weight 
criterion for 
cutting (if 
IMOPT=1) 

kg DM ha-1, P S, - WSOITB or 
LAIITB 

(in this order) 

For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLA 

CLAI 

 

Remaining 
leaf area after 
cutting (if 
IMOPT =1 or 
2) 

ha ha-1, P S, - WSOITB or 
LAIITB 

(in this order) 

For potential growth 
conditions; only if 
LAI-max above 3, 
otherwise, calibrate 
first SLA 

INTIL Initial number 
of tillers 

tillers m-2, N S, -  Important, use crop-
specific value 

ISTO Initial amount 
of reserves 
(storage 
carbohydrates) 

kg DM ha-1, N S, -  Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

FRROTB Fraction of 
total growth 
allocated to the 
roots in 
dependence of 
the relative 
transpiration 
rate 

kg kg-1, N  T, -  Important but 
calibration is not 
recommended, use 
crop-specific value 
(effect of this 
parameter is 
represented through 
LUEMAX and 
RDMCR and CFET) 

RDMCR 
detailed 

Max. crop 
dependent 
rooting depth 

cm, P S, - WSORTB For water-limited 
growth conditions; 
requires first the 
LUEMAX and SLA 
(detailed) calibrations 

CFET detailed Correction 
factor of 
transpiration 
rate 

-, P S, - TRARTB or 
WSORTB (in 
this order) 

Idem to the RDMCR 
calibration, but only 
if RDMCR is fixed 
input 

DEPNR 

 

Crop group 
number for 
soil water 
depletion 

 -, P S, - TRARTB or 
WSORTB (in 
this order) 

Idem to the RDMCR 
calibration, but only 
if RDMCR is fixed 
input 

COCON Atmospheric 
CO2 

concentration 

ppm , N S, -  Not important, use 
standard value for 
atmospheric CO2 
concentration 

ILAI Initial LAI at 
start of the 
year 

ha ha-1, N S, -  Not important, use 
crop-specific value 

KDIF Extinction 
coefficient for 
diffuse visible 
light 

-, N S, -  Important but 
calibration not 
possible; use crop-
specific value 
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LUERED2TB Reduction 
function of 
LUEMAX in 
dependence of 
the incoming 
radiation level 

-, N T, -  Important but 
calibration is not 
possible; use crop-
specific values 

NITR Actual 
nitrogen 
concentration 
in biomass 

kg kg-1, N S, -  Not important; use 
value equal to 
NITMAX  

NITMAX Maximum 
nitrogen  
concentration 
in biomass 

kg kg-1, N S, -  Not important; use 
crop-specific value 

RDI Initial rooting 
depth 

cm, N S, -  Not important; use 
crop specific value 

RRI Maximum 
daily increase 
in rooting 
depth 

cm d-1 , N S, -  Not important; use 
crop-specific value 

TMBASE1 Lower bound 
in reduction 
function of 
LUEMAX in 
dependence of 
soil 
temperature 

-, N S, -  Not important; use 
crop specific value 

TMBASE2 Upper bound 
in reduction 
function of 
LUEMAX 

-, N S, -  Not important; use 
crop specific value 

IMOPT Criterion for 
mowing 
(choice 
between fixed 
dates (2) or 
minimal grass 
weight (1) or 
no harvest (0)) 

 -, N S, -  Important but 
calibration is not 
possible; use 
management specific 
value 

IMNDATTB Specified dates 
of cutting (if 
IMOPT=2) 

-, N T, -  Important but 
calibration is not 
possible, use 
management specific 
dates 

 

 



Table B-5 Field observations (first row) that are used (1) or not (0) for the calibration 
of the crop parameters (left column) in the LINGRA model 

 
Crop_parameter calibration-engine used? LAI-MAX LAIITB TRARTB WSOI WSOITB WSOR WSORTB
LUEMAX level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
SLA level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
LAICR level2/CGMS yes 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
RDMCR level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
CFET level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
LUEMAX detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
SLA detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
LAICR detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
CWGHT level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
CLAI level2/CGMS yes 0 1 0 0 1 0 0
INTIL level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ISTO level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
FRROTB level2/CGMS important/not recommended 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RDMCR detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
CFET detailed level2/CGMS yes 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
DEPNR level2/CGMS yes 0 0 1 0 0 0 1
COCON level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
ILAI level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
KDIF level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
LUERED2TB level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NITR level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
NITMAX level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RDI level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
RRI level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TMBASE1 level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
TMBASE2 level2/CGMS not important 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IMOPT level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
IMNDATTB level2/CGMS important/not possible 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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Table B-6: Field observations, their description and the model parameters that can be 
calibrated on the basis of the observation, LINGRA model 

Observation 
Code 

Description Unit Type 

(Single 
value or 
Table 
versus day 
number)  

Model  parameters  
(order of use for 
calibration from left to 
right) 

LAI-MAX Maximum LAI during 
growth period of irrigated 
crop 

m2 / m2 S SLA, LAICR 

LAIITB Leaf area index over time of 
irrigated crop 

m2 / m2 T SLA, LAICR, CLAI 

WSOI Weight of harvested grass 
for irrigated crop at end of 
season including harvestable 
grass that is available on the 
field after the final cut 

kg dry 
matter/ ha 

S LUEMAX 

WSOITB Weight of harvested grass 
over time for irrigated crop 
including harvestable grass 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T LUEMAX, CWGHT, 
CLAI 

WSOR Weight of harvested grass 
for rain fed crop at end of 
season including harvestable 
grass that is available on the 
field after the final cut 

kg dry 
matter/ ha 

S RDMCR, CFET 

WSORTB Weight of harvested grass 
over time for rain fed crop 
including harvestable grass 

kg dry 
matter / ha 

T RDMCR, CFET, 
DEPNR 

TRARTB Cumulative crop 
transpiration over time for 
rain fed crop  

cm T CFET, DEPNR 
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Appendix C: Complete list of model parameters in CGMS-WOFOST/LINGRA 
 
 
Table C-1 
 
Complete list of model parameters in CGMS-WOFOST (if calibration for a model 
parameter is not possible and is important/ not important, this is indicated as green resp. light 
blue; for tables acronym ends with TB): 
 
AMAXTB, CFET, CVL, CVO, CVR, CVS, DEPNR, DLC, DLO, DTSMTB, DVSEND, 
EFF, FLTB, FOTB, FRTB, FSTB, IAIRDU, IDSL, KDIF, LAIEM, PERDL, Q10, RDI, 
RDMCR, RDRRTB, RDRSTB, RFSETB, RGRLAI, RML, RMO, RMR, RMS, RRI, SLATB, 
SPA, SPAN, SSA, TBASE, TBASEM, TDWI, TEFFMX, TMNFTB, TMPFTB, TSUM1, 
TSUM2, TSUMEM 
 
 
 
Table C-2   

 
Complete list of model parameters in CGMS-LINGRA (if calibration for a model 
parameter is not possible and is important/ not important, this is indicated as green resp. light 
blue; for tables acronym ends with TB): 
 
CFET, CLAI, COCON, CWGHT, DEPNR, FRROTB, ILAI, IMNDATTB, IMOPT, INTIL, 
ISTO, KDIF, LAICR, LUERED2TB, LUEMAX, NITR, NITMAX, RDI, RDMCR, RRI, 
SLA, TMBASE1, TMBASE2 

 

Note that calibration for a model parameter is indicated as not important in case:  

1) LINGRA simulation result is not sensitive to parameter (e.g. ILAI and RDI);  

2) There is no need to change the parameter (e.g. TMBASE1 and TMBASE2);  

3) The parameter should not affect the simulation results (e.g. NITR should be similar to 
NITMAX, as the nitrogen content (NITR) in biomass is not calculated in LINGRA 
and should not affect the rate of biomass production) 
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Appendix D: Overview of tabular CGMS-WOFOST parameters and their possible 
changes in the calibration procedure 
 
 
Optimising tabular parameters in WOFOST (AFGEN tables) presents an additional 
difficulty for CALPLAT, because the individual elements of the AFGEN tables in 
many cases cannot be treated as individual parameters. Basically, two strategies are 
available: 

• Replace AFGEN tables with continuous functions within the calibration 
engine and convert the functions back into AFGEN tables when they have to 
be stored in the database again. 

• Manipulate the current AFGEN tables by using scaling factors that rescale the 
table along the X and Y axis. 

 
The second approach is used in CALPLAT because it is simpler to define scaling 
factors than to provide functions and ranges of function parameters. Moreover, this 
approach makes better use of information about the general shape of many table 
parameters, which is already available in the CGMS system. Only if radical changes 
are necessary for certain table parameters, the general course of the partitioning 
factors need to be specified manually using detailed field observations.  
 
Some problems that can be expected with the first approach are: a) equation approach 
requires probably the derivation of different equations for different zones; b) equation 
approach results in a certain form which may prevent a decrease in e.g. AMAXTB 
near maturity; c) equation approach may result in gradual decrease over time by 
which e.g. FLTB approaches but not really becomes zero (as with AFGEN tables); d) 
equation approach gives the user an unrealistic degree of freedom in choosing the 
form over time compared to the physiological basis for this form; e) equation 
approach may increase the chance for unclear or strange solutions, as each form over 
time is allowed.    
 
 
See table D-1 for a complete overview of tabular CGMS/WOFOST parameters and 
table D-2 for the scaling strategies. 
 
Table D-1: Tabular CGMS-WOFOST parameters, their description and unit and 
comments on procedure for scaling 
Model 
parameter 

Description Unit versus  unit (X-
axis) 

Comments on scaling 
procedure 

AMAXTB Max. leaf assimilation 
rate 

kg ha-1 hr-1 , versus 
development stage 
(from 0.0 tot 2.0) 

Change along Y-axis by 
multiplication of all AMAXTB-
values in table with similar 
relative factor 

SLATB Specific leaf area ha kg-1 , versus 
development stage 
(from 0.0 to 2.0) 

Change along Y-axis by 
multiplication of all SLATB-
values in table with similar 
relative factor  

FOTB Fraction of above-
ground DM to storage 
organs 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

Change along X- (i.e. DVS) 
axis from point where FOTB 
starts to increase till point 
where FOTB becomes 1.0; 
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FOTB, FLTB and FSTB should 
have identical X-values 

DTSMTB Daily increase in 
temperature sum 

0C.d versus daily mean 
temperature (0C) 

CALPLAT calibration is not 
possible; use crop-specific 
standard value 

TMPFTB Reduction factor of 
leaf assimilation rate 
dependent on daytime 
mean temperature 

-, versus daytime mean 
temperature (0C) 

Shift along X- (i.e. temp.) axis 
for all points to the same extent 

TMNFTB Reduction factor of 
gross assimilation rate 
as function of low 
minimum temperature 

-, versus minimum 
temp. (0C) 

CALPLAT calibration is not 
possible; use crop-specific 
standard value 

RFSETB Reduction factor of 
maintenance 
respiration  in 
dependence of 
development stage 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

CALPLAT calibration is not 
possible; use crop-specific 
standard value  

FSTB Fraction of assimilates 
to roots 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

CALPLAT calibration is done 
through the other partitioning 
crop parameters 

FRTB Fraction of assimilates 
to roots 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

Change along Y-axis by 
multiplication of all FRTB-
values in table with similar 
relative factor 

FLTB Fraction of assimilates 
to leaves 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

Change along Y-axis by 
multiplication of all FLTB-
values in table with similar 
relative factor; FSTB is next 
calculated as 1.0 – FOTB (old) 
– FLTB (new). The FSTB-
value cannot be decreased more 
than 50% of its original value! 

RDRRTB Relative death rate of 
roots 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

Change along Y-axis by 
multiplication of all RDRRTB-
values in table with similar 
relative factor 

RDRSTB Relative death rate of 
stems 

-, versus development 
stage (from 0.0 to 2.0) 

CALPLAT calibration is not 
possible; use crop-specific 
standard value 
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Table D-2: Overview of the possible changes in tabular CGMS-WOFOST parameters in CALPLAT 1 

                     X – axis                       Y - axis   
Parameter cal Shift/ 

Factor2 
Min. 2 Max. 2 

 
cal Shift/ 

Factor2 
Min. 2 

 
Max. 2 Remark Remark 

AMAXTB     + factor 0.7 1.5 All tabular points are 
scaled to the same extent 

X-axis range 0 - 2 
Y-axis range 3.1 – 105 

SLATB     + factor 0.5 2.0 All tabular points are 
scaled to the same extent 

X-axis range 0 - 2 
Y-axis range 0.0006 – 0.0084 

FOTB + factor 0.85 
( X ≥ 0 ) 

1.15 
X ≤ 2  

    All tabular points are 
scaled to the same extent, 
except for X = 2.0  and X-
values that not really 
describe the function, thus 
before the function climbs 

X-axis range 0 - 2 
FOTB, FLTB and FSTB should have 
identical X-values 

FLTB     + factor 0.5  
( Y ≥ 0 ) 

2  
(Y ≤ 1-FOTB-
0.5*FSTB) 

 X-axis range 0 - 2 
FSTBnew=1 – FLTBnew –FOTBcur 3 

TMPFTB + shift -5 
X ≥ - 3  

+ 5 
X ≤ 42 

    All tabular points are 
shifted to the same extent, 
also X=0 en X=max 

X-axis range -3 - 42 

FRTB     +  factor 0.5 
( Y ≥ 0 ) 

2 
(Y ≤ 1) 

All tabular points are 
scaled to the same extent 

X-axis range 0 - 2 
Y-axis range 0 – 1 

RDRRTB     + factor 0.5 2 All tabular points are 
scaled to the same extent 

X-axis range 0 - 2 
Y-axis range 0 – 0.04 

DTSMTB Calibration is not possible       
TMNFTB Calibration is not possible       
RFSETB Calibration is not possible       
FSTB Calibration is not possible       
RDRSTB Calibration is not possible       

1) Changes in tables can be a shift (e.g. from -5 to +5 added to the original value) or a scaling (e.g. multiplication by a factor from 0.85 to 1.15 times the original value) along 
the X-axis or the Y-axis 

2) Shift (e.g. from -5 to +5 added to the  original value) or a Scaling (e.g. multiplication by a Factor); Min.= minimum value; Max.= maximum value 

3) The scaling of FLTB results in new values for FSTB that are calculated as FSTBnew=1 – FLTBnew –FOTBcur; FOTBcur are the current values for FOTB. FST should 
always maintain 50 or more of its original value 
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Appendix E:  Technical description calibration procedure 

 

This appendix contains three sections:  

• E1: Calibration of TSUMs only 
• E2: Missing values and Weighing 
• E3: General calibration 

 

E1 Calibration of TSUMs only 

 

Introduction 

CGMS is a crop growth model, and for a particular crop, the day of emergence (DOE) and the day of 
flowering or anthesis (DOA) are empirical variables. Given  

• the DOE (or DOA) 
• values for a parameter TSUM1 (or TSUM2),  denoted here as τ1 (or τ2), and 
• either temperature data for the year under observation, or Long Term Average Temperature 

data, 
• a rule for converting observed temperatures to effective temperatures, Teff,  

the model will output the predicted day of flowering (or maturity).  

The crop growth model is simple: for a particular crop, the parameter τ is the cumulative effective 
temperature (CumTeff) needed to get from emergence to flowering (or from flowering to maturity). If, 
for example, τ = 40, and the effective temperatures on the days after emergence are 17, 21, 16, 16 
(with corresponding cumulated effective temperatures 17, 38, 54, 70) then flowering will take place on 
the third day after emergence, because that is the first day the cumulated effective temperature exceeds 
40. The CumTeffs for anthesis and maturity for a grid g can be formally defined as 

 

 ,
1

doa

g d g
d doe

CumTeffA Teff
= +

= ∑     and  ,
1

dom

g d g
d doa

CumTeffM Teff
= +

= ∑ . 

 

In Figure E1.1, the y-axis represents the cumulative effective temperature, the x-axis is the day 
number, and the blue lines shows on which day, in three different years, a certain cumulative 
temperature was reached. Lines like this will be called CTcurves. Empirical CTcurves  are more or 
less sigmoïd.  

 

It will be clear from Figure E1.1, that there are two quantities that can be minimized: either the sum of 
squared errors around the calibrated TSUM (a value on the y-axis), or the sum of squared errors 
around the DOEs predicted using the calibrated TSUM (a value on the x-axis). The two quantities to 
be minimized will be denoted as CF and CI respectively (Criterion for Forward and Inverse calibration 
respectively), and the two parameter estimates will be ˆFτ and îτ : 

 ( )2

1

ˆ
G

F g F
g

C w CumTeff τ
=

= −∑     and     ( )2

1

ˆ
G

I g g g
g

C w D D
=

= −∑  
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Figure E-1.1 Cumulative effective temperature 
 

 

It can be easily shown that CF is minimized by  

  

 1

1

ˆ

G

g g
g

F G

g
g

w CumTeff

w
τ =

=

=
∑

∑
, 

that is, by the weighted average of the observed CumTeffs, that is, the observed TSUMs. If the weights 
are all 1, this formula reduces to the ordinary average, which in the plotted example would be equal to 
550.  

 

Table E1.1 

Year DOA CumTeff(DOA) Predicted DOA  
for Fτ̂ = 550 

Predicted DOA  
for  )(ˆ guessediτ = 600 

1 98 500 99 99 
2 107 600 102 107 
3 106 550 106 108 
 

Inverse calibration is more complicated. It requires finding a value ̂iτ   on the y-axis, such that the sum 

of squared errors on the X-axis will be mininal. This has to be done by numerical optimization. For 
these example data such a numerical minimization has not been undertaken. However, it is not 
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difficult to see that e.g. )(ˆ guessediτ = 600 will result in a better performance on predicted DOA than τ̂ = 

550. The values in table E1.1 have been read from Figure E1.1.  

 

Calibrated parameter Fτ̂  = 550 results in a sum of squared errors SSE in CumTeff of (500 – 550) 2 + 
(600 - 550 )2 + (550 – 550)2  =  5000, and in SSE on DOA of (99 – 98) 2 + (102 – 107)2 + (106 – 106)2  
= 26. 

Guessed parameter )(ˆ guessediτ = 600 results in an SSE in CumTeff of (500 – 600) 2 + (600 - 600)2 + 

(550 – 600)2  = 12500 and in an SSE on DOA of (99 – 98) 2 + (107 – 107)2 + (108 – 106)2  = 5. These 
results are collected in Table E1.2. 

 

Table E1.2 

 SSE in CumTeff SSE in DOA 
Parameter value   

Fτ̂  = 550 (forward calibration) 5000 26 

)(ˆ guessediτ  =  600 (guess for inverse calibration) 12500 5 

 

This result is as expected: τ̂ will outperform  iτ̂  in predicting TSUM1 or TSUM2, and iτ̂  will 

outperform Fτ̂ in predicting DOA or DOM.  

 

However, a iτ̂  that has been obtained on a particular set of CT curves will not necessarily perform well 

on another, new, curve. It might, or it might not. The  reason why iτ̂  outperforms Fτ̂ on the training 

data is because the inverse calibration procedure gives an opportunity of more closely following the 
form of the peculiarities of the observed CT curves. If these curves would have had any other form, 
the value obtained for iτ̂  would also have been different. Whereas (under the assumption that every 

seed has a fixed value τs, which is distributed around the crop parameter τ), the value obtained for 

Fτ̂ would have remained more or less unchanged. So in minimizing iτ̂ we seem to be minimizing 

variation that is not part of the variance we want to minimize.  

 

Both Forward Calibration and Inverse Calibration have been implemented in CALPLAT. As the 
estimation is very fast, results will be printed for both methods. The user is then at liberty to choose 
results for either one method or the other.  

 

The following two paragraphs contain the formulae used to obtain estimates and variances for forward 
and inverse calibration, respectively.  
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Forward calibration 

 

Parameter estimate 

Find tau such that CF is minimized. It can be easily shown that tau is given by the weighted mean of 
the x’s:  

 

1

1

ˆ

G

g g
g

F G

g
g

w CumTeff

w
τ =

=

=
∑

∑
 

 

 

Function Value 

The criterion value (or function value) in the context of Forward Calibration is the square of the 
weighted residual mean square:  

( )2

1

ˆ
G

g F g
g

F

w CumTeff

CRIT
N

τ
=

−
=
∑

 

The summation is over all source/grid/year combinations under consideration. For the choice of N in 
the denominator, and not the sum of the weights, see the section on Variance below. 

 

Variance of the parameter estimate 

Assuming CumTeff in all grids to be independent and having the same variance, the variance of Fτ̂ is 
given by 

( )
( )

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )

( )

2 2

2 2

2 2

Var Var
ˆVar( ) Var

Var
Var

g g g gg g
F

g g

w CumTeff w CumTeffw CumTeff

w w w

w CumTeff w
CumTeff

w w

τ
        = = = 

  

 
 = =

∑ ∑∑
∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑
∑ ∑

 

 

where the summations are over the grids. The above is straightforward. However, it contains a 

quantity Var(CumTeff), which from now on will be denoted as 2σ . In the literature, there are several 
possibilities for obtaining an estimate of this variance:  

 

1. 
( )2

2ˆ
1

x x

N
σ

−
=

−
∑  
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2. 
( )

( )
2

2ˆ
1
ww x x

w
σ

−
=

−
∑
∑

 

3. 
( )2

2ˆ
1

ww x x

N
σ

−
=

−
∑  

 

In these expressions, x  is the unweighted average, and wx is the weighted average. The summation is 

over all grid cells considered. The first expression gives an unbiased estimate for the variance, but one 
may not wish to confer equal weight to all observations. The second one is appropriate when the 
weights actually represent frequencies. The third expression maintains the actual number of 
observations, while still giving unequal weight to possibly less reliable observations.  

 

We have decided on the third estimator, as it is often used as an estimate for the dispersion in weighted 
regression. This gives: 

 

 

 
( ) ( )

( )( )

22

2
2

ˆˆ ˆ=Var( )
1

ww w x x

N w
σ τ

 −
 =
−

∑ ∑

∑
 

 

Standardized residuals 

Considering the model as regression with weights wand a predictor variable consisting entirely of 
ones, so that one is actually fitting only the (weighted) mean, ordinary standardized or internally 
studentized residuals (Montgomery et al., 2001) are obtained as  

 

 
( )
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In this formula W is a diagonal matrix of the weights and X the design vector. In the present  model 
X is a vector of ones so the leverage reduces to 
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so that 
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and hence the internally standardized residual becomes 
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In the calculation of this residual for grid g, however, this grid itself has contributed towx . It would be 

better to have residuals relative to a parameter estimate that had been obtained without any 
contribution of grid g. Such residuals are known as externally studentized residuals (see Montgomery 
et al, 2001; Appendices C8 and C9). The formulas in Montgomery et al. are somewhat involved; but 
externally studentized residuals can be quite easily obtained from the internally studentized residual:  
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,  

in which p is the number of parameters that is estimated. This formula for the externally studentized 
residual is given in the Genstat manual (Genstat Committee, 2005, and is used in the procedure 
RCHECK); it is not difficult to show that it is equal to the formulae in Montgomery et al. (2001). 
Sometimes (for example in SPSS) externally studentized residuals are referred to as deleted residual, 
which is the reason why they will be referred to as gd  here.  

 

Inverse calibration 

 

Parameter estimate.  

Here the model is used to find the optimum in an iterative way. We used the DBRENT function from 
Press et al. (1992). DBRENT uses derivative information for getting the search direction, not for 
ascertaining whether the minimum has been reached. DBRENT performs a one-dimensional search.  

In order to make the optimisation function better behaved, our predicted DOAs and DOMs were not 
integers but they were floating point values, obtained by means of int erpolation. Often at least some 
10 to 15 weather years will be available for the estimation, and this may prevent undue influence of 
the peculiarities of the weather in one particular year (see the discussion near Figure E1.1 above). 

 

The estimates of the forward calibration serve as starting values for the inverse calibration procedure.  
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Function Value 

Here too, the criterion or function value is given by the square of the weighted residual mean square:  
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where D can refer to either DOA or DOM, and the summation is over all source/grid/year 
combinations considerarion. 

 

Variance of the parameter estimate and standardized residuals 

For the dispersion and standardization, the same formulas are used as with forward calibration.  

 

Comparison of forward and inverse calibration 

 

Forward and inverse calibration give different results, but it is hard to say which is better. As argued 
before, forward calibration might be better from a theoretical point of view. However, the results of 
both methods are usually similar.  
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E2 Missing values and Weighing 

 

Before explaining the parameters and variances are estimated in the General Calibration mode, it will 
be useful to first describe the construction of the weights and the handling of missing values.  

 

Missing values 

When there is no meteo data available for a particular grid/year combination, that grid/year 
combination is excluded from the calibration.  

When two parameters, say A and B, have to be calibrated and there is a source whose empirical data 
allows only calibration of parameter A, then the source is included in the calibration but it does not 
contribute to that part of the criterion value pertaining to parameter B.  

 

 

Few calibration sources 

When the ‘effective’ N on which an estimate is based is small (less than 5), a warning is issued. The 
effective N is defined as  

 Neff w=∑  

where the summation is over the total number of source/grid/year combinations in the calibration. The 
sum of weights will be equal to the number of nonmissing entries in the data matrix (see section on 
weighing below), so that Neff will also be equal to this number.  

 

When only 1 single source is available for the calibration, parameter estimates are obtained and 
reported but no variances are given.  

 

Weighing 

As mentioned in Section 2.7.7 there are two sets of weights: Source weights and Variable weights. All 
sources have the same weight, and these weights are distributed over the grid/year combinations for 
which a source is valid. Variables may have either equal weights or different weights (if unequal 
weights are desired, these must be specified by the user). When the variable is a time-series, the 
variable weight is then either assigned to or distributed over the measurements of the variable. Assume 
there are 2 sources (sources 82 and source 88). The parameters TSUM1, AMAXTB, SPAN, FOTB 
and RDMCR are calibrated, which means that variables DOA, TAGBI, LAI-MAX, WSOI and 
TAGBR are involved.  

Furthermore, source 82 is valid for 3 grids (50074, 51076 and 52075) and 2 years (1995 and 1996). 
Source 88 is valid for 5 grids and 3 years (see table below). This means there are 6 grid/year 
combinations for source 82, and 15 for source 88.  

 

Let the data be as in the table below. TAGBI, LAI-MAX and TABGR are missing for source 82.  

 

Data read in from sources:  

src     egrid   year        DOA      TAGBI    LAI-MAX       WSOI      TAGBR 

 82     50074   1995    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 

 82     50074   1996    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 
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 82     51076   1995    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 

 82     51076   1996    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 

 82     52075   1995    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 

 82     52075   1996    202.000   -999.000   -999.000   4639.112   -999.000 

 88     50074   1996    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50074   1997    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50074   1998    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50075   1996    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50075   1997    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50075   1998    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50076   1996    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50076   1997    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     50076   1998    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     51074   1996    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     51074   1997    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     51074   1998    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     52076   1996    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     52076   1997    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 88     52076   1998    202.000  24542.389      8.533   4639.112   9953.479 

 

Now assume there are user-defined Variable weights 1, 2, 1, 3 and 1 for these variables:  

 
vnr      name    varweight 

  1        DOA     1.000 

  2      TAGBI     2.000 

  3    LAI-MAX     1.000 

  4       WSOI     3.000 

  5      TAGBR     1.000 

 

There are 6 gird/year combinations for source 82, and 15 for source 88. The source weights are 
distributed over these grid/year combinations, resulting in weights 1/6 and 1/15 for the grid/year 
combinations under sources 82 and 88 respectively. First the Source weight vector of length 21 is 
rescaled to sum to 21, so that the source weights become 1/6 * 21/2 =  1.750 and 1/15 * 21/2 = 0.700. 
Then the Source Weights and Variable weights are multiplied to get a (preliminary) weight for each 
observation. Weights for missing data are set to 0. 

 

Preliminary weight matrix:  
 

Unscaled weight matrix (zeros represent missing observations): 

                 Var:        DOA     TAGBI   LAI-MAX      WSOI     TAGBR 

                Varw:      1.000     2.000     1.000     3.000     1.000 

src   egrid   year    Srcw   -------------------------------------------------- 

 82   50074   1995   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 

 82   50074   1996   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 

 82   51076   1995   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 

 82   51076   1996   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 
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 82   52075   1995   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 

 82   52075   1996   1.750  |     1.750     0.000     0.000     5.250     0.000 

 88   50074   1996   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50074   1997   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50074   1998   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50075   1996   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50075   1997   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50075   1998   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50076   1996   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50076   1997   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   50076   1998   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   51074   1996   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   51074   1997   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   51074   1998   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   52076   1996   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   52076   1997   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

 88   52076   1998   0.700  |     0.700     1.400     0.700     2.100     0.700 

Sum of unscaled weights  :     126.00 

Number of nonzero weights:      87.00 

Scaling factor (N/sumw)  :       0.69 

Sum of rescaled weights  :      87.00 

 

The final step is that all valid weights are rescaled to get a sum of weights equal to the number of 
nonmissing entries in the data matrix. The number of nonmissing entries in the data matrix is 87, and 
presently the sum of weights equals 126. Hence each weight in the weight matrix is multiplied by 
87/126 = 0.69 to give the final weight matrix. 

 

Final weight matrix:  
Weights that will be used:  

src    egrid   year        DOA      TAGBI    LAI-MAX       WSOI      TAGBR 

 82    50074   1995      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 82    50074   1996      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 82    51076   1995      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 82    51076   1996      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 82    52075   1995      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 82    52075   1996      1.208      0.000      0.000      3.625      0.000 

 88    50074   1996      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50074   1997      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50074   1998      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50075   1996      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50075   1997      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50075   1998      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50076   1996      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50076   1997      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    50076   1998      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    51074   1996      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 
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 88    51074   1997      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    51074   1998      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    52076   1996      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    52076   1997      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 88    52076   1998      0.483      0.967      0.483      1.450      0.483 

 

It is possible that the CGMS simulation output is missing for one or more source/grid/year 
combinations. Then the weight for this source/grid/year combination is temporarily set to 0. In this 
case, the sum of weights is not rescaled.  

 

Time Series variables: missings and weights 

With Time Series variables, the maximum number of measurements over all sources is determined, 
and the number of observations for the time series variables is then set to that maximum. If for 
example there are 4 sources, with 2, 1, 0 and 3 measurements on a time series variable Var2, the 
maximum number of measurements for this variable is 3. The time series variable will then get 3 
columns in the data matrix, and the valid values for each source are placed in these columns, starting 
from the left. Excess cells in the matrix are padded with missing values, see the table below. On 
another time series variable, Var3, the sources might have 1, 0, 2 and 0 valid values respectively, and 
hence this variable would get two columns in the data matrix.  Missing values for time series variables 
are treated exactly the same as missing values for scalar variables: they will get a weight 0 (see above).  

 

 Var1 Var2-01 Var2-02 Var2-03 Var3-01 Var3-02 Var4 

Source 1 value value value * value * value 

Source 2 value value * * * * * 

Source 3 * * * * value value value 

Source 4 value value value Value * * * 
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E3 General calibration: Calibration of parameters other than only TSUM1/2; 
running CGMS 

 

Parameter estimation 

 

When parameters other than only TSUM1 and/or TSUM2 are to be calibrated, calibration is 
performed by means of running CMGS for different values of the parameter vector, and 
comparing the simulated outputs to the observed data.  

 

The data 

The data are displayed as a matrix with a row for every source/grid/year combination. The 
value for an observation in the source is assigned to each grid/year combination for which the 
source is valid, and -999 represents a missing value:  

 

Example Data Matrix:  
src    grid   year        DOM      TAGBI    LAI-MAX        WSOI 

 87   50074   1995   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 87   50074   1996   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 87   50075   1995   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 87   50075   1996   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 87   51071   1995   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 87   51071   1996   -999.000  23981.390      8.216    5131.348 

 

 89   50077   1992    265.000   -999.000   -999.000    5294.426 

 

 90   50074   1998    268.000  24796.445   -999.000    -999.000 

 90   50074   1999    268.000  24796.445   -999.000    -999.000 

 

 

 

Restricted range for the parameters 

For all parameters, a range of plausible values has been tabulated (ModelParameters table of 
CALPLAT_DB). Plausible ranges have been defined for single parameters only, not for 
combinations of parameters. The parameter vector should stay inside the hyper-rectangle 
defined by these ranges, i.e. the optimization is constrained. During calibration, we therefore 
transform the parameters into an unrestricted range by means of an exponential 
transformation. Let A be the parameter to be optimized, and its value must not come outside 
the interval [L, H]. The constrained value (in the interval) will be denoted as Ac , the value on 
the unconstrained scale as Au. The parameter Ac is transformed to an unconstrained range 
using 
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Overflow 

The calculations are performed using double precision, which means that when Au > 700 or 
Au < -700, there will be over- or underflow in performing the back-transformation. These 
problems are avoided by assuming Ac = H for Au > 700, and Ac = L for Au < -700.  

 

Starting point 

Optimization routines need a value at which to start the search for a minimum. The starting 
point is a vector consisting of D values, one for each parameter to be calibrated. D is the 
number of dimensions of the problem. The user can set a starting point in the Calibration 
Manager, but CALPLAT also offers a default starting point. If a user-given starting value is 
on either the H or the L limit for a particular parameter, that would give an unconstrained 
value Au of either + or – infinity. For this reason, such starting values are recalculated as 

1000

H L
L

−+    and   
1000

H L
H

−− . 

 

Starting configuration 

The optimization will be carried out by means of the Simplex algorithm (see below). This 
algorithm needs not a single starting point, but a starting configuration consisting of D + 1 
points, where D again is the number of dimensions of the problem, which is the number of 
parameters that has to be calibrated.  

The starting configuration is obtained as follows. It starts from the Starting Point p0 (either 
user-defined or the CALPLAT default). Then every other point pk in the Starting 
Configuration (with k ranging from 1 to D) differs from p0 only in the k-th position. On this 
position, the value halfway the largest distance to the limit of this dimension is inserted in 
place of the original starting value on that position. Example: 3 parameters are calibrated, A, 
B and C, with starting values 3, 10 and 5 respectively, and L and H as in the table below 

Parameter Starting value L H 

A 3 1 8 

B 10 6 12 

C 5 3 8 
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This will give the following starting configuration, consisting of the original starting point and 
three new points: 

p0  p1 p2 p3 

3 5.5 [= 3+0.5(8-3)] 3 3 

10 10 8 [= 10-0.5(10-6)] 10 

5 5 5 6.5 [= 5+0.5(8-5)] 

 

If for some position the distance to L and H is equal, the half-distance is added.  

 

Optimization criteria and function value 

The user can choose one of three different optimization criteria:  

1. Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) 
2. Root Relative Mean Squared Error (RRMSE) 
3. Shape Criterion (SC) 

 

These criteria are printed as function value in the output. They are defined as follows:  

 

1. Root Mean Squared Error 

With the RMSE criterion, the function to be minimized is 
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where the index r indicates the rows of the data matrix (R is the total number of 
source/grid/year combinations) and the index c indicates the columns of the data matrix (C is 
the total number of observations with time-series consisting of k variables counted as k 
distinct variables). The yrc are the observed agropheno values, and frc(θ) is the corresponding 
CGMS simulated output at parameter value θτ. The denominator simply counts the number of 
nonmissing entries in the data matrix.  

 

2. Root Relative Mean Squared Error  

The criterion is defined as 
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It would also have been possible to use ( ) ( )2
/rc rc rcy f fθ θ −   instead of 

( ) ( ){ }2
/rc rc rcy f fθ θ −   in the numerator. This would correspond to a continuous-like 

Poisson distribution, instead of to the present Gamma distribution. However, for negative 
simulated CGMS output value frc that would give a negative contribution to the criterion, 
which, although unlikely, still is undesirable.  

When several variables are involved in the calibration, and values for these variables are on a 
different scale, the RRMSE criterion should be used instead of the RMSE criterion, so that the 
contribution to the criterion is of the same order of magnitude for all variables. The same is 
true for time-series variables, and especially when these are growth curves. Also for these 
situations we advise to use this RRMSE, and not the RMSE criterion.  

 

3. Shape Criterion 

JRC perceived the need for a further criterion. They realized that sometimes it may be more 
important for predictions to follow the “shape” of the (continuous) observations, than to be 
close to the actual values.  

 

Noting that VAR(x) = E(x2) - (Ex)2, so that E(x2) = VAR(x) + (Ex)2, one can substitute y-f for 
x to obtain: 

 

                                 E[(y-f)2] = VAR(y-f) + [E(y-f)] 2 

 

or  

                         MSE  =  VAR + BIAS2 

 

so that we can define a criterion in which the bias is weighed less heavily as 

 

                         SC   =  MSE - k * BIAS2. 

 

This is, to some extent, a ‘shape maintaining criterion’, and it has been labelled the Shape 
Criterion (SC). The scalar k is a user-defined and must be between 0 and 1.  

 

In our case, we have weighted observations. This makes things slightly more complicated. Let 
VARw be the weighted variance and wµ the weighted mean of x. Then we have the following 

(the reason of using N instead of sum(w) will become clear below), where again x represents 
y – f, and the summation is over all rows and all columns of the data matrix:  
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Fortunately, this also holds for the estimate: with "ˆ / ,w wm wx wµ= =∑ ∑ we have 
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so that also 
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Like in the unweighted situation we rewrite 2 2
w wVAR (x) =  Ewx - µ as  

 

 2 2
w wwx  = VAR (x)  + ,  E µ  
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so that again (by replacing x by y – f) 

 

 2
w w wMSE  = VAR  + BIAS . 

 

 

If we now define the Weighted Shape Criterion (SCw) as 

 

 2
w w wSC  = MSE  - k * BIAS  , 

 

we have defined the SC criterion for weighted data. As this formula assumes that Σw equals 
N, the weights in CALPLAT are rescaled to have Σw = N. 

 

Summarizing: if Σw = N the Shape Criterion is given by 
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In this formula, k is a user-defined trade-off parameter regulating the trade-off between bias 
and variance. k Should be between 0 and 1.  

 

Test of Shape Criterion 

Below, the result of a test with the Shape Criterion is given. The function  

 

 y = A + B x + C sin(x) 

has been simulated with A = 3, B = 2, C = 1, and for points x = ii * 3.14 / 6, for ii = 1 … 11, 
which is more or less a complete round of π. Then the function  

 y = B x + C sin ( x ) 

has been fitted to these data (so without the term A, because with A included the exact data 
were always reproduced). The parameters have been estimated with the Powell algorithm, and 
below the results are plotted. The black line in the plot below are the original data, red is the 
result obtained with a Bias Reduction factor k = 0, green is biasreduction = 0.9, en blue is bias 
reduction = 0.99. The blue line follows the shape of the original data quite nicely.  
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Optimization algorithm and convergence 

The optimizations are carried out using the Simplex algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965), as 
given in Numerical Recipes (Press et al, 1992/2002). Simulated Annealing has also been 
considered. A small report on the reasons for not choosing Simulated Annealing has been 
delivered earlier. The Simplex routine is fairly robust, in the sense that is not easily trapped in 
local minima, but it may be slow in arriving at a minimum.  

 

Optimization is finished either upon exceeding a user-specified number of function 
evaluations, or upon achieving a user-specified fractional tolerance in the functional value.  

 

1. The maximum number of function evaluations can be set by the user. When after this 
number of function evaluations no convergence has been achieved, it is possible to have up to 
three restarts from different (random) starting configurations. The option ‘Allow Restarts’ in 
the Calibration Manager can be set to yes or no by the user. See ‘Restarts’ below.  

 

2. The relative tolerance in the current iteration is given by  
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where c is the criterion value, and t denotes the iteration number. In the formula, c(BEST) is the 
best function value encountered so far, and c(worst, t) is the worst function value in the current 
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Simplex iteration. When rtol(t) becomes smaller than the user-specified ftol, convergence is 
achieved. According to Press et al (1992) “.. it is frequently a good idea to restart a 
multidimensional minimization routine at a point where it claims to have found a minimum”. 
We take this advice to heart and when the tolerance criterion has been reached we perform 
one extra restart of the Simplex routine, taking the optimized value as a starting point. Note 
that the final restart is also performed when the optimized solution was rejected because of 
parameter estimates being too close to the limits of the plausible range. See below for some 
more considerations on the tolerance. 

 

Parameter estimates on the limits 

Above it was mentioned that for all parameters a range of plausible values has been tabulated 
(see “Restricted range for the parameters”), and that the optimization is carried out in a space 
in which the (transformed) parameters have unrestricted range. Upon backtransforming, it 
may appear that a calibrated parameter is quite close to one of the limits. For example, assume 
that parameter A must between 1 and 5, and that the unconstrained estimate equals 10. Using 
the back-transform 

 
exp( )

( )
1 exp( )

u
c

u

A
A L H L

A
= + −

+
 . 

we find that Ac=1+(5-1)*0.9999546 = 4.9998. Even though such a value may have led to 
convergence on the tolerance criterion, this might be an unhealthy situation. We therefore take 
the range for acceptable values to be  

( ) ( )
,

1000 1000

H L H L
L H

− − + −  
. 

In the above example with limits 1 and 5, the acceptable range would between 1.004 and 
4.996. If a converged value is outside this range, a warning is issued and the solution is 
considered as having not converged. So if the user has set the ‘Restarts allowed’ option, a 
regular restart is performed. However, if this option was not set, the program will still 
continue with the ‘final restart upon convergence’ (even though strictly speaking there was no 
convergence). The user then can decide himself whether or not to consider the calibrated 
value as useful.  

 

Restarts in case of no convergence 

Restarts in case of no convergence start at a random point in a restricted space. The space in 
which a random starting point for a restart is obtained, is defined as follows. The original 
user-defined starting point is taken, and for each dimension (parameter) the minimum and 
maximum value allowed are considered. Then a random point is chosen as follows. For each 
dimension the range R = H – L is obtained, and a value is randomly chosen from (L + 0.25*R, 
H – 0.25*R). Example: 2 parameters are calibrated, A and B, with starting values 5 and 2 for 
A and B, respectively. For parameter A the allowable range runs from 3 to 7, and for 
parameter B it runs from 1 to 4. Then a new starting point is obtained by randomly selecting a 
value in the range 5 to 6 for A, and in the range 1.75 to 3.25 for B. When this random point 
has been obtained, a starting configuration is obtained in the same was as for the original 
(user-defined) starting point (see above). 
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Tabular parameters 

Many CGMS parameters are scalars, but there also some so-called ‘Tabular Parameters’. 
Tabular parameters are not a scalar but a function, and the function is represented in CGMS as 
a set of values for (x,y) pairs. Tabular Parameters are calibrated by applying a scaling (factor) 
or shift (term) to either the x- or y- values in the table (see Appendix D2). This factor (or 
term) will be the quantity to be calibrated. This has consequences for the calibration: now 
limits L and H are needed for the factor (or term) as well as for the values in the table. The 
limits for the values in the actual table are denoted as ‘hard limits’. It may be that a hard limit 
on a table value restricts the factor (or term) more than the L and/or H value for the factor (or 
term) itself. This is checked in the program.  

 

Partitioning parameters 

The tabular parameters FOTB, FLTB and FSTB are special in the sense that they have to keep 
adding up to 1 for every value of x. Therefore it has been decided that for calibration these 
parameters must be present in the CGMS database with equal x-values (when only running 
CGMS, without performing calibrations, this is not necessary). FLTB is calibrated by means 
of a factor on the y-value. The y-value of FOTB is kept constant, and the FSTB value is 
adjusted in CALPLAT:  FSTBy_new = 1.0 - FOTBy – FLTBy_new. FSTBy_new should 
always maintain 50 or more of its original value. 

FOTB is calibrated by means of a factor on the x-values. In CALPLAT, the x-values for 
FLTB and FSTB are updated accordingly in each iteration. If the y-values in the table for 
FOTB start being larger than 0 at position k in the table, then only points from k-1 and 
upwards will be calibrated, with the restriction that the xk-1 will not become smaller than xk-2. 
There are p pairs of points in the table, and xp can be either equal to 2 or smaller than 2. If xp 
= 2, then care is taken that xp-1 will not become larger than 2; if xp is smaller than 2, then care 
is taken that xp will not become larger than 2. 

 

Tolerance 

This paragraph on the tolerance is rather technical; it has been included because of some 
questions asked during the training session. The tolerance required is a relative tolerance, i. e. 
in theory it would be possible that two solutions with very different absolute function values 
would show the same relative achieved tolerance. Consider the next example, where the term 
tolR will be used to indicate the required tolerance (the value set by the user), and tolA to 
indicate the tolerance achieved in the optimization. Indices “_B” and “_Cw” indicate the best-
ever and the current-worst function values (see the above Section Optimization Algorithm and 
Convergence), while indices “1” and “2” indicate two separate iterations at different locations 
in the optimization landscape. 

 
Parameter    Values1_B Values1_Cw     Values2_B Val ues2_Cw  

=========    ====================     ============= ======= 

1                  10           4          200         100 

2                   8          17            1          20 

3                 400         270            2           8 

---------    --------------------     ------------- ------- 

Fval:             900        1100          0.9         1.1 
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tolA:    (1100-900)/0.5*(900+1100)  (1.1-0.9)/0.5*( 0.9+1.1)  

 

At some point in the estimation process, the engine may compare the results of the two 
function values listed under Parameter Values 1, and find a tolA of 200/1000 = 0.2, and at 
another (later) point in the estimation process it might have compared the results of the two 
function evaluations based on Parameter Values 2, and also found a tolA of 0.2. If we had set 
the tolR to 0.25, the engine would have stopped at the first moment, with parameters 10, 8 and 
400 leading to the criterion value 900, which is clearly worse than the criterion value 0.9 
(which will not be found because it has already stopped). So it might seem that more 
information would be needed to decide on when to stop. This is a general problem in 
multivariate optimization: it is always difficult when it can be decided that the optimization is 
now really 'finished'. It is impossible to look into the future and see which function values 
would be reached if the optimization process were continued.  

 

 

 

 

Furthermore indices “a” and “b” indicate two consecutive iterations while indices “1” and “2” 
indicate two separate iterations at different locations in the optimization landscape. 

 
Parameter   Values1a   Values1b   Values2a   Values 2b  

=========   ===================   ================= == 

1                 10          4        200        1 00 

2                  8         17          1         20 

3                400        270          2          8 

Fval:            900       1100        0.9        1 .1 

tolA:    (1100-900)/0.5*(900+1100)    (1.1-0.9)/0.5 *(0.9+1.1) 

 

At some point in the estimation process, the engine may compare the results of two 
consecutive iterations based on Parameter Values 1a and 1b, and find a tolA of 200/1000 = 
0.2, and at another (later) point in the estimation process it might have compared the results of 
two consecutive iterations based on Parameter Values 2a and 2b, and also found a tolA of 0.2. 
If we had set the tolR to 0.25, the engine would have stopped at the first moment, with 
parameters 10, 8 and 400 leading to the criterion value 900 (note not 1b because criterion 
value is higher), which is clearly worse than the criterion value 0.9 (which will not be found 
because it has already stopped). So it might seem that more information would be needed to 
decide on when to stop. This is a general problem in multivariate optimization: it is always 
difficult when it can be decided that the optimization is now really 'finished'. It is impossible 
to look into the future and see which function values would be reached if the optimization 
process were continued.  

 

However, the problem is not as bad as it looks.  

1. First, it is precisely for this reason that after convergence ALWAYS an 'extra' Restart 
is carried out in Calplat. If, for some reason, a step in the Simplex algorithm 
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accidentally has zero (or very small) length, the two consecutive parameter points 
would be exactly (or very nearly) equal. Hence their function values would be (nearly) 
equal, and tolA would be exactly (or nearly) 0, which is (probably) smaller than any 
tolR. But because we restart with another starting configuration is it very unlikely that 
we would then end up at the same incorrect solution.  

2. Next, all other stop criteria also have their own advantages and disadvantages. For 
example, using the absolute difference in function value (instead of the relative 
difference) is not a better option, because then a difference of 1 would be very small 
when the function values are in the range 1 - 1000, and very large when the function 
values are in the range 0.00001 - 1. Or, as another example, using a criterion based on 
the difference of parameter values might lead to problems with very sensitive 
parameters (i.e. when a small difference in parameter value would give a large 
difference in function value).  

3. Finally: technically, it is no problem to set tolR quite small. With 'fast' functions, one 
could even set the tolR to a value only slightly larger than the machine accuracy 
(which with long doubles is something like 2.2E-308). And with a very small tolR, the 
situation described in the example above will only occur when Values1B/Cw are near 
to one local minimum, and Values2B/Cw are near to another local minimum. In that 
case, we are in the context of 'how to avoid getting trapped in local minima', which is 
quite a different question (and incidentally, the Simplex algorithm is one of the more 
robust algorithms when it comes to avoiding local minima).  

 

Setting tolR to some value near the machine accuracy would, in our situation, be far too time-
consuming, but we also think it is not necessary, as will be demonstrated with an example. 
Say we are using the RMSE criterion. Then the function value is the square root of the 
(weighted) sum of all squared differences, divided by N, where N is the total number of 
source/grid/year combinations * the number of variables involved in the calibration, see the 
formula above. So the function value is more or less the average contribution of each 
source/grid/year/variable combination to the criterion. Now say we are calibrating SPAN in 
the general mode, and the variable involved is the LAI-MAX. Suppose the calibrated 
parameter value will give, on average, a difference of 1 between observed and simulated LAI-
MAX. Then the function value near the optimum will be more or less equal to 1. At that point, 
tolA is given by: 

 

 tolA = | f1 - f2 |  / [ ( f1 + f2 ) / 2 ]  

 

As the denominator will be more or less 1, the program would, with tolR set to 1E-10, 
continue until the difference between the best_ever and the current worst function values 
would be smaller than 1E-10, i.e. until we had found a current worst set of parameter values 
giving a difference in (loosely speaking) the 'average error', of only 1E-10. Depending on the 
sensitivity of CGMS to SPAN, this might be a difference in the first, the 5'th or even in the 
10'th decimal of the calibrated parameter. Hence it is impossible to say in general which value 
for tolR would give useful results [accurate enough and yet not too ‘accurate’]: the answer to 
this question depends on the application in question, and can only be found in practice, by the 
people using the program. But with some practical thinking and expert knowledge, and who 
knows even with results obtained with SANPLAT, it is probably quite safe to assume that a 
difference in the first decimal of SPAN would lead to larger difference in 'average errors' than 
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1E-10. So when calibrating SPAN setting the tolerance option to 1E-10 will probably not be 
necessary.   

So it is the user who has to decide how accurate he wants his solution to be. The Calibration 
Manager allows large values for tolR not because we think these values may be useful for 
calibrating, but because they may be needed when ‘playing around’, trying out things, testing 
whether things work properly etc. We can only say that tolR will probably have to be smaller 
than 1E-5, but how much smaller, we do not know. At present the minimum value allowed for 
the tolerance option (tolR) is 1E-15. 

 

Variance estimation 

Variance of parameter estimates.  

For estimates obtained with Criterion 3, the Shape criterion, no variances are computed. This 
criterion was developed to get estimates that give predictions following the shape of time-
series, at the cost of an increased bias. The criterion does not arise as the result of fitting a 
model, taken to represent ‘reality’ or ‘the truth’. Hence, it is impossible to derive model-based 
variance estimates. The alternative would be to get variance estimates by means of a leave-
one-out procedure, or possibly some Monte Carlo method. But this would increase the 
computation time by a factor N, which, at least at present, is infeasible.  

 

In the context of generalized linear models, an identity link function and normal residuals 
with constant variance results in minimizing a Root Mean Square Error criterion (RMSE). 
Similarly, an identity link function and gamma residuals with variance µi

2, where µi is the 
model value for the i’th observation, results in minimizing a relative RMSE criterion 
(RRMSE). Therefore, in Calplat, a GLM framework is adopted to obtain the variance of the 
parameter estimates.  

 

The following quantities will appear in the equations below: 

1. P: number of parameters calibrated  
2. M: number of variables involved in the calibration, needed to calibrate the P 

parameters 
3. N: total number of source/grid/year combinations in the calibrations 
4. [with this notation, in the criteria defined above the number of rows (R) would be  N, 

and the number of columns (C) woul be M] 
5. i: index running over source/grid/year combinations; i = 1….N 
6. j: index running over variables; j = 1…M 
7. θ : P x 1 vector of parameters to be estimated 
8. Y : N x M matrix of observed values, with columns 1 2, ,..., ,...j MY Y Y Y  

9. F : N x M matrix of fitted values (CGMS output), with columns 1 2, ,..., ,...j MF F F F  

10. jZ : N x P matrix of derivatives of the fitted values jF  with respect to the parameter 

vector θ  (replaced by its estimate θ̂ ) : 
ˆ

j
j T

F
Z

∂
=

∂θ
. As no analytic expression is 

available for these derivatives, they will be obtained by numerical approximation.  
11. 1 2, ,..., , ...j MW W W W : N x N diagonal weight matrices (one for each variable), 

constructed as described in the previous section  
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12. 1 2, ,..., ,...j MV V V V : N x N  diagonal matrices, one for each variable, containing the 

inverse values of the Variance function (defined below)  
13. , , ,ij ij ij ijy w f v : i’th element of , , ,j j j jY W F V  respectively 

14. ij ij ije y f= − ; and je and E  are defined analogously to all the above 

15. Yw,F ,E : (NxM) x 1 vector, in which the columns of , ,Y F Erespectively are stacked 
below each other 

16. W , V : diagonal (NxM) x (NxM) matrix, with the diagonals of all jW  and jV  

respectively stacked on the diagonals 
17. Z : (NxM) x P matrix, containing the matrices1 2, ,... , ...j MZ Z Z Z stacked below each 

other. 
 

In GLMs, the variance function mentioned in the list above, is the systematic way in which 
the variance varies with the value of the fitted value (ass opposed to the random variation of 
the residuals). The Variance function is given by  

( ) 2

1 for Normal errors
Varfunc

for Gamma errorsij
ij

f
f


= 


 

so ijV  equals 1 with Criterion 1, and 2
ijf −  with Criterion 2.  

The formula for the variance of the parameter estimates is given by 

( ) ( )1 1ˆVar( ) Var( )T T T− −
 ≈  Z V W Z Z V W Y Z Z V W Zθ  

When only one single y-variable is involved in the calibration, and if it can be assumed that 
Var(Y) = σ2 I, the above formula can be simplified (as there is only 1 y-variable, no subscripts 
are needed) to: 

 ( ) 1 2ˆ( ) .TVar Z V W Z σ
−

≈θ  

With multiple y-variables, Var(Yw) will almost certainly not be of the form σ2I, not even with 
Criterion 2, so the above reduction is not possible. However, if it can be assumed that Var(Yw) 
is a block diagonal matrix, with a block for every variable, and furthermore that in each of 
these blocks it holds that 2var( )j j NY Iσ= (so that all variables have their own constant 

dispersion, and in fact Var(Yw) becomes a diagonal matrix with ‘strings’ of equal values), the 
calculations can be done in parts, because then 

( )
1

M
T T

j j j j
j

Z V W Z
=

=∑Z V W Z  

and 

( )2

1

Var( )
M

T
j j j j j

j

Z V W Zσ
=

=∑Z V W Y Z T  

so that finally we get the following formula for the variance of the parameter estimates: 
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( ) ( ) ( )
1 1

2

1 1 1

ˆVar( )
M M M

T T T
j j j j j j j j j j j j j

j j j

Z V W Z Z V W Z Z V W Zθ σ
− −

= = =

     
≈      

     
∑ ∑ ∑  

 

Remarks.  

1. With Criteria 1 and 2, when only one y-variable is involved, the dispersion estimate 
(σ2) is given by the square of the criterion value. When more than one y-variables are 
involved, the distinct dispersions are obtained completely analogously. 

2. The fitted values are obtained by means of running CGMS, i.e. for the fitted values no 
explicit formula is available. This means that the derivatives of the fitted values with 
respect to the parameters (the matrices jZ ) cannot be derived analytically. They are 

calculated numerically, by means of the definition formula  

( )
0

ˆ ˆ ˆ( ) ( ) ( )
lim

ˆ p

ij ij p ij
j ip h

pp

f f f
Z

hθ →

∂ + −
= =

∂
θ θ h θ

 

where ph is a scalar with value 0.0001 * ˆ
pθ , and ph is a vector with value ph on the p-

th position and zeros elsewhere.  

3. Because of the numerical calculation of the derivatives, P extra function evaluations 
are needed for calculating the variances.  

4. It may happen that CGMS is insensitive to a particular parameter, meaning that the 
fitted values will not change when the parameter is modified. In that case, the 
(numerical) derivative with respect to that particular parameter will be 0 throughout, 
and the matrix TZ W V Z  will be singular so that its inverse cannot be calculated. 

Possibly (not necessarily) with ph larger, for example ph  = 0.01 * ˆ
pθ , the derivatives 

might become nonzero. However, the derivative estimate thus obtained might not be 

very precise as ph would not really go to 0. So it was decided to keep ph / ˆ
pθ constant 

for all parameters and, when a constant 0 derivative occurs, to issue a warning and 
estimate the (co)variances only for the other parameters. In this situation a generalized 
inverse is calculated. With this generalized inverse, the variance and all covariances 
pertaining to the particular parameter will remain missing, but at least some indication 
of the (co)variances of the remaining parameters is obtained. These (co)variances, 
however, may be under-estimated.  

5. When time-series variables are involved, these are placed in a block with width equal 
to the length of the longest time-series, and the array is filled from left to right (see 
above in section E2: Weighing and missing values, subsection Time series variables: 
missings and weights). Hence with time-series variables, the rightmost columns in the 
block will have more missing observations. The dispersion estimates for the last 
columns therefore will be less accurate. One might argue that for time-series therefore 
the dispersion should be estimated not per column, but for the whole block 
simultaneously. This would not be difficult to implement, but it was decided against 
because it would reduce the precision obtained for the columns in the beginning.  

6. Another point with time-series variables, especially when they represent growth 
curves, is that their link function perhaps should be taken to be sigmoid rather than 
linear. This is something to bear in mind for a possible future version Calplat 2. Then 
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the storage of observations in the block or array should also be done differently, with a 
separate column for each day.  

 

Standardized Residuals. 

With iterative models having only one dependent variable, the leverage is given by 

( ) 1
lev * *[ ]T T

i ii ii iiu w Z Z U W Z Z
−

= , with  W the weight matrix and U the iterative weights 

(see below). In our case the the matrix multiplication becomes ( ) 1−T TZ Z U W Z Z , so that, 

retaining only the relevant parts of the equation and allowing multiple y-variables, we get 

( ) ( ) ( ) 1
lev * * T

ij j j j jii ii ii
U W Z Z

− =   
TZ U W Z   , 

where jW  and jZ  are as defined above, and jU represents the iterative weights, i.e.  

 ( ) ( ) 1 2Varfunc 'j ij ijii
U f p− −   =     

with 'p  the derivative of the linear predictor with respect to the mean. For linear link 
functions (which is what we have) 'p  equals 1, so in our case the leverage reduces to 

( ) ( ) ( ) 1
lev * * T

ij j j j jii ii ii
V W Z Z

− =   
TZ U W Z . 

With the leverage thus defined, the standardized residuals are obtained as: 

( ) ( )2Varfunc 1 lev

ij ij
ij

ij j ij

ij

y f
r

f

w

σ

−
=

−
. 

Contrary to the special mode, this is not a so-called ‘deleted residual’. Calculation of deleted 
residuals would become too complicated here. 

 

Testing the formulae for the variance.  

As in the case of the Special calibration, all formulas have also been programmed in a general 
purpose statistical package (Genstat), and the results have been compared with results 
obtained using the packages’s built-in routines. It would have been too time-consuming to 
build a complete interface between this general-purpose package and CGMS, therefore, in this 
testing procedure, only GLMs applied to some simulated data with Gamma and Normal errors 
were considered.  

Below, the term ‘estimates’ indicates the ensemble of parameter estimates (parest: θ̂ ) and 

their estimated covariance matrix (vcov: Ĉ ), and also the fitted values (fittedval) with their 
variances (varfit). The following steps have been taken to investigate whether the variances 
are correctly calculated in Calplat.  

1. Simulated Dataset 1 consists of vectors w, x and y. Here w are weights, x represents a 
predictor variable, and y the dependent variable. With this dataset, the following 
models were fitted: 
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• A. Using Simulated Dataset 1, an exponential model was fitted in a statistical 
package (Genstat) using the built-in fitting procedures.  

• B. Again using Simulated Dataset 1, and still in Genstat, the same exponential 
model was estimated ‘manually’, i.e. minimizing the criterion and using the 
expressions shown in the previous paragraph.  

Formulas used: the maximal relative difference between the estimates obtained under A 
and B was of order E-15. This shows that in principle the formulas and equations used to 
estimate the variances are correct, not only for linear models but also for complex 
nonlinear models.  

2. Simulated Dataset 2 consists of exactly the same values as Dataset 1, but now the data 
are split into two parts, such that the first half of the elements of w, x, and y form one 
set, and the second half of these elements form the other set.  
• C. Using Simulated Dataset 2, the exponential model was fitted again, but now the 

variances were calculated using the summation formulas shown in the preceding 
paragraph. 

Summing over groups: The maximal relative difference between A (or B) and C also was 
of order 1E-15. This shows that, with independent sets, the summations do give the proper 
variance estimates.   

 
Until now, even though the data set was split into two parts, there has been really only 1 y-
variable. But when calibrating more than one parameter at the same time, more than one y-
variable will usually be involved in Calplat. The following calculations were performed to 
further check the appropriateness of the variance calculations in Calplat.  

3. Simulated Dataset 3 consists of [w x y1 y2]. These data have nothing to do with 
Datasets 1 and 2 defined above, they are newly constructed data.  Now x is a vector 
(but it could equally well have been a matrix) and y1 and y2 are two distinct dependent 
variables.  
• D. Using Simulated Dataset 3, two constrained linear models were fitted using 

built-in Genstat functionality. Both models have E(y1)= a1 + bx and E(y2)= a2 + 
bx, so the two y-variables share one common parameter (the b). In the first model 
the errors were assumed to be normally distributed with constant variance, so the 
optimization criterion is Σw(y-f)2. In the second model the errors were assumed to 
follow a gamma distribution, which has variance 1/[E(y)]2, whence the 
optimization criterion can be shown to be Σw[(y-f)/f] 2.  

• E. These same two models were also fitted in Genstat ‘manually’, i.e. 
programming out the variance equations shown in the previous paragraph  

• F. Finally, these models were also fitted in C with the routines that are used in 
Calplat.  

 
The upper part of the Table below shows the maximum relative differences between estimates 
obtained under D and E, its lower part shows the maximum relative differences between 
estimates obtained under D and F. The columns represent the different criteria (corresponding 
to either model 1 with constant error variance, or to model 2 with gamma error variance), and 
two different methods of weighing (either all weights equal, or weights that are a combination 
of source and variable weight, see Appendix E2).  

 

Table: Maximum relative differences between methods D, E and F.  
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Note: Correct (i.e. analytical) derivatives were used both in Genstat and in C.  

Model(Crit)     1(RMSE)      1(RMSE)     2(RRMSE)     2(RRMSE) 

Weights            1.0      src/var          1.0      src/var 

Difference between Genstat built-in and Genstat ‘ma nual’ estimates 

          maxreldifDE   maxreldifDE  maxreldifDE   maxreldifDE      

   est             0              0     0.008459      0.008114     

  vcov             0              0     0.001892      0.001430     

  disp             0              0     0.001684      0.003226     

varfit             0              0     0.002143      0.002974     

 

Differences between Genstat and C estimates 

          maxreldifDF   maxreldifDF  maxreldifDF   maxreldifDF  

   est              0             0     0.008453      0.006254 

  vcov              0             0     0.001874      0.002043 

  disp              0             0     0.001684      0.003226 

varfit              0             0     0.002130      0.003048 

 

 

 

 

Criterion 1: RMSE. The upper left part of the Table shows that the maximal relative 
difference when comparing method D (Genstat built-in functionality) to method E (‘manual’ 
estimation in Genstat) was of order E-15 (represented here as 0), both with equal and with 
unequal weights. This shows that our method of calculating the variances is correct. When 
(lower left part) comparing method D (built-in Genstat) to method F (Calplat functions), the 
differences are virtually indetectable as well. It may be noted here that replacing the analytical 
derivatives by their numerical approximations results (in this example model, which is linear) 
in a slight increase in the maximum relative differences for the varcov matrix: this matrix will 
then display differences in the 6’th decimal (relative difference is 0.000028).  

Criterion 2: RRMSE. For the RRMSE criterion (right hand part of the table), the relative 
differences are, on the whole, larger than for the SS criterion (left). But still, they are always 
smaller than 0.01, i.e. smaller than 1 percent. The differences occur because no iterative 
fitting was performed (see below). But note that again the upper and lower part of the table 
are almost equal. So the differences due to programming in C are of the same order of 
magnitude as the differences arising due to ‘manual’ estimation in Genstat. Again, using 
numerically obtained derivatives does give slightly different result, but only in the 6’th 
decimal place: the maximal relative difference for criterion 2 with equal weights on the 
varcov matrix will then be 0.001875 instead of 0.001874. 

So the differences between the C (or Calplat) results and ‘manual’ estimation in Genstat are 
negligible. Remains the question as to what causes the differences between the left and right 
part of the table, i.e. the differences between the output from the Genstat built-in functionality 
and from the ‘manual’ estimation in Genstat under the RRMSE criterion. This question can be 
easily answered: these differences stem from the fact that with a ‘true’ GLM (right part of the 
table), iterative fitting should be used (see e.g. McCullagh & Nelder, first edition, p. 33, or 
Draper and Smith, p. 462). Iterative fitting involves a cycle of calculating the residuals, fitting 
a model to the residuals, recalculating the residuals etcetera. We put a cycle of 20 such 
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replications around the manual calculations in Genstat, and indeed the ‘manual’ parameter 
estimates became identical to the estimates obtained by means of the built-in routines.  

Our goal in this section was to check whether we are using the proper variance formulas, and 
this has been ascertained. The fact that we do not produce exact GLM estimates with 
CALPLAT does not have to worry us, because we are not fitting GLMs in CALPLAT. 
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Appendix F: Description of installed files CALPLAT 

 
This appendix lists the files that are installed on your computer when you install CALPLAT. As 
described in Section 3.1, a CALPLAT directory will be created that contains 5 sub-directories, but the 
results directory is empty and is therefore not discussed here. The table below lists the files in each 
subdirectory, as well as in the root (the CALPLAT directory itself), and gives a brief explanation of 
what the file contains. 
 
 
Directory File Content 
Root CALPLAT.exe Executable. Double-clicking starts CALPLAT 

application 
 Borlndmm.dll, cc3260mt.dll, 

stlpmt45.dll 
Application extension files  

 Colors.ini Colour settings for CALPLAT maps 
 CALPLAT.mdb CALPLAT_DBase containing e.g. session 

and zonation information (see appendix G) 
CGMS CGMS.exe CGMS executable 
 Cgms.ini File containing settings for CGMS (see 

below) 
 Cgms_CALPLAT.mdb Shadow database of CGMS, contains 

selection of data from CGMS DB and 
AgroPheno_DB 

data Agrophenology_test.mdb Agrophenological dbase (for test purposes; 
covering 5 grid cells for which the synthetic 
agro-pheno data are available) (see appendix 
G) 

 CGMS_9_2_DB_ZONE23.mdb CGMS_DB (for test purposes; covering 5 grid 
cells for which the synthetic agro-pheno data 
are available) (see appendix G) 

help CALPLAT.hlp CALPLAT help file 
 CALPLAT.cnt CALPLAT content file 
 CALPLAT_manual.mht CALPLAT user manual – mht format  
 CALPLAT_manual.doc CALPLAT user manual – word format 
 Help_weights_obs.htm Helpfile about weights sources 
shapefiles cgmsgrid_inspire.shp ESRI shapefile of 50 km grid 
 nuts0_etrs2 ESRI shapefile of NUTS0 regions 
 shapefiles.ini File containing names of shape files 
output  CALPLAT results will be stored in this 

directory 
 
 
Contents of cgms.ini 
 

Cgms.ini contains the settings that are necessary to run CGMS an the CGMS shadow database. The 
file is needed to run CGMS in batch mode. To start CGMS in batch mode use the parameter /batch. 
For example: C:\Data\cgms_food\cgms.exe /batch 

Instead of opening the UI an ini-file is read with the choices that are normally made in the UI. This file 
is called “cgms.ini” and should be located at the same directory as the executable “cgms.exe”. Below 
you will find an example of a cgms.ini file after installation with only relevant options necessary to 
run CGMS within CALPLAT. Variables without a value like SimCroStartYear are generated by 
CALPLAT before running CGMS. The content of the ini-file looks like as follows and is followed by 
a description of these options: 
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[Database] 
DSN=CGMS_calplat 
CalplatDSN=CGMS_DB 
RunMode=Calplat 
CalplatUsername= 
CalplatPassword= 
 
[Calculations]  
CropSimulation=1 
Aggregation=1 
 
[Simulation] 
Winterkill=0 
SimCroOutputYield=1 
SimCroRunPot= 
SimCroRunWL= 
SimCroStartMonth= 
SimCroStartYear= 
SimCroCampaignYears= 
SimCroWeatherData=1 
simcroOutputStartDecade=1 
simcroOutputEndDecade=36 
InitWaterBalance=0 
GWInfluence=0 
Crop= 
SimCroAdminLevel1=All available 
SimCroAdminLevel2=All available 
SimCroAdminLevel3=All available 
 
[Aggregation] 
Schematization= 
SpatialLevel=2 
AggIndicator=1 
AggStartYear= 
AggEndYear= 
 
 

Empty lines are skipped. Also lines with the words in brackets are skipped or lines starting 
with semicolon (;). CGMS just looks for the keywords like DSN, User, Password etc. The 
search is case-insensitive. 
 
If the file is read correct and a connection with a database could be made the selected 
calculations start. The program opens a DOS-box and reports the progression. When all 
calculations are finished the box is closed automatically. 
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[Database] 
Under DSN the CGMS shadow database (MS Access) is set. A different database can be used 
to provide weather data (grid_weather). Therefore one should use CalplatDSN, 
CalplatUsername and CalplatPassword. If User and Password are empty the program assumes 
that a MS-Access database is used. To use an Oracle database all the fields under [Database] 
should have a value. For more information on database connections see Appendix G section 
CGMS_DB. 
 
Runmode indicates the mode: CALPLAT or the OPERATIONAL mode (default). 
 
 
[Calculations] 
At this part indicate with “1” the calculations that should be performed.  
- CropSimulation  : Crop simulation 
- Aggregation  : Aggregate data 
 
[Simulation] 
This section includes the settings for the crop simulation. Select first the period of the 
simulation. Start month, start year and the number of campaigns (years) to simulate:  
SimCroStartMonth, SimCroStartYear, SimCroCampaignYears. For the current year select the 
period to produce output to database: SimcroOutputStartDecade and 
SimcroOutputEndDecade. 
 
Because of the CALPLAT mode it is possible to save results per day in stead of decade. 
Therefore use the variable SimCroOutputYield: 
 0 = Decade 
 1 = Daily 
 
Independent you can run the Potential and/or Water limited run. 
SimCroRunPot:  Run Potential simulation 
SimCroRunWL:  Run Water limited simulation 
 
Select weather data to use for simulation: SimCroWeatherData 
 1 = Ground Weather 

2 = Model Weather daily 
3 = Model Weather 10-daily 
4 = Model Weather monthly 

 
Initialisation of water balance: InitWaterBalance 
 0  = No initialisation 
 1  = Automatic, use all weather available prior to emergence 
 -x = Fixed number of days (x) prior to emergence 
 2  = Fixed date available in table INITIAL_SOIL_WATER 
 
Simulate with or without ground water influence GWInfluence: 
 0 = without ground water influence 
 1 = with ground water influence 
 
Simulate with or without winterkill: Winterkill 
 0 = without winterkill 
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 1 = with winterkill 
  
Select all crops to simulate: Crop 
Enter in this order: CropNo, CropgroupNo, CropName, CropModel, StartMonth 
 
Select Administrative region of interest. All available or a specific selected area. In the latter 
case enter NUTS_NAME from the NUTS table for the specific NUTS level: 
SimCroAdminLevel1, SimCroAdminLevel2, SimCroAdminLevel3 
 
 
[Aggregation] 
This section includes the settings for the data aggregation. 
 
First select schematization to use: Schematization 

1 = Landcover (climate grid cell/SMU/land cover/admin. region) 
2 = Soil suitability (climate grid cell/SMU/admin. region) 

 
Select Spatial level: SpatialLevel 

1 = Administrative region 
2 = Climate grid cells 
 

Select indicator: AggIndicator 
1 = Simulated crop yield 
2 = FAO 
3 = NDVI 
4 = Ground weather 
5 = Daily 
6 = 10-Daily 
 

Select Period in years: AggStartYear and  AggEndYear 
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Appendix G: Description of databases 
 
Basically, CALPLAT uses 4 different databases, namely (here we use as example the 
databases as installed by default): 
• Agrophenology_test.mdb (default DSN = AgroPhenoDB) 

=> the database with agrophenological observations 
• CGMS_10_0_DB_ZONE23.mdb (default DSN = CGMS_DB) 

=> the database with CGMS data (weather, crop and soil data)  
• CALPLAT.mdb (no DSN; database directly accessed by CALPLAT) 

=> CALPLAT database containing information about sessions and zonations etc.  
• CGMS_calplat.mdb (default DSN = CGMS_calplat) 

=> the CGMS shadow database 
 
Data from the first two databases are used to fill the shadow database: CGMS_calplat.mdb. 
This shadow dbase has almost the same structure as the CGMS_10_0_DB_ZONE23.mdb, but 
is filled with a selection of data. This appendix will describe the first 3 databases. 
 
 
CALPLAT.mdb 
 
Figure G1 shows the relationships between the different tables in the CALPLAT.mdb. 
 

 
Figure G1 Relationships between the different tables in the CALPLAT.mdb database 
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Database tables 

 
This section provides an overview of the structure and content of different tables in the 
database. 
 
 
Table AgroCGMSVariables 
Link between Agropheno observations and simulated variables of CGMS. It has the following 
structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ObservationCode Text Code in Agropheno database 
TypeRun Text POT = potential (no limiting factor), WL = water 

limited 
CGMSTable Text Matching table and 
CGMSOutputParameter Text fieldname in CGMS database 
FunctionType Number 0-3, see table ‘FuctionTypes’ 
Remark Text  
 

 

Table CalibrationParameters 

Saves settings of parameters of the last performed calibration. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
ParameterCode Text  
Calibrate Number 0 = no, 1 = yes 
Setvalue Number 0 = no, 1 = yes 
Startvalue Number  
Defaultvalue Number  
Minvalue Number  
Maxvalue Number  
 
 
Table CalibrationResults 

Saves results of calibrations. These values are used in following calibrations. It has the 
following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
ZoneID Number  
ParameterCode Text  
XValue Text  
YValue Text  
StdError Number  
Variance Number  
CalMethod Number  
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Table Calibrations 

All calibration types: Local or Regional. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
Level Number  
Description Text  
Calibration_Type Text Regional or Local 
Target Text Description of what one wants to calibrate 
Active Checkbox Active (V) or not active 
Remarks Text  
 
 

Table CalibrationVariables 

Saves weights of variables if weight <> 1. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
ObservationCode Text  
Weight Number  
 
 

Table CalibrationYearsDOE 

Saves the years that have been used to calculate the average emergence date per variety 
zone. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
ZoneID Number  
Year Number  
 

Table Crop_Parameter_Values 

This table gives the parameter values as they have been used in the last calibration for each 
session (hence for all zones). In combination with the parameters that have already been 
calibrated (which are saved for each zone), this gives the actual status of all parameter 
values. The table has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
Parameter_Code Text All parameters of the CGMS-WOFOST or CGMS-

LINGRA model, different lines are used for each data-
pair from tabular parameters 

Parameter_XValue Text  
Parameter_YValue Text  
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Table Datasources 

Which databases are being used. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ID Number Data source ID 
DSN Text Description of data source 
Username Text  
Password Text  
 
 

Table FunctionTypes 

Supporting table to read CGMS output (max, time series, last day of time series). It has the 
following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
FunctionTypeID Number  
Description Text  
 

Table Grid 

This table gives the geographical characteristics of the grid cells. It has the following 
structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
Grid_no Number  
Latitude Number Latitude in decimal degrees 
Longitude Number Longitude in decimal degrees 
Altitude Number  
Climate_Barrier_No Number 0 = no barrier.  
Distance_To_Coast Number Distance to coast 
 
 
Table Modelparameters 

Describes all available (crop) parameters of CGMS and its boundaries to calibrate. It has the 
following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ParameterCode Text  
Description Text Description of model parameters 
CalibrationType Text R = Regional, P = Local (point) 
ParameterType Text TSc = table value , S = single value 
Unit Text Unit of parameter 
RequiredVar Text Variable required 
RequiredVarExtra Text 2nd variable required 
TabMin_XValue Number Min X value table 
TabMax_XValue Number Max X value table 
TabMin_YValue Number Min Y value table 
TabMax_YValue Number Max Y value table 
MinValue Number Min value 
MaxValue Number Max value 
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Table SelectedCalSources 

Saves settings of last calibration, selected calibration sources, in case of local calibration. 
It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
CalSourceID Number  
Weight Number 0 = not selected, 1 = selected 
 

Table SelectedZones 

Saves selected zones of last calibration if not all zones are calibrated, in case of regional 
calibration. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
zoneID Number  
 

Table SessionOptions 

Defines calibration options. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
SessionID Number  
Outlevel Number Level of output, default 2  
OptimisationCriterium Number 0=RMSE, 1=RRMSE, 2=shape 
WeightOptionVars Number 0 = assigns to measurements, 1= distribute over 

measurements. 
AggregationSchematization Number 0 = land cover, 1 = soil suitability 
MaxIterations Number Maximum number of iterations 
FracTolerance Number Tolerance 
AllowRestarts Number 0 = no, 1 = yes 
BiasReductionFactor Number Bias reduction factor (in case of shape criterion) 
CalibrateSelectedZones Number 0 = no, 1 = yes 
 

Table Sessions 

This table gives basic information about the sessions. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ID Number  
Description Text Description as given by user in CALPLAT interface 
zonationID Number Zonation used in session 
CropID Number Crop used in session 
CalibrationType Number 0 = regional, 1= local 
Agrophenological_DSN_ID Number Which Agrophenological dbase is used, see table 

‘Datasources’ 
CGMS_DSN_ID Number Which CGMS db is used, see table ‘Datasources’ 
MeteoGW_Table Text Which grid weather table is used 
MeteoGW_DSN_ID Number  
MeteoLTA_Table Text Which long term average grid weather table is used 
MeteoLTA_DSN_ID Number  
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FixedParamSet Number 0 = results not saved, 1 = results saved (and therefore 
fixed) 

 
 

Table Variables 

Possible ObservationCodes of variables in AgroPheno_DBase. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ObservationCode Text  
CodeDescription Text  
Unit Text Unit of observation code 
Type Text S = single value, T = table value 
 

Table Zonations 

This table describes the zonations that are present in CALPLAT. It has the following 
structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ID Number  
Description Text Description of zonation (as given in CALPLAT 

interface) 
 

Table Zones 

Description of the zones. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ID Number Unique ID for each zone 
ZonationID Number ID of zonation 
Description Text  
MinValue Number Minimum TSUM value of zone, for zonations not 

based on TSUM the value is 0. 
MaxValue Number Maximum TSUM value of zone, for zonations not 

based on TSUM the value is 0. 
 
 

Table ZoneXGridCell 

This table provides the link between zones and grid cells. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ZoneID Number ID of zone 
Grid_no Number Grid number 
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AgroPhenoDB (DSN) 
 
Figure G2 shows the relationships between the different tables in the AgroPheno_DBase 
   

 
Figure G2 Relationships between the different tables in the AgroPheno database 
 
The main table in the Agropheno database is the ‘CalibrationSources’ table which lists all the 
calibration datasets available in the database. This table links on the CalibrationSourcesID to the table 
‘CalibrationSourcesMetadata’ which lists the metadata for each calibration source. The actual 
calibration data are stored in two tables, the ‘CalibrationSingleValues’ table and the 
‘CalibrationTimeSeries’ table. The former one stores single value variables (e.g. day of sowing, day of 
flowering) for a dataset while the latter one stores variables with a temporal component (e.g. time 
course of LAI).  
 
In order to store data in an unambiguous way, all observation variables are characterized with a 
predefined observation code with defined units. These observation codes and their descriptions and 
units are stored in the ‘ObservationCode’ tables.  
 
The data available for calibrating the WOFOST or LINGRA model have to be related to one or a 
group of CGMS grids. This relationship is stored in the table ‘CalibrationGridReference’ which stores 
the CGMS grid numbers for which a CalibrationSource applies.  
 
Some additional tables are present like the ‘Crop’ and ‘CalibrationDataType’ tables for storing the 
crop definition and the CalibrationDataType definition.  
 
 

Database tables 

 
This section provides an overview of the structure and content of different tables in the AgroPheno 
database. 
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Table CalibrationSources 

The table ‘CalibrationSources’ lists all the data sources available for all calibration datasets. It has the 
following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationSourceID Number Unique calibration sources ID - Primary key 
DateOfEntry Date/Time Date of entry 
NameOfEntry Text Name of person who entered the experiment into the 

database 
CalibrationDataType Number Type of calibration data (1 = Data from field 

experiments, 2 = Regional values, 3 = Expert estimate) 
CalibrationTableRef Number Indicator in which table to find the data     (1 = 

CalibrationSingleValue, 2 = CalibrationTimeSeries, 3 = 
Both) 

CalibrationSourceStudy Text Study from which the data came, e.g. MOCA, Boons-
Prins etc. 

 
 
Table CalibrationSourcesMetadata 

The table ‘CalibrationSourcesMetadata’ lists all the ancillary data available for a given calibration 
source. It has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationSourcesID Number Unique ID of calibration data source 
Cal_crop_no Number CGMS crop number 
Description Text Description of the calibration dataset 
Reference Memo Literature or other reference for the calibration data 

source 
YearOfObservation Number Year for which the observations have been carried out. 
PeriodStart Number Start of period for long term average values (i.e. 

regional crop calendars) 
PeriodEnd Number End of period for long term average values (i.e. 

regional crop calendars) 
Latitude Number Longitude of point observations 
Longitude Number Latitude of point observations 
Location Text Description of the location of the experiment or region 
AdditionalInfo Memo Additional information like growing conditions, crop 

management, fertilizer application and land and soil 
characteristics 

NB In case of crop calendars the year refers year of harvest!!! For example: first growth stages (i.e. 
DOP, DOE in 2003) and a second one for the last ones (ie. DOA, DOH in 2004). This should be one 
calibration source and therefore the year should refer to the year of harvest.  
 
 
Table CalibrationDataType 

The table ‘CalibrationDataType’ lists the types of calibration datasources available. Currently this 
table only consists of three types of data: 

1. Point observations from field experiments 
2. Regional crop calendars 
3. Estimates from experts 
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The table has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationDataType Number Numeric ID for a specific calibration data type 
CalibrationDataTypeName Text Description of the specific calibration data type 
 
 

Table CalibrationGridReference 

The table ‘CalibrationGridReference’ lists the CGMS grid numbers for which a given calibration 
source is assumed to be valid. This can be more than one grid number. The table has the following 
structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationSourceID Number Unique ID of the calibration data source 
GridCode Number CGMS grid code which should be linked with the 

calibration data.  
 
 

Table CalibrationSingleValue 

The table ‘CalibrationSingleValue’ stores the actual calibration data, but only the ‘single value’ 
observations. Examples are sowing date, maximum LAI during the growing season etc. The table has 
the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationSourceID Number Unique ID of the calibration data source 
ObservationCode Text Text identifier of the observation type 
ObservationValue Number Value of the observation 
 
 
Table CalibrationTimeSeries 

The table ‘CalibrationTimeSeries’ stores the actual calibration data, but only the ‘time-series’ 
observations. Examples are course of LAI or evapotranspiration rate during the growing season etc. 
The table has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
CalibrationSourceID Number Unique ID of the calibration data source 
DateOfObservations Date/time Date when observation was made 
ObservationCode Text Text identifier of the observation type 
ObservationValue Number Value of the observation 
 
 

Table ObservationCode 

The table ‘ObservationCode’ stores a predefined set of observation codes with defined units. The table 
has the following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
ObservationCode Text Code for type of observation (see table B-3 in 

Appendix B for a list of observation codes)  
CodeDescription Text Description of the observation code 
Unit Text Unit of the observation code 
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Type Text Type of observation code (S = Single value, T = Time-
series) 

 
 

Table Crop 

The table ‘Crop’ lists the crop types and the linkage to the CGMS crop numbers. The table has the 
following structure: 
 
Column name Type Description 
Cal_crop_no Number CALPLAT Code for type of crop 
Cal_crop_name Text CALPLAT Description of the crop 
Sim_crop_no Number CGMS Code for type of crop 
Sim_crop_name Text CGMS Description of the crop 
Winter_crop Number 1 = wintercrop, 0 = no wintercrop 
Crop_Model Number 0 = WOFOST, 1 = LINGRA 
 
 
CGMS_DB(DSN) 
 
The CGMS_DB contains all the input data that are necessary to run the CGMS model. These data are 
stored in a large number of tables. The user manual of CGMS version 9.2 explains how these tables 
can be filled. Note that differences between version 9.2 and 10 are small and cover the following items 
which are not of real importance for the CALPLAT user but are given here for matter of completeness: 
• CGMS has been equipped with the feature to continue the growing season with an ensemble of 

weather forecast scenarios. As much more data are involved also performance of database IO was 
improved. Weather ensembles can be simulated by starting CGMS in batch mode and configuring 
the ini file with a special mode. 

• Crop specific campaign year definition in table CROP 
• Crop specific entry of initial soil water amounts in table INITIAL_SOIL_WATER 
• MySQL compliant 
• Slightly different interpretation of climate barriers. 
 
Furthermore the thematic background is explained in Genovese and Bettio (2004); Lazar and 
Genovese (2004) and Micale and Genovese (2004). See also section 2.2.1 on which tables are relevant 
to fill in case of calibrating crop parameters with the CALPLAT tool. 
 
 
CGMS_CALPLAT (DSN) or CGMS Shadow Database 
 
CALPLAT automatically fills the CGMS Shadow database for the zone that has to be calibrated 
copying the data from the CGMS database. Only tables that are relevant to run the CGMS level 2 are 
filled. Figure G3 lists the tables that are used including output tables CGMS_SYSLOG, 
CROP_YIELD, GRID_YIELD, SIMULATION_LOG. All relevant input tables have been listed in 
Chapter 2, section 2.2.1. One table VARIETY_PARAMETER_VALUE must be present in the CGMS 
Shadow database although it will have not any content. Another table SYSCON must also be available 
in the CGMS Shadow database. It is used by CALPLT to set some basic settings. The table 
GRID_WEATHER does not have to be present in the CGMS Shadow database but is read from the 
CGMS_DB or through a database link. See for more information the following sections. The structure 
of the CGMS Shadow database is almost completely copied from the normal CGMS version 10 
database, but a few differences do occur. The definition of the CROP_YIELD and GRID_YIELD 
tables is different, and is therefore, for CGMS Shadow DB, given at the end of this appendix.  
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One additional table, called GridCalibrationSource (definition given at the end of this appendix), also 
exists. This table has been introduced because it may occur that for one climatic grid cell, there is 
more than one data source available. This means that, for example, more than one set of observations 
of the crop calendar is available for such a climatic grid cell. This causes problems when running 
CGMS, because CGMS can only have one crop calendar for a single climatic grid cell. To overcome 
this problem, it would be possible to perform another CGMS run for climatic grid cells that have more 
than one source, until all sources for all climatic grid cells have been used. However, this method is 
not time efficient as calling CGMS repeatedly would result in long calculation times. It was, therefore, 
decided to create a new ‘grid number’ that uniquely defines the combination of climatic grid cell and a 
calibration source. So, if, e.g. 10 sources are available for a certain climatic grid cell, 10 ‘grid 
numbers’ are assigned and CGMS runs as if 10 calculation units were available..  
 

 
Figure G3 Tables in the CGMS Shadow database 
 
Data are copied from CGMS_DB to the CGMS Shadow database in Access using queries in which 
data are transferred per record. This way of data transfer will lead to slow performance in case the grid 
weather data must be read from a large table (probably stored in ORACLE because of its size). In such 
cases, the user can create a specific database link in the CGMS Shadow database called 
CGMS_GRID_WEATHER. The link will be used to copy all records of one year in one copy-action 
from the ORACLE database to the Access CGMS Shadow database (into table GRID_WEATHER) 
which is quite fast. When during calibration CGMS finds no GRID_WEATHER table in the CGMS 
Shadow database CGMS will read the grid weather directly from the CGMS_DB database using the 
database credentials given in the CGMS ini file (CalplatDSN).  
 
In summary: 

1) All relevant CGMS tables, except GRID_WEATHER, are copied from the CGMS_DB 
database and stored in the CGMS Shadow database. The CGMS_DB database credentials are 
given by the user in the CALPLAT session. During calibration CGMS will read the input data 
from the CGMS Shadow database using the database credentials given in the CGMS ini file 
(DSN) 

2) GRID_WEATHER data: two possibilities 
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a) Data are copied through a dedicated procedure from the CGMS_DB database and 
stored in table GRID_WEATHER in the CGMS Shadow database using the database 
link called CGMS_GRID_WEATHER defined by the user. During calibration CGMS 
will read the grid weather from table GRID_WEATHER in the CGMS Shadow 
database using the database credentials given in the CGMS ini file (CalplatDSN). In 
this case the database credentials refer to the CGMS Shadow database. 

b) No data transfer takes places before calibration and grid weather is not stored in the 
CGMS Shadow database. During calibration CGMS will read the grid weather from 
the CGMS_DB database using the database credentials given in the CGMS ini file 
(CalplatDSN). In this case the database credentials refer to the CGMS_DB database. 

 

 

CROP_YIELD 

 
CROP_NO (crop number)      NOT NULL NUMBER(4) - 
GRID_NO (grid number)      NOT NULL  NUMBER(8) - 
SMU_NO(soil mapping unit number)    NOT NULL NUMBER(8) - 
DAY (date)       NOT NULL DATE  - 
YIELD_BIOMASS      NOT NULL NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight biomass) 
YIELD_STORAGE      NOT NULL NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight storage organs) 
LEAF_AREA_INDEX      NOT NULL NUMBER(5,3) m2.m2 
 (potential or water limited leaf area index: leaf area divided by surface area) 
DEVELOPMENT_STAGE     NOT NULL NUMBER(4) - 

(development stage of crop 0-200 or 300 in case of sugar beets) 
RELATIVE_SOIL_MOISTURE     NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) - 
 (percentage of (field capacity minus wilting point)) 
TOTAL_WATER_CONSUMPTION    NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) cm 
 (sum of water limited transpiration 
TOTAL_WATER_REQUIREMENT    NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) cm 
 (sum of potential transpiration) 
FSM        NOT NULL NUMBER(3,2) - 
 (volumetric soil moisture content in rooted zone) 
FSMUR        NOT NULL NUMBER(3,2) - 
 (volumetric soil moisture content in not rooted zone) 
LEAVES_DIED_BY_COLD       NUMBER(8,3) - 
 (fraction of leaves died by cold wrt total biomass) 
RUNOFF          NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (run off) 
SOIL_EVAPORATION         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (soil evaporation) 
LOSS_TO_SUBSOIL         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (amount of water drained to the sub soil and therefore lost for the crop) 
WEIGHTS_LIVING_LEAVES        NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of living leaves) 
WEIGHTS_DEAD_LEAVES        NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of dead leaves) 
WEIGHTS_STEMS         NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of stems) 
WEIGHTS_ROOTS         NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of roots) 
ROOTING_DEPTH         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (rooting depth) 
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GRID_YIELD 

CROP_NO (crop number)      NOT NULL NUMBER(4) - 
GRID_NO (grid number)      NOT NULL  NUMBER(8) - 
DAY (date)       NOT NULL DATE  - 
YIELD_BIOMASS      NOT NULL NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight biomass) 
YIELD_STORAGE      NOT NULL NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight storage organs) 
LEAF_AREA_INDEX      NOT NULL NUMBER(5,3) m2.m2 
 (potential or water limited leaf area index: leaf area divided by surface area) 
DEVELOPMENT_STAGE     NOT NULL NUMBER(4) - 
(development stage of crop 0-200 or 300 in case of sugar beets) 
RELATIVE_SOIL_MOISTURE     NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) - 
 (percentage of (field capacity minus wilting point)) 
TOTAL_WATER_CONSUMPTION    NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) cm 
 (sum of water limited transpiration 
TOTAL_WATER_REQUIREMENT    NOT NULL NUMBER(8,4) cm 
 (sum of potential transpiration) 
FSM        NOT NULL NUMBER(3,2) - 
 (volumetric soil moisture content in rooted zone) 
FSMUR        NOT NULL NUMBER(3,2) - 
 (volumetric soil moisture content in not rooted zone) 
LEAVES_DIED_BY_COLD       NUMBER(8,3) - 
 (fraction of leaves died by cold wrt total biomass) 
RUNOFF          NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (run off) 
SOIL_EVAPORATION         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (soil evaporation) 
LOSS_TO_SUBSOIL         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (amount of water drained to the sub soil and therefore lost for the crop) 
WEIGHTS_LIVING_LEAVES        NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of living leaves) 
WEIGHTS_DEAD_LEAVES        NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of dead leaves) 
WEIGHTS_STEMS         NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of stems) 
WEIGHTS_ROOTS         NUMBER(8,3) kg.ha-1 
 (potential or water limited dry weight of roots) 
ROOTING_DEPTH         NUMBER(8,3) cm 
 (rooting depth) 

 
 
GridCalibrationSource 

ID (unique id)        NOT NULL NUMBER - 
GridNo (climatic grid cell number)      NOT NULL  NUMBER - 
CalSourceID (calibration source id)      NOT NULL  NUMBER - 
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Appendix H: CALPLAT characteristics that can be saved/changed in CALPLAT sessions 
 
CALPLAT characteristics Save? Can be changed in one session? 
General: - - 
 Description yes yes 
 Calibration type (regional/local) yes no 
 Crop type yes no 
 Datasources - - 
  Agrophenological yes no 
  CGMS yes no 
Calibration: - - 
 Regional session: - - 
  Zonation yes no 
  Option all or selected zones yes* yes 
  Selected zones yes* yes 
 Local session: - - 
  Selected calibration sources yes no 
 Selected parameters: - - 
  Calibrate: start value, min, max yes* yes 
  Set: value yes* no 
 Weighing: - - 
  Observation variables, weights yes* yes 
  Observation option (assign/distr) yes* yes 
  Calibrationsources (0 or 1) yes* yes 
 Calibration options: - - 
  Optimization criterium yes* yes 
  Outlevel yes* yes 
  CGMS aggregation schematization** yes* yes 
Results: - - 
  Crop parameters: estimated value, std error,  
 (co)variance, (per zone) 

yes na 

*  The choice will be saved with the purpose to retain the most recent choices of the user. The 
choices will not be saved for each individual calibration run. Therefore the user must save the 
output files of the calibration run under a different directory. 

**  Only relevant for water limited production 
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Appendix I: Description of CALPLAT result files 
 
The table below (Table I-1) lists the different files generated during a CALPLAT run. Each of 
these files is produced for every zone that is being calibrated. The files are stored in a 
subdirectory that is created in the directory …\CALPLAT\output, and it is named after the 
session to which these files belong. 

 

Table I-1 Description of the result files of CALPLAT 

Extension Description 
GENERAL OUTPUT FILES 

calplat.log Summary of calibrations results including final function value 
.dmp Summary of settings, available data, procedure followed and output 
.alt Extra output. For calibration of TSUMs: print meteo. For general 

calibration: some simulated values in each function evaluation 
.wrn Listing of warnings and error messages issued 

.inp Crop parameters, calibration options and an overview of all grid, year and 
source combinations 

.tst Information on date calibration and version number of CALPLAT 

CALIBRATION OF TSUMS ONLY (REGIONAL MODE) 

.doe Average DOE for sources used in calibration 

.ev Empirical values (= observed data) 

.fwc, .ivc Forward (fwc) and inverse (ivc) calibration: calibrated values and their 
standard errors 

.fwd, .ivd Forward (fwd) and inverse (ivd) calibration: predictions and deviations 
for all source/grid combinations. Observed value, calibrated value, 
absolute difference, standardized difference and weights used are given. 

.mds Meteo description: early sowing (in case of crossing year boundary) and 
availability of meteo data 

GENERAL CALIBRATION (GENERAL MODE) 

.cal Calibrated values and their standard errors 

.dev Predictions and deviations for all source/grid combinations. Observed 
value, calibrated value, absolute difference, standardized difference and 
weights used are given. 

.see Contains the seed used for initializing the state of the random number 
generator. This file is only created when the user has chosen the 
Calibration Option 'Allow Restarts in case of no convergence'. 

.rss Return status from CGMS simulations. For each grid/year combination, 
the CGMS return code from the final run is printed.  

.hst History of function values 
 

Note that the file *.tst and calplat.log can not be viewed through the result manager. 
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Description of output files for CALPLAT.  

 

A. Output files for calibration of TSUMs only (special mode): 

Names of the output files:  

*.dmp: process output 

*.alt: alternate, more elaborate output  

*.wrn: warnings 

*.inp: input parameters and sources 

*.doe: day of emergence 

*.ev: contains empirical values 

*.fwc and *.ivc: forward and inverse calibration: calibrated values 

*.fwd and *.ivd:  forward and inverse calibration: deviations 

*.mds: meteo description 

 

1. Contents of file *.dmp 

This file is generated during the estimation process. Several things are written to it; the 
purpose of the file is mainly to enable the CALPLAT team to trace back errors, should these 
occur. Therefore, in some of the tables of the .dmp file, namely ‘check offset’, ‘collected data’ 
and ‘empirical values’, day numbers of over 365 are used in case of early planting (see 
section 2.7.8). CALPLAT users too may find the file contains useful information.  

 

2. Contents of file *.alt 

When the option “Extra Output” is requested, the file *.alt will contain extra output.  

1. For calibration of TSUMs the extra output consists of a listing of the meteo data for the 
source/grid/year combinations. With this printout it is possible to check if ‘strange’ output 
might be caused by perhaps incorrectly read in weather data. Note that requesting Extra 
Output will increase the runtime 

(2. For general calibration, the extra output consists of some of the simulated values in each 
function evaluation. This extra output may help in tracing back the source of run time errors.) 

 

3. Contents of file *.wrn:  

This file contains messages, warnings and errors generated during runtime.  

 

4. Contents of file *.inp:  

This file contains an overview of the crop parameters and the grid, year source combinations.  

 

5. Contents of file *.doe:  

This file contains the weighted mean and variance for the observed Day of Emergence in 
each zone.  
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6. Contents of file *.ev:  

This file contains the source number, grid number, observed DOA, DOE and DOM for the 
source/grid/year combinations, empirical values for TSUM1 and TSUM2 (these have been 
calculated from the observed DOE, DOA and DOM), and three different weights. Day 
numbers over 365 are used in case of early planting. 

The weight in column 4 is the weight that was calculated on the basis of number of grids and 
years in the source only; the weights in the last two columns have been derived from column 
3 but they are adjusted for missing values. These last two columns contain the weights that 
have been used in the calibration.  A value of -999 indicates a missing value.  
=============================== 
== Thu 27/Nov/2008, 13:10:42 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  26 November 2008 
 
Empirical values that will be used in the calibrati on : 
    (-999 is  missing; last 2 columns are weights c orrected for missing values) 
    (winter crops may have a valid ts1weight even i f DOE is missing) 
    (doa and dom > 365/6 when 2 meteo years are use d) 
=================================================== ============================== 
Source         Grid Year   Weight   doe   doa   dom      Tsum1     Tsum2 Ts1weight Ts2weight 
   310        44077 1995    1.000   135   203   262     947.10    817.00    1.000    1.000  
   312        45071 1995    1.000   128   203   265     938.20    809.70    1.000    1.000  
   315        49073 1995    1.000   135   205   267     947.90    806.10    1.000    1.000  
   319        52069 1995    1.000   136   207   276     946.80    807.60    1.000    1.000 
 

 

7. Contents of files *.fwc and *.ivc (the example is from *.fwc):  

This file contains the following table:  
=============================== 
== Thu 27/Nov/2008, 13:10:42 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  26 November 2008 
 
TABULATED VALUE tsum1      =    950.00000 
TABULATED VALUE tsum2      =    800.00000 
 STARTING VALUE tsum1      =            - 
 STARTING VALUE tsum2      =            - 
      ESTIMATED fw.tsum1   =    944.90790 
      ESTIMATED fw.tsum2   =    814.47205 
      ESTIMATED fw.se1     =   0.86972189 
      ESTIMATED fw.se2     =    1.0599042 
      ESTIMATED fw.varmn1  =   0.75641614 
      ESTIMATED fw.varmn2  =    1.1233969 
 
      CRITERION fw.TSUM1   =    6.1498623 
      CRITERION fw.TSUM2   =    7.4946547 
 
     (CRITERION fw.DOA     =   0.41654736) 
     (CRITERION fw.DOM     =    1.0590799) 
 
Function values obtained when minimizing error on p redicted TSUMS:  
TSUM1: 
Deviance  =      1853.22 [sum of weighted squares] 
Df        =           49 [Neff] 
Disp      =     37.82081 [dev/df] 
Fval      =     6.149862 [sqrt(disp)] 
TSUM2: 
Deviance  =     2752.323 [sum of weighted squares] 
Df        =           49 [Neff] 
Disp      =     56.16985 [dev/df] 
Fval      =     7.494655 [sqrt(disp)] 

� Tabulated value: values that have been read from CGMS. 
� Starting value: values used to start the estimation process. Can be specified by the 

user; if not, they are depicted here as -999 and taken to be equal to the tabulated 
values. If both forward and inverse calibration are performed, the result of forward 
calibration will be used as starting value for the inverse calibration, even if a missing 
value is printed in this file.  

� Estimated TSUM: calibrated value 
� Estimated se: standard error for calibrated value  
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� Estimated varmn: covariance matrix for the parameters estimates. The covariance is 
not calculated here, because the two TSUMs are independently estimated 

� Criterion fw.TSUM1/2: in forward calibration the errors on TSUMs are minimized, and 
hence the criterion value is the square root of the weighted residual mean square on 
the TSUMs. However, the residual mean squares on the predicted days can also be 
calculated and the square roots of these values are printed here as well (between 
brackets) to enable the user to compare them with the criterion obtained under 
inverse calibration.  

� Finally all intermediate steps to calculate the function value are given for TSUM1 and 
TSUM2: deviance, degrees of freedom (df), dispersion and the function value 

 
For inverse calibration the file looks similar, the only differences are the calibrated values, the 
order of the four lines presenting the criterion and the lower part which explains the 
calculation of the function value: 

 
=============================== 
== Thu 27/Nov/2008, 13:10:42 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  26 November 2008 
 
TABULATED VALUE tsum1      =    950.00000 
TABULATED VALUE tsum2      =    800.00000 
 STARTING VALUE tsum1      =    944.90790 
 STARTING VALUE tsum2      =    814.47205 
      ESTIMATED iv.tsum1   =    943.93469 
      ESTIMATED iv.tsum2   =    810.47455 
      ESTIMATED iv.se1     =   0.87913489 
      ESTIMATED iv.se2     =    1.2045907 
      ESTIMATED iv.varmn1  =   0.77287817 
      ESTIMATED iv.varmn2  =    1.4510388 
 
      CRITERION iv.DOA     =   0.41139698 
      CRITERION iv.DOM     =   0.65000802 
 
     (CRITERION iv.TSUM1   =    6.2164226) 
     (CRITERION iv.TSUM2   =    8.5177431) 
 
Function values obtained when minimizing error on p redicted DOA/DOM:  
DOA: 
Deviance  =     8.293126 [sum of weighted squares] 
Df        =           49 [Neff] 
Disp      =    0.1692475 [dev/df] 
Fval      =     0.411397 [sqrt(disp)] 
DOM: 
Deviance  =     20.70301 [sum of weighted squares] 
Df        =           49 [Neff] 
Disp      =    0.4225104 [dev/df] 
Fval      =     0.650008 [sqrt(disp)] 

 
� Criterion fw.DOA/DOM: in forward calibration the errors on DOA/DOM are minimized, 

and hence the criterion value is the square root of the weighted residual mean square 
on the DOA or DOM. However, the residual mean squares on the TSUMs can also be 
calculated and the square roots of these values are printed here as well (between 
brackets) to enable the user to compare them with the criterion obtained under 
inverse calibration.  

 

8. Contents of files *.fwd and *.ivd:  

This file contains 5 tables: Empirical values, Predicted values, Residuals, Standardized 
residuals, and Weights. 

The table Empirical Values contains observed DOA and DOM for each source/grid/year 
combination in the calibration, and the values for TSUM1 and TSUM2 that can be calculated 
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from these. As these files are read by the CALPLAT results manager, any day numbers of 
over 365 are converted back to day numbers between 1 and 365. 
 
Empirical values 
================= 
Source         Grid  Year          TSUM1        DOA       TSUM2        DOM 
-------------------------    ---------------------- ---------------------- 
   310        44077  1995        947.100        203     817.000        262 
   312        45071  1995        938.200        203     809.700        265 
   315        49073  1995        947.900        205     806.100        267 
   319        52069  1995        946.800        207     807.600        276 
   320        53077  1995        948.900        202     815.000        264 
 

The table Predicted Values contains, again for each source/grid/year combination, the 
‘predicted’ TSUM1 and TSUM2. These are the values from the file *.fwc or *.ivc, now 
assigned to each individual source/grid/year combination. Each source/grid/year combination 
within a zone gets the same predicted TSUM1 and TSUM2. The table also contains 
predicted values for DOA and DOM. These values have been calculated individually for each 
source/grid/year combination, using its calibrated TSUM and its observed grid weather.  
 
Predicted values 
================= 
Source         Grid  Year          TSUM1        DOA       TSUM2        DOM 
-------------------------    ---------------------- ---------------------- 
   310        44077  1995        944.908    202.874     814.472    261.725 
   312        45071  1995        944.908    203.379     814.472    265.492 
   315        49073  1995        944.908    204.813     814.472    268.188 
   319        52069  1995        944.908    206.879     814.472    277.095 
   320        53077  1995        944.908    201.752     814.472    263.952 
 

The table Residuals contains the difference between Observed and Predicted values for 
each of TSUM1, DOA, TSUM2 and DOE: 
 
Residuals (emp - pred) 
======================= 
Source         Grid  Year          TSUM1        DOA       TSUM2        DOM 
-------------------------    ---------------------- ---------------------- 
   310        44077  1995          2.192      0.126       2.528      0.275 
   312        45071  1995         -6.708     -0.379      -4.772     -0.492 
   315        49073  1995          2.992      0.187      -8.372     -1.188 
   319        52069  1995          1.892      0.121      -6.872     -1.095 
   320        53077  1995          3.992      0.248       0.528      0.048 
 

The tabel Standardized Residuals contains the residuals from the table above, but now 
standardized so that absolute values greater than, say, 3 or 4 indicate misfit. 
 
Standardized residuals 
======================= 
Source         Grid  Year          TSUM1        DOA       TSUM2        DOM 
-------------------------    ---------------------- ---------------------- 
   310        44077  1995          0.357      0.303       0.338      0.260 
   312        45071  1995         -1.104     -0.918      -0.639     -0.465 
   315        49073  1995          0.488      0.450      -1.132     -1.136 
   319        52069  1995          0.308      0.291      -0.925     -1.045 
   320        53077  1995          0.652      0.597       0.070      0.046 
 

The final table, Weights, contains the weights that have been used during the calibration. 
The weights for TSUM1 and DOA should be equal, and also those for TSUM2 and DOM.  
 
Weights 
======== 
Source         Grid  Year          TSUM1        DOA       TSUM2        DOM 
-------------------------    ---------------------- ---------------------- 
   310        44077  1995        1.00000    1.00000     1.00000    1.00000 
   312        45071  1995        1.00000    1.00000     1.00000    1.00000 
   315        49073  1995        1.00000    1.00000     1.00000    1.00000 
   319        52069  1995        1.00000    1.00000     1.00000    1.00000 
   320        53077  1995        1.00000    1.00000     1.00000    1.00000 

 

9. Contents of file *.mds: 
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This file indicates whether or not there was early sowing/planting, and whether or not the 2-
year weather data that are needed in that case were available. Day numbers of over 365 are 
used, to allow the user to check if the calibration for such sources was performed correctly. 
More information is given in the header of the file. 
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B General calibration (general mode) 

Names of the output files:  

*.inp: input parameters and sources 

*.dmp: process output 

*.alt: alternate, more elaborate output  

*.wrn: warnings 

*.hst:  history of function evaluations 

*.cal: calibrated values (analog of *.fwc and *.ivc) 

*.dev: deviations (analog of *.fwd and *.ivd) 

*.rss: return status from CGMS simulations  

*.see: seed used for initializing the state of the random number generator 

 

1. Contents of file .inp 
The .inp file contains information about the input used in the calibration. First, the run name 
and crop number are given. Then it gives the names of the parameters that were set or 
calibrated, with the values tabulated in CGMS and the values used as starting values for the 
calibration. For table parameters, the value given here represents the calibration factors or 
terms. To determine the exact values that were used for table parameters, this factor should 
be multiplied with (or added to) the original data. The complete list of default (=tabulated) X 
and Y values for table parameters is also given. Then follows a list of the source/grid/year 
numbers used as input. The user-specified weights for variables are given and the calibration 
options. At the bottom of this file a list is given of the values for all parameters, as they are 
used in this run (taken from table Crop_Parameter_Value). The example files included below 
will be for calibrating the parameters TSUM1, AMAXTB and FOTB  for grain maize. The 
maximum number of function evaluations per (re)start was set to 3.  
 
========================== 
== 01-12-2008 10:15:31 AM == 
========================== 
RunName         : Zone23 
CropNo          : 102 
Calplat version : 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
Calibrate modelParameters: 
Name       Default     StartValue  MinValue   MaxVa lue 
----       -------     ----------  --------   ----- --- 
TSUM1          950            750       150       1 050 
AMAXTB           1           1.42       0.7        1.5 
FOTB             1           1.04      0.85       1 .15 
 
Table values 
Name          Defaultvalues 
----          ------------- 
AMAXTB_01     0.0000    70.0000 
AMAXTB_02     1.2500    70.0000 
AMAXTB_03     1.5000    63.0000 
AMAXTB_04     1.7500    49.0000 
AMAXTB_05     2.0000    21.0000 
  FOTB_01     0.0000     0.0000 
  FOTB_02     0.4290     0.0000 
  FOTB_03     1.1440     0.0000 
  FOTB_04     1.2350     0.0000 
  FOTB_05     1.4300     0.5000 
  FOTB_06     1.5600     1.0000 
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  FOTB_07     2.0000     1.0000 
 
Grid_nr_intern  Grid_nr_real  Year  Calibrationsour ce_id 
--------------  ------------  ----  --------------- ----- 
        1           44077     1995           310 
       11           45071     1995           312 
       21           49073     1995           315 
       31           52069     1995           319 
       41           53077     1995           320 
        2           44077     1996           347 
       12           45071     1996           349 
       22           49073     1996           352 
       32           52069     1996           356 
       42           53077     1996           357 
        3           44077     1997           384 
       13           45071     1997           386 
       23           49073     1997           389 
       33           52069     1997           393 
       43           53077     1997           394 
        4           44077     1998           421 
       14           45071     1998           423 
       24           49073     1998           426 
       34           52069     1998           430 
       44           53077     1998           431 
        5           44077     1999           458 
       15           45071     1999           460 
       25           49073     1999           463 
       35           52069     1999           467 
       45           53077     1999           468 
        6           44077     2000           495 
       16           45071     2000           497 
       26           49073     2000           500 
       36           52069     2000           504 
       46           53077     2000           505 
        7           44077     2001           532 
       17           45071     2001           534 
       27           49073     2001           537 
       37           52069     2001           541 
       47           53077     2001           542 
        8           44077     2002           569 
       18           45071     2002           571 
       28           49073     2002           574 
       38           52069     2002           578 
       48           53077     2002           579 
        9           44077     2003           606 
       19           45071     2003           608 
       29           49073     2003           611 
       39           52069     2003           615 
       49           53077     2003           616 
       10           44077     2004           643 
       20           45071     2004           645 
       30           49073     2004           648 
       40           52069     2004           652 
       50           53077     2004           653 
 
Variable   Weight 
--------   ------ 
DOA           1 
TAGBI         1 
WSOI          1 
 
Calibration Options 
------------------- 
  DoGeneralCalibration               : Yes 
  Extra output                       : No 
  Optimisation criterium             : Relative Roo t Mean Squared Error (RRMSE) 
  Variable weighing                  : Assign to me asurements 
 
  

2. Files *.dmp and *.alt  

The file *.dmp again contains output produced during the run. This file may be helpful when 
troubleshooting, in particular when the trouble would occur during the preprocessing and/or 
reading in of the data.  
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The *.alt file, when asked for by the user during a General Calibration (by requesting the 
option ‘Extra Output’), will contain some (not all) of the simulated values in each function 
evaluation. This extra output may help in tracing back the source of run time errors. The *.alt 
file will contain some 60 – 100 lines for each function evaluation, depending on the number 
of (table) parameters calibrated, so if, for example, 1000 function evaluations are needed, 
this file will become large. This file may be helpful for tracking down errors during the 
optimization process. If, at some time, help would be needed from the Calplat team, it will be 
very convenient for them if you can provide them with this file. The output printed in each 
function evaluation looks like below.  
 
=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:58:35 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
 
 
Restart 0. Initializing: Function evaluation 1 (acc umulated 1) 
--------------------------------------------------- ------------- 
Start resetting simulated values to missing at begi nning of function 
Finished resetting simulated values to missing 
Before constrain_and_pdate: calparstructure 
Calparstructure: N = 3 
 (Nr)    Name Type  Operation Nobs  CurVal       Mi n       Max       Unc HrdB   HardLo    
HardUp 
   1    TSUM1 1(S)   0(Subst)  1   750.000   150.00 0  1050.000     0.693   0 -1.7e+308  
1.7e+308 
   2   AMAXTB 2(T)   4(FactY)  5     1.420     0.70 0     1.500     2.197   0       3.1       
105 
   3     FOTB 2(T)   3(FactX)  7     1.040     0.92 6     1.150     0.033   0      1.14         
2 
Start constrain_and_update 
Finished constrain_and_update 
After constrain_and_update: calparstructure 
Calparstructure: N = 3 
 (Nr)    Name Type  Operation Nobs  CurVal       Mi n       Max       Unc HrdB   HardLo    
HardUp 
   1    TSUM1 1(S)   0(Subst)  1   450.000   150.00 0  1050.000    -0.693   0 -1.7e+308  
1.7e+308 
   2   AMAXTB 2(T)   4(FactY)  5     1.420     0.70 0     1.500     2.197   0       3.1       
105 
   3     FOTB 2(T)   3(FactX)  7     1.040     0.92 6     1.150     0.033   0      1.14         
2 
Before calpars_to_cgmspars: cgmsparstructure 
CGMS parameter values: 
  Nr        Name Type     CurVal  CurXpos   CurYval  
(  1)      TSUM1    1    750.000  
(  2)  AMAXTB_01    2             0.000   99.40000  
(  3)  AMAXTB_02    2             1.250   99.40000  
(  4)  AMAXTB_03    2             1.500   89.46000  
(  5)  AMAXTB_04    2             1.750   69.58000  
(  6)  AMAXTB_05    2             2.000   29.82000  
(  7)    FOTB_01    2             0.000    0.00000  
(  8)    FOTB_02    2             0.429    0.00000  
(  9)    FOTB_03    2             1.144    0.00000  
( 10)    FOTB_04    2             1.284    0.00000  
( 11)    FOTB_05    2             1.487    0.50000  
( 12)    FOTB_06    2             1.622    1.00000  
( 13)    FOTB_07    2             2.000    1.00000  
After calpars_to_cgmspars: cgmsparstructure 
CGMS parameter values: 
  Nr        Name Type     CurVal  CurXpos   CurYval  
(  1)      TSUM1    1    450.000  
(  2)  AMAXTB_01    2             0.000   99.40000  
(  3)  AMAXTB_02    2             1.250   99.40000  
(  4)  AMAXTB_03    2             1.500   89.46000  
(  5)  AMAXTB_04    2             1.750   69.58000  
(  6)  AMAXTB_05    2             2.000   29.82000  
(  7)    FOTB_01    2             0.000    0.00000  
(  8)    FOTB_02    2             0.429    0.00000  
(  9)    FOTB_03    2             1.144    0.00000  
( 10)    FOTB_04    2             1.284    0.00000  
( 11)    FOTB_05    2             1.487    0.50000  
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( 12)    FOTB_06    2             1.622    1.00000  
( 13)    FOTB_07    2             2.000    1.00000  
Start update_cgms_parameters 
Finished update_cgms_parameters 
Start running CGMS 
Finished running CGMS 
Start get return status from CGMS 
Finished getting return status from CGMS 
Start get simulated values from CGMS 
Finished getting simulated values from CGMS 
Simulated values and weights:  
Simulated values read in from CGMS output:  
src   igrid       egrid   year        DOA_obs        DOA_sim        DOA_dif      TAGBI_obs      
TAGBI_sim      TAGBI_dif       WSOI_obs       WSOI_ sim       WSOI_dif 
310      1        44077   1995     203.000000     1 72.000000      31.000000   25086.177734   
21581.457031    3504.720703    5992.187988    7361. 307129   -1369.119141 
312     11        45071   1995     203.000000     1 71.000000      32.000000   26440.835938   
22483.548828    3957.287109    6486.565918    7431. 859863    -945.293945 
315     21        49073   1995     205.000000     1 74.000000      31.000000   25959.933594   
23005.099609    2954.833984    6004.153320    7669. 843750   -1665.690430 
319     31        52069   1995     207.000000     1 77.000000      30.000000   23031.425781   
19940.607422    3090.818359    5450.830566    6506. 376953   -1055.546387 
320     41        53077   1995     202.000000     1 68.000000      34.000000   24463.357422   
21417.462891    3045.894531    5201.884766    7521. 882812   -2319.998047 
... 
643     10        44077   2004     208.000000     1 76.000000      32.000000   24253.966797   
20355.917969    3898.048828    5764.685059    6866. 005371   -1101.320312 
645     20        45071   2004     204.000000     1 71.000000      33.000000   24076.326172   
19752.523438    4323.802734    5887.815918    6525. 633789    -637.817871 
648     30        49073   2004     209.000000     1 77.000000      32.000000   26326.273438   
22462.498047    3863.775391    6808.327637    7073. 440918    -265.113281 
652     40        52069   2004     215.000000     1 80.000000      35.000000   24199.173828   
21565.537109    2633.636719    5397.031738    6027. 716797    -630.685059 
653     50        53077   2004     205.000000     1 71.000000      34.000000   25334.037109   
21353.732422    3980.304688    6277.411621    6265. 596191      11.815430 
Criterion (1,2 or 3): 2 
End of function evaluation: 
Point and function value at end of function evaluat ion: 
  p[1] =  -0.69   
  p[2] =   2.20   
  p[3] =   0.03   
  fval =   0.21 
Len=50, Width=3, Neff=150.000000 
Calculation of criterion finished, now print fvals:  
Function values (in FVALSTRUCT): 
Deviance  =     6.394744 [total weighted sum of (re lative) squares over variables] 
Df        =     150      [sum of df over variables]  
Disp      =   0.04263163 [dev/df] 
Fval      =    0.2064743 [sqrt(disp)] 
Per variable: 
            Variable          dev       df         disp 
                 DOA      2.02639       50    0.040 5279 
               TAGBI     0.846862       50    0.016 9372 
                WSOI      3.52149       50    0.070 4298 
Finished printing fvals. 
 

 

3. Contents of file *.wrn 

For the example run, the following warnings are displayed:  
 
=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
 
Commencing Simplex 
------------------ 
 
**** WARNING 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
 
Commencing Restart number 1 
------------------------------- 
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**** WARNING 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
 
Commencing Restart number 2 
------------------------------- 
 
**** WARNING 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
 
Commencing Restart number 3 
------------------------------- 
 
**** WARNING 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
 
**** MESSAGE 
No convergence after restarts; now find best value in all restarts 
 
Parameter estimation finished 
----------------------------- 
 
**** WARNING 
Program finished but no convergence was reached. 
 
**** WARNING 
There are correlations in the corrmatrix > 0.9. Che ck results in file *.cal 
 
**** WARNING 
Return value not equal to 1. Check warnings in file  *.wrn. 
 
 
 

As was to be expected, with only 10 iterations no convergence is achieved. As restarts were 
allowed, after the calibration three additional restarts were executed. In none of the restarts 
convergence occurred, hence a warning about ‘no convergence’ was issued 4 times (once in 
every (re)start). Apparently, there are parameter estimates that are heavily correlated (as we 
did not run the program until convergence, this is not something to worry about). At the end 
of the program a message stating that the end of the program is reached is always given; 
when no convergence is obtained that will be mentioned here. At the end of the program the 
final return value is checked; whenever a warning has been issued the return value will not 
be 1 and this is mentioned in a separate final warning. 

 

4. Contents of file *.hst 

For each (re)start, the number of the function evaluation is given (number between brackets 
is the number of the restart), and the actual value of the criterion. The parameters yielding 
this criterion value are given on each line as well.  

In each (re)start, first the function value for the points in the starting configuration are 
calculated. The actual starting point (default or user-defined) is given on row NDIM + 1, 
where NDIM is the dimensionality of the problem (number of parameters to calibrate). After 
calculating the function value for the stating configuration (i.e. at the start of the actual 
optimization), the function count restarts at 1.  
 
=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
History of function evaluations. 
Function value and parameter point (original scale) :  
 
(first 4 lines are for the starting configuration,   
  with the original starting point on line 4.)  
       Eval      Fvalue  |       TSUM1      AMAXTB        FOTB 
       1(0)    0.206474  |     450.000     1.42000     1.04000 
       2(0)   0.0866351  |     750.000     1.06000     1.04000 
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       3(0)    0.131336  |     750.000     1.42000    0.983158 
       4(0)   0.0674657  |     750.000     1.42000     1.04000 
       1(0)   0.0549886  |     950.000     1.21627     1.00020 
       2(0)   0.0515621  |     1022.73     1.06000    0.983158 
       3(0)    0.153733  |     984.303    0.915158     1.06039 
       4(0)   0.0825950  |     834.421     1.34148     1.00020 
       5(0)    0.118070  |     1000.77     1.43724    0.978090 
       6(0)   0.0360228  |     846.793     1.19144     1.02286 
       7(0)   0.0432584  |     977.768     1.14844     1.02853 
       8(0)   0.0679028  |     1034.81    0.807905    0.984327 
       9(0)   0.0479140  |     890.601     1.31243     1.02493 
      10(0)    0.108339  |     601.284     1.34948     1.07175 
      11(0)   0.0424038  |     987.818     1.14284     1.00290 
       Final feval at best position in this (re)sta rt: 
      12(0)   0.0360228  |     846.793     1.19144     1.02286 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
Restart number 1: 
       1(1)    0.101658  |     761.145     1.13892     1.06334 
       2(1)    0.231600  |     472.290    0.919460     1.06334 
       3(1)    0.232476  |     472.290     1.13892    0.994830 
       4(1)    0.186424  |     472.290     1.13892     1.06334 
       1(1)    0.289539  |     668.112    0.986511     1.11643 
       2(1)    0.176771  |     519.548     1.10011     1.02814 
       3(1)   0.0802534  |     700.256     1.31954     1.04000 
       4(1)   0.0643061  |     802.891     1.42949     1.02814 
       5(1)   0.0620221  |     884.468     1.35322     1.01650 
       6(1)   0.0976591  |     983.398     1.41593    0.994830 
       7(1)   0.0694600  |     981.860     1.44880     1.04396 
       8(1)    0.105911  |     985.400     1.48754    0.997096 
       9(1)   0.0482249  |     841.989     1.31239     1.04659 
      10(1)    0.148509  |     586.564     1.22724     1.01693 
      11(1)   0.0565664  |     928.939     1.41851     1.03714 
       Final feval at best position in this (re)sta rt: 
      12(1)   0.0482249  |     841.989     1.31239     1.04659 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
Restart number 2: 
       1(2)   0.0821229  |     782.250    0.925760    0.983713 
       2(2)    0.218261  |     514.500     1.21288    0.983713 
       3(2)    0.203072  |     514.500    0.925760     1.06686 
       4(2)    0.226286  |     514.500    0.925760    0.983713 
       1(2)   0.0906346  |     698.418     1.11511     1.03790 
       2(2)    0.259584  |     807.500    0.815984     1.07585 
       3(2)    0.155262  |     591.193     1.09829     1.00443 
       4(2)    0.103808  |     846.089     1.17044    0.962290 
       5(2)   0.0461439  |     914.113     1.03533    0.978444 
       6(2)   0.0497701  |     988.347     1.00485    0.967942 
       7(2)    0.146565  |     769.567    0.893069     1.04629 
       8(2)   0.0754747  |     828.426     1.09611    0.977988 
       9(2)   0.0673001  |     945.104    0.926602    0.946691 
      10(2)   0.0959622  |     974.343     1.11683    0.951473 
      11(2)   0.0620189  |     848.245    0.969165    0.973687 
       Final feval at best position in this (re)sta rt: 
      12(2)   0.0461439  |     914.113     1.03533    0.978444 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
Restart number 3: 
       1(3)    0.123878  |     781.350    0.979960     1.05186 
       2(3)    0.159838  |     512.700     1.23998     1.05186 
       3(3)    0.218251  |     512.700    0.979960    0.989087 
       4(3)    0.186661  |     512.700    0.979960     1.05186 
       1(3)    0.204759  |     697.142     1.15579     1.10694 
       2(3)    0.151980  |     651.686     1.11115     1.08255 
       3(3)    0.100729  |     781.350     1.23998     1.07288 
       4(3)   0.0981153  |     882.866     1.34248     1.08255 
       5(3)    0.175915  |     951.977     1.06623     1.09150 
       6(3)    0.105934  |     651.686     1.19905     1.06260 
       7(3)   0.0474263  |     882.866     1.25297     1.04821 
       8(3)   0.0482769  |     951.977     1.31207     1.02981 
       9(3)   0.0833092  |     852.709     1.43532     1.07726 
      10(3)   0.0974754  |     987.018     1.44413     1.07690 
       Final feval at best position in this (re)sta rt: 
      11(3)   0.0474263  |     882.866     1.25297     1.04821 
No convergence reached with Simplex in this (re)sta rt: Exceeded MAXNFUNC = 10 
Final feval with best ever parameter values: 
      12(3)   0.0360228  |     846.793     1.19144     1.02286 
Parameter estimation finished 
Function evaluations while calculating the variance : 
       1(-)   0.0360222  |     846.877     1.19144     1.02286 
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       2(-)   0.0360304  |     846.793     1.19156     1.02286 
       3(-)   0.0360028  |     846.793     1.19144     1.02296 
Best point is last point in the list before the var iance calculations. 
  (if there are no fevals for the variance, best po int is last point in the list above).. 
 
 

The history file shows that indeed after the first calibration, 3 restarts were carried out. As 
there are 3 parameters to be calibrated, first, in each (re)start, 4 function evaluations are 
carried out to initialize the starting configuration. Then, in each (re)start, the actual 
optimization begins. The maximum number of function evaluations was set to 10. However, 
function evaluations come in lots of either 1 or 2, so it may happen that even when the 
maximum number of function evaluations is set to 10, the actual number of function 
evaluations carried out will be 11. This happens three times. The final function evaluation in 
each (re)start (so either the 11’th or the 12’th) is the single final function evaluation at the 
best point encountered during that (re)start. When after three restarts there is still no 
convergence, the best-ever value encountered is repeated and reported as result. In this 
example the best-ever point happens to come from the first calibration, but this could have 
been any other (re)start.  

After the optimization, the variances are calculated. For calculating the variances, another 
NDIM function evaluations are needed, whose function values are printed in the *.hst file as 
well.  

 

5 and 6. Files *.cal and *.dev  

Generally, these files contain the same information as the files *.fwc/*.ivc and *.fwd/*.ivd for 
the regional TSUM calibration.  Below, the symbol p will be used to denote the number of 
calibrated parameters.  

The file *.cal will contain the calibrated value in much the same fashion as before, only now 
in a different format. The calibrated values, standard errors and tabulated values are now 
written in columns. Three extra columns are added: one each for the minimum and maximum 
value allowed, and the starting value used in the calibration. The covariance matrix is written 
as a lower triangular matrix. Furthermore, in the beginning of the file some information on the 
deviance, degrees of freedom (df), dispersion and function value is added, both for the 
overall calibration as (when applicable) per variable. 

When the partitioning parameters FOTB and/or FLTB are calibrated, not only the values of 
the calibrated parameters are involved, but the values of FOTB, FLTB and FSTB. Therefore, 
when one of these parameters is calibrated, an additional table is added to the file *.cal, 
containing the values for those partitioning parameters that were not calibrated but whose 
values have been adjusted during the calibration.  

  

Example of *.cal: 

The *.cal file for this example shows the best estimates encountered during the search. The 
file shows first the function value obtained (i.e. the criterion), and then the deviance, df, 
dispersion, both overall and per variable. Then follow the parameter estimates with their 
standard errors (and also the tabulated values and the min and max allowed plus starting 
values); next comes the covariance matrix for the estimates (the standard errors mentioned 
in the previous line are the square root of the diagonal of this matrix) and the correlations 
(covariances divided by the product of the two standard errors); then there is a list of all 
parameter values, in which the so-called table parameters have been expanded to show all 
their x- and y-values, and finally, if needed, there is a list of the values of the ‘additionally 
required’ parameters FOTB/FLTB/FSTB 
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=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
 
Criterion value: 
=============== 
Function value at estimated parameter vector: 0.036 023 
Tolerance achieved: 0.283335; required: 0.000100 
Function values (in FVALSTRUCT): 
Deviance  =    0.1946468 [total weighted sum of (re lative) squares over variables] 
Df        =     150      [sum of df over variables]  
Disp      =  0.001297646 [dev/df] 
Fval      =   0.03602285 [sqrt(disp)] 
Per variable: 
            Variable          dev       df         disp 
                 DOA    0.0603335       50   0.0012 0667 
               TAGBI    0.0181097       50  0.00036 2194 
                WSOI     0.116204       50   0.0023 2407 
 
Parameter estimates: 
==================== 
       PARAMETER  CALIBRATED  STAND._ERR   TABULATE D         MIN         MAX   START_VAL 
           TSUM1     846.793     162.302     950.00 0     150.000     1050.00     750.000 
          AMAXTB     1.19144   0.0694387     1.0000 0    0.700000     1.50000     1.42000 
            FOTB     1.02286   0.0147620     1.0000 0    0.926316     1.15000     1.04000 
 
Variance/Covariance matrix: 
===========================  
                           TSUM1          AMAXTB            FOTB 
           TSUM1         26341.9 
          AMAXTB         11.1270      0.00482173 
            FOTB         2.36281      0.00101171     0.000217918 
 
Correlation matrix: 
===================  
                           TSUM1          AMAXTB            FOTB 
           TSUM1         1.00000 
          AMAXTB        0.987305         1.00000 
            FOTB        0.986185        0.986976         1.00000 
 
All Calibrated Values: 
====================== 
  Nr        Name Type     CurVal  CurXpos   CurYval  
(  1)      TSUM1    1    846.793  
(  2)  AMAXTB_01    2             0.000   83.40064  
(  3)  AMAXTB_02    2             1.250   83.40064  
(  4)  AMAXTB_03    2             1.500   75.06057  
(  5)  AMAXTB_04    2             1.750   58.38045  
(  6)  AMAXTB_05    2             2.000   25.02019  
(  7)    FOTB_01    2             0.000    0.00000  
(  8)    FOTB_02    2             0.429    0.00000  
(  9)    FOTB_03    2             1.144    0.00000  
( 10)    FOTB_04    2             1.263    0.00000  
( 11)    FOTB_05    2             1.463    0.50000  
( 12)    FOTB_06    2             1.596    1.00000  
( 13)    FOTB_07    2             2.000    1.00000  
 
Additional Parameter Values: 
============================ 
  Nr        Name Type     CurVal  CurXpos   CurYval  
(  1)    FLTB_01    2             0.000    0.65100  
(  2)    FLTB_02    2             0.429    0.65100  
(  3)    FLTB_03    2             1.144    0.15750  
(  4)    FLTB_04    2             1.263    0.15750  
(  5)    FLTB_05    2             1.463    0.10500  
(  6)    FLTB_06    2             1.596    0.00000  
(  7)    FLTB_07    2             2.000    0.00000  
(  8)    FSTB_01    2             0.000    0.34900  
(  9)    FSTB_02    2             0.429    0.34900  
( 10)    FSTB_03    2             1.144    0.84250  
( 11)    FSTB_04    2             1.263    0.84250  
( 12)    FSTB_05    2             1.463    0.39500  
( 13)    FSTB_06    2             1.596    0.00000  
( 14)    FSTB_07    2             2.000    0.00000 
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Indeed in the correlation matrix, three correlations are > 0.90. If parameter estimates are 
highly correlated (values > 0.9 in the Correlation Matrix in the *.cal file, and especially values 
> 0.99), care must be taken in the interpretation. This means that the parameters in fact 
cannot be properly estimated. As an example, say parameters A and B are calibrated, with 
calibrated values A1 and B1. Let A1= 10.23 (with standard error 0.8) and B1 = 0.432 (with 
standard error 0.11). Now repeat the entire experiment, including the data collection, to get 
new estimates A2 and B2. Ideally, A2 will be somewhere between A1 +/-  2 * 0.8, and B2 will 
be somewhere between B1 +/-  2 * 0.11. But the value of A2, for example, A2 = 11.98, would 
not contain information on where exactly in the interval [0.230, 0.634] to expect B2.  
 
With high correlations for the parameter estimates, however, an A2 value somewhere in the 
interval [8.63, 11.83] will imply a B2 value on the same relative position in the interval [0.230, 
0.634]. The estimate for parameter A already tells us almost exactly what will be the estimate 
for parameter B! This means that with these data one cannot really estimate the two 
parameters together. 
 

Example of *.dev:  

The number of columns in file *.dev will be equal to the number of variables that was used in 
the calibration. Analogously to the case of regional calibration of TSUMs, this file contains 
tables for Empirical Values, Predicted Values, Residuals, Standardized Residuals, and 
Weights, but between the Standardized Residuals and the Weights a table is inserted that 
contains the dates of observation for observed time series. Here missing data are indicated 
not by -999 but by 00-00-0000. In this example, no time-series variables are involved. In 
each table, only the first and last 3 of the 50 lines are printed.  
 
=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
 
Empirical values 
================= 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995         203.0000       25 086.18       5992.188 
   312        45071  1995         203.0000       26 440.84       6486.566 
   315        49073  1995         205.0000       25 959.93       6004.153 
... 
   648        49073  2004         209.0000       26 326.27       6808.328 
   652        52069  2004         215.0000       24 199.17       5397.032 
   653        53077  2004         205.0000       25 334.04       6277.412 
 
Predicted values 
================= 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995         197.0000       25 534.08       6244.427 
   312        45071  1995         197.0000       26 701.27       6486.107 
   315        49073  1995         199.0000       26 503.41       6067.584 
... 
   648        49073  2004         204.0000       26 753.09       6662.831 
   652        52069  2004         208.0000       24 461.21       5214.166 
   653        53077  2004         200.0000       25 442.16       6183.886 
 
Residuals (emp - pred) 
======================= 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995         6.000000      -44 7.8984      -252.2388 
   312        45071  1995         6.000000      -26 0.4336      0.4589844 
   315        49073  1995         6.000000      -54 3.4805      -63.43066 
... 
   648        49073  2004         5.000000      -42 6.8125       145.4966 
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   652        52069  2004         7.000000      -26 2.0352       182.8657 
   653        53077  2004         5.000000      -10 8.1211       93.52588 
 
Standardized residuals 
======================= 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995        0.8767800     -0.9 319804     -0.8503293 
   312        45071  1995        0.8767800     -0.5 177847    0.001497911 
   315        49073  1995        0.8679682      -1. 090029     -0.2212860 
... 
   648        49073  2004        0.7055787     -0.8 473547      0.4642416 
   652        52069  2004        0.9688138     -0.5 682102      0.7503332 
   653        53077  2004        0.7196903     -0.2 257003      0.3176021 
 
Observation dates for time series 
================================== 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
   312        45071  1995       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
   315        49073  1995       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
... 
   648        49073  2004       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
   652        52069  2004       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
   653        53077  2004       00-00-0000     00-0 0-0000     00-00-0000 
 
Weights 
======== 
Source         Grid  Year              DOA          TAGBI           WSOI 
-------------------------  ------------------------ --------------------- 
   310        44077  1995         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
   312        45071  1995         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
   315        49073  1995         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
... 
   648        49073  2004         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
   652        52069  2004         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
   653        53077  2004         1.000000       1. 000000       1.000000 
 
 

 
7. Contents of file .rss 
Return status from CGMS simulations. For each grid/year combination, the CGMS return 
code (= WOFOST/LINGRA status code) from the final run is printed. The following status 
codes are used for WOFOST: 
 
NSU   No simulation units for this grid 
NGW   No grid weather for this grid 
MAX   Exceeded lifemax (as read from database) 
DEC   Exceeded end decade, but not yet lifemax 
BND   Number of leaf classes exceeds 365 
DVS   DVS >= DVSEND (development stage) 
LAI   No living leaves (anymore) 
NEQ   Number of simulated rows not equal for water limited and potential 
SOW   Invalid sowing date 
EME   Invalid emergence date 
IED   Invalid end date 
EBE   End date before emergence 
WLG Crop failure due to water logging 
 

For LINGRA, the following status values can occur: 
 
MAX Exceeded lifemax 
OK Simulation successful 
ERR Partitioning error 
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Contents of the example file *.rss:  
 
=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
At optimized solution,   0 pct of grd/yr combin. ha s return status unequal to DVS or OK 
 
 
Return status from CGMS stimulations (DVS = OK = 1) : 
=================================================== == 
Source         Grid  Year  Return_Status 
----------------------------------------   
   310        44077  1995       DVS = 1  
   312        45071  1995       DVS = 1  
   315        49073  1995       DVS = 1  
... 
   648        49073  2004       DVS = 1  
   652        52069  2004       DVS = 1  
   653        53077  2004       DVS = 1 

 

8. Contents of file *.see 

In the first optimization round, the starting point (user-defined or default) is used to obtain a 
complete Simplex starting configuration consisting of NDIM + 1 points. When convergence is 
not reached, a restart may be performed upon request. In this restart a different starting 
configuration is used for the Simplex, otherwise it would result in exactly the same sequence 
of parameter values. In the construction of the starting configuration in a restart, random 
numbers are used. The seed with which these random numbers have been obtained is 
printed in *.see. The user cannot set the seed to a specific value; the information in this file is 
only relevant for the Calplat team (when they need it to be able to reproduce results in case 
of troubleshooting).  

Contents of this *.see:  

=============================== 
== Mon 01/Dec/2008, 10:15:31 == 
=============================== 
Calplat version 1.4.2,  27 November 2008 
 
Seed used for the random number generator: 64732 
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Appendix J: troubleshooting CALPLAT 
 
This appendix gives an overview of the error messages you might get when running CALPLAT, and 
some information about possible causes. Part 1 gives the most common messages that occur, while 
part 2 gives a listing of the CALPLAT error messages. 
 
J1 Common messages 
 
During CALPLAT run 
The most common errors during the CALPLAT run are caused by incorrectly logging into the 
databases. CALPLAT is also rather taxing on computer resources, which is known to sometimes result 
in access failure. This is usually solved by running CALPLAT again. 
 
After CALPLAT run 
When the CALPLAT run is finished a screen appears that gives for each zone some information, 
including error messages. The table below lists some messages that you can encounter, their cause and 
possible solutions. More information about CALPLAT errors is given in Appendix J2. 
 
Message Meaning Cause Solution 
OK No errors occurred   
Numbered errors (format: 
ERROR x: ) 

See Appendix J2 See Appendix J2 See Appendix J2 

No datasources with 
required observations 

no data available for 
this zone on 
DOE/DOP and DOA 
or DOA and 
DOM/DOH 

DOE and DOA are needed 
to calibrate TSUM1 and 
DOA and DOM are 
needed to calibrate 
TSUM2. Hence, if these 
data are not available, 
neither TSUM1 nor 
TSUM2 can be calibrated 

Obtain more 
phenology data 

TSUM2 has to be 
calibrated, but both DOM 
and DOH are missing 

Without DOM or 
DOH, TSUM2 
cannot be calibrated 

Not enough data for this 
zone 

Obtain more data 

 
 
Messages in ‘warnings’ tab 
Message Explanation 
There are sources for which missing DOM 
has been replaced by DOH - something 

If there are no DOM data, but there are DOH data, 
DOM is estimated from DOH 

There are sources for which missing DOE has 
been replaced by DOP + ndays(TSUMEM) 

If there are no DOE data, but there are DOP data, 
DOE is estimated from DOP using TSUMEM 

Crop is wintercrop, so no fixes made for 
missing DOE 

In case of missing DOE for winter crops, DOE is not 
estimated from DOP. Instead DOE is assumed to 
always be 1 for winter crops. 

Noftimes year boundary crossed (i.e. day 
number set to 365): 14636 

During CALPLAT simulation, the growing season 
crosses the year boundary 

Return value not equal to 1. There is a problem with the zone. Problem is usually 
mentioned in the lines above this message. Message 
tends to appear for this zone, and all subsequent ones. 

There are variables with missing values for all 
sources, so there may be parameters that 
could not be calibrated 

Which variables you need depends on which 
parameters you want to calibrate. So depending on 
which parameters you want to calibrate, there might 
be lack of data 

Problems calibration TSUM1 in inverse Sometimes inverse calibration seems to give strange 
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calibration; calibrated value = - 0.000008  results; the reason is not clear 
Calibration performed, convergence, but with 
warnings 

Which warnings is explained in lines above this 
message. Message tends to appear for this zone, and 
all subsequent ones. 

 
 
J2 Listing of CALPLAT messages 

There are several kinds of error messages. 

 

1. Convergence errors. 

 

Convergence errors will cause CALPLAT to stop. The first of these three errors might be solved by 
trying a restart with different starting values. The second and third errors can be solved by increasing 
the number of iterations.  

 

Convergence: Proposed value for FSTByval consistent ly < 0. 
 
Convergence: Too many iterations in Dbrent. 
 
Convergence: Too many iterations in brent. 
 

 

2. User errors 

 

When a user error occurs, the user may try to modify the input in the CALPLAT session manager.  

 

User: Fractional parameters cannot be SET. 
 
User: Grids for FOTB and FLTB do not match. 
 
User: Partitioning tables do not sum to 1. 
 
User: Xvalues unequal for partitioning table. 
 
User: Values allowed for min and max of parameter a re equal. This will cause problems. 
 

 

3. Check errors 

 

The following error messages probably cannot be handled by the CALPLAT user. If one of these 
messages occurs, the user is kindly requested to inform the CALPLAT team as something may have to 
be changed to the code. Please keep the file *.out, and as much information about the session as 
possible. 

 

Check: Attempt to estimate missing DOE from DOH whi le using ragged meteodata. 
 
Check: CalSources and calibration_source_id not in same order. 
 
Check: Calsource id's should be in blocks (e.g. 111 442233, not 114412332). See values in 
*.out. 
 
Check: Dimensions for matrix multiplication not com patible. 
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Check: DOA is missing. 
 
Check: DOM < 1 after imputing doh - something for m issing dom. 
 
Check: fltbmaxf = 0, should be nonzero. 
 
Check: Missing DOE estimated from DOP before adjust ment of ragged meteopointer. 
 
Check: Name not found in function get_table_values.  
 
Check: NRerror: NSTACK too small in indexx. 
 
Check: Nsources during read-in not equal to Nsource s derived from input. 
 
Check: Problems reading table AgroCCMSVariables fro m CALPLAT.mdb. 
 
Check: Wrong day order has been forced for testing.  
 
Check: Additional parameters are needed, but neithe r FLTB nor FOTB found in list. 
 

 

4. Numbered errors 

 

These errors generally occur during reading in of the data. They have more text than displayed here, 
e.g. Error C01 will also display the file name, error C02 will display the variable name that is not 
found and so on. Many of these errors will directly guide the user to the problematic part of the data.  

There are also errors that are not easy for the user to mend, e.g.  Errors C07 and C08 refer to internal 
run-time problems. The codes C and N are not important for the user, they only refer to the type of 
argument for the error function (char or num).  

 
C01: Cannot open file: 
 
C02: Not found in database: 
 
C03: Data not sorted by SQL query: 
 
C04: No grid cell found for Cal. Source: 
 
C05: No month/day combination found in CGMS Weather  Grid for :  
 
C06: No temperatures found in CGMS Weather Grid for  :  
 
C07: Error converting current year into int, fn. re adin_year_of_observation. 
 
C08: Error converting year-of-obs to leapyear, fn. calc_leapyear_from_yearnumber 
 
C09: Unresolved error: Two equal xvalues in DTSMTB 
 
C10: It is assumed that Year < 100 means Year+1900.  Is that correct? : 
 
C11: Could not read gridnumber from LTAV table, fun ction:  
 
C12: Error closing file:  
 
C13: Maximum number of observations could not be as certained for Varnr:  
 
C14: No value found for VariableType, table Observa tionCode, Variable:  
 
C15: No match found in list of simvars for:  
 
C16: Incorrect function in jumptable:  
 
C17: No function number found in jumptable for vari able  
 
C18: Wrong order for dop,doe,doa,dom,doh:  
 
C19: Wrong error number for errorint function:  
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C20: After simulating, not found in CALPLAT simulat ion database: 
 
C21: Vector_len (argument for main) equal to 0 for zone:  
 
C22: Fraction missings too large to continue:  
 
C23: NofVars in DATASTRUCT unequal to NofVars in SI MVSTRUCT:  
 
C24: Wrong value for Neff in general calibration: 
 
C25: Problems taking square root from criterion val ue: 
 
C26: Varnames in cgmspars and addpars unequal: 
 
C27: Value for Table parameter < hardlo or > hardup  (see *.dmp). Param:  
 
C28: Values for FOTB in shadow db don't match those  in argument main:  
 
C29: Parameter needed but not found in list:  
 
C30: Parameter has MISSING instead of proper value:   
 
C31: Sum of weights too small to calculate bias:  
 
C32: Fvals unequal in resultstruct and fvalstruct:  
 
C33: Problems inverting submatrix for generalize in verse, parameter :  
 
C34: Mult mat * ginv does not yield I:   
 
C35: Negative variance:  
 
C36: Determinant negative in calc_inv_and_det:  
 

 

 

N01: Grid cell not found for Cal. Source nr: 
 
N02: YearOfObservation not found, AFENOdb, Sourcenr  = 
 
N03 : YearOfObservation < 1900 or > current year, A FENOdb, Sourcenr = 
 
N04: Remove source from selection.\nPeriodStart not  found, AFENOdb, Sourcenr = 
 
N05: Remove source from selection.\nPeriodEnd not f ound, AFENOdb, Sourcenr = 
 
N06: Remove source from selection.\nPeriodStart < 1 900 or > current year, AFENOdb, Sourcenr = 
 
N07: Remove source from selection.\nPeriodEnd < 190 0 or > current year, AFENOdb, Sourcenr = 
 
N08: No number found for source.type, Sourcenr = 
 
N09: No grids found in table GRID (GCMSdb) for Sour cenr:  
 
N10: Remove source from selection.\nCould not read year number from CalibrationSourcesMetadata 
for sourcenr:  
 
N11: Remove source from selection.\nCould not read yearstart or yearend from 
CalibrationSourcesMetadata for sourcenr:  
 
N12: No valid value found for Year in CalibrationSo urcesMetadata for sourcenr:  
 
N13: No Year found for crop calendar in agrofeno ta ble. \nRemove grid from database. Sourcenr:  
 
N14: Difficulty converting hardLo to min value, par .nr:  
 
N15: Wrong value for Calvars->Type (should be 1 or 2):  
 
N16: Values in calparstruct and in best simplex poi nt not equal for parameter number:  
 
N17: Wrong value for optimization criterion:   
 
N18: Wrong value for source weight option (should b e 0):   
 
N19: DoLevel1 not equal to doLevel2; doLevel2 is: 
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N20: Percentage of src/grd/yr combinations with ret urn status unequal to DVS or OK is:  
 
N21: Problems inverting (sub)matrix for generalize inverse, parameter:  
 
N22: Wrong value for dftot. Dftot must be > 0, but:  dftot =   

 

5. CGMS errors 

CGMS gives the return status from its simulations. For a list of possible return statuses, see Appendix 
I.  
 
It may happen that CGMS does not give proper simulated values for some grid/year combinations. 
Grid/year combinations, for which this happens, will have a code unequal to DVS. When there are 
return statuses unequal to DVS in the final iteration, a warning is printed to warn the user that the 
results generated for the zone are based on only part of the available observations. The return status for 
all grid cells in the final iteration is given in the file *.rss.  
 
The first time a return status unequal to DVS occurs, a warning is issued to the file *.wrn. The entire 
list of source/grid/year combinations with their return statuses is then printed to *.dmp (see below). 
When part of the grid cells has return status unequal to DVS, and when there are also grid cells with 
return status equal to DVS, the results from these latter cells can still be used in the optimization, so an 
error message is not issued.  
 
If, at some time during the optimization, all grid cells have return status unequal to DVS, an error 
message is generated (error N20 above), as in that case no results are available for the entire zone. The 
likely cause in that case is the use of incorrect phenology data.  
 
There are two ways to help the user locate the source of the error. First, the percentage of correct 
return statuses (DVS) is counted in each iteration, and if this percentage is > 0, it is printed to the 
*.dmp file (see the output line below). The parameter values causing the problem can then be found in 
this file in the *.alt file. 
 
Nr. of returns != DVS in this feval: 1 (= 2.2 perce nt) 
 

When a return status != DVS appears for the very first time, a warning is issued and the entire list of  
current parameter values and source/grid/year combinations with their return statuses is then printed to 
*.dmp, as follows (the offending line is printed in boldface here): 
 
**** MESSAGE 
There have been records in the CGMStempdb with retu rn status unequal to DVS 
Parameter values at first time return statuses uneq ual to DVS have occurred: 
CALPLATlist: list of parameters to calibrate, for u se internally in CALPLAT 
 
(Nr) Name Type  Operation Nobs   Tabuval  Startval       Min       Max  HrdB  HardLo    HardUp 
  1 TSUM2 1(S)   0(Subst)    1   800.000   800.000   600.000  1550.000   0 -1.7e+308  1.7e+308 
  2 MAXTB 2(T)   4(FactY)    5     1.000     1.000     0.700     1.500   0       3.1       105 
 
There are 1 pars of Type 1 (Scalar) and 1 pars of T ype 2 (Table). Total 2. 
CGMSlist: list of parameters to use in interaction with CGMS 
cgms->n1=1, cgms->n2=5, cgms->N=6 
 
  Nr        Name  Type U      TabuX      TabuY     StartX     StartY       CurX       CurY 
(  1)      TSUM2     1 1    800.000               8 00.000              1175.000 
(  2)  AMAXTB_01     2 1      0.000   70.00000      0.000   70.00000      0.000   70.00000 
(  3)  AMAXTB_02     2 1      1.250   70.00000      1.250   70.00000      1.250   70.00000 
(  4)  AMAXTB_03     2 1      1.500   63.00000      1.500   63.00000      1.500   63.00000 
(  5)  AMAXTB_04     2 1      1.750   49.00000      1.750   49.00000      1.750   49.00000 
(  6)  AMAXTB_05     2 1      2.000   21.00000      2.000   21.00000      2.000   21.00000 
 
Of these, 1 pars are of Type 1 (Scalar) and 5 are o f Type 2 (Total 6, Expanded Table) 
 
gg=  1, igrid=  1, egrid=50074, year=1995, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
gg=  2, igrid=  1, egrid=50074, year=1996, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
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. 

. 
gg=  6, igrid=  3, egrid=50076, year=1996, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
gg=  7, igrid=  4, egrid=51074, year=1995, status=1 , status_txt=DVS 
gg=  8, igrid=  4, egrid=51074, year=1996, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
. 
. 
gg= 44, igrid= 18, egrid=52076, year=1997, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
gg= 45, igrid= 18, egrid=52076, year=1998, status=0 , status_txt=DEC 
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